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CHAPTER  1

“COMET”  HALE-BOPP’S
MYSTERY  COMPANION

comet photo

Editor’s note: The above photograph was taken by startled amateur astronomer Chuck Shramek,
based near Houston, Texas, of “comet” Hale-Bopp (the fuzzy-looking bright object) and the large,
Saturn-like mystery companion (to right and slightly above Hale-Bopp) which was just, all of a
sudden, “there”.

The mystery object suddenly appeared on the  scene—not being observed even the day before—
when Shramek looked for Hale-Bopp and then took this picture at about 6 P.M. Houston time on
Thursday, November 14, 1996.

Shramek alerted late-night radio talk-show host Art Bell, who then interviewed Shramek and dis-
cussed numerous exciting implications of this observation on that evening’s radio program.  This
photograph was down-loaded from Art Bell’s home page [www.artbell.com].

If you are plugged into the Internet, Art’s home page is an excellent place to visit, both for direct
information concerning his many, often quite interesting guests, and for direct connections to the
web pages of others who are digging out and sharing some quite astounding things—at this time of
accelerated revealing of Truth amidst so many desperate lies and calculated blarney being spread
around.

As always, one must exercise intelligent discernment, but half of the fun is watching for the clues
that the adversary’s dis-information MUST wear.  Through such practice, we grow stronger and
more fluent in our ability to discern the workers of Light from those puppets in league with the
darkness.

For example, there are many Internet discussions now appearing which are devoted to carefully
“discounting” the many unusual observed peculiarities of “comet” Hale-Bopp, including some
very ornate blarney from astronomer Hale himself.

One good document is titled, “What the Hale is really going on?” and it says [quoting]:

In the Summer of 1995, two amateur astronomers independently and accidentally discovered a new
comet.  Like nearly all comets, this new comet was named after its discoverers, Alan Hale and
Thomas Bopp.  But, unlike most comets, which are discovered 3 or 4 months prior to their closest
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approach to the Earth and Sun, this comet was found about 20 months before its closest approach—
absolutely unprecedented!

The comet is no threat to the Earth.  At its closest it will still be as far away as the Sun, yet there are
some very strange and wierd aspects to this comet which officials seem reluctant to tell us about or
discuss:

·  When the comet was still as far away as Halley’s comet, it was 1000 times brighter!
·  The comet was first seen when its distance from the Sun was much too great for the gaseous coma
of the comet to form.  Yet it had a HUGE coma—larger in diameter than the Sun!

·  Observations by the Hubble Space Telescope and other powerful ground-based scopes revealed
“unusual” details—chunks breaking off from the comet and no natural reason for this to happen
since the comet was too far away from the Sun for gravity or thermal effects to do this.

·  THE ORBIT OF THE COMET IS VERY STRANGE—AS IF SOME INTELLIGENCE HAD ENGI-
NEERED THE COMET TO GET OUR ATTENTION!  [end of quoting]

And now, with the appearance of this mystery object, it seems the disinformation machinery has
again been revved-up bigtime to work toward  discounting  what Mr. Shramek has inconveniently
captured in photographic format.  So, keep your eyes open (to the skies?) for further developments
that will undoubtedly be labeled by the ex-sperts as one form or another of “swamp gas”!  —E. Y.
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CHAPTER  2

PANAMA  UNDER  SIEGE

PART  2  IN  A  SERIES
by Dr. John Coleman

Editor’s note:  Part I of this series gave us a better “fix” on the role of Panama in the larger scheme
of things as well as a (surprising?) in-depth assessment of General Noriega.  Now Part II takes us,
intimately, into the stream of events happening several years ago and involving numerous entities
known to our readers.  Since most of this following material was noted/written during that period,
we will remind you of that fact and then leave the verb tenses, etc., as originally set down by Dr.
Coleman.

Earlier I mentioned the name of Jose Blandon.  Let us take a closer look at the State Department’s
“Panama” Spokesman.  Shortly after his television appearance in favor of Noriega—in fact, in less than a
month—Blandon was seized upon by the Eastern Liberal Establishment in the persons of Shultz, Kissinger
and Elliot Abrams, and told to stop backing the wrong horse.  According to my Washington source,
Blandon was left in no uncertainty as to what the future held for General Noriega.  He was quite bluntly told
to “join the winning team” or find himself out in the cold when the “new government” was ushered in.

Blandon, who has always been a self-seeking individual, lost no time in changing course and jumping  on
the “Get Noriega” bandwagon.  Shortly after switching sides, Blandon announced that he was “gathering
support from the international community against General Noriega”.  He was thereupon summarily dis-
missed from his consular post.  No government can afford to have its representatives conspiring with
foreign forces advocating its overthrow.

Blandon was immediately supported by the State Department and the US news media.  He was touted by
Dr. Norman Bailey as a highly respectable Panamanian official of high rank who had really startling infor-
mation to impart about General Noriega’s alleged “drug trafficking”.  I cannot be completely certain that
Blandon was not immediately given financial support by Bailey, the Civic Crusade and Sol Linowitz, but
my Washington source said he has received some information that would tend to confirm Blandon as a
paid hireling of Linowitz, Norman Bailey and the Civic Crusade.  Miami lawyer Ray Takiff, who represents
General Noriega in the US, said quite simply that Blandon was a liar in the pay of the US Government.
One of Blandon’s controllers is William G. Walker, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International
Affairs.  According to reports I received early in April, it was Walker who coached Blandon regarding his
testimony before the mudslinging anti-Noriega Senate Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nar-
cotics and  International Operations.  Blandon is known for his wild swings from one subject to another,
not to mention changing horses in midstream.  Walker wanted to be sure that Blandon did not stray into
areas that might lead to complications while testifying before the “open and shut” committee in the manner
of Rodriguez Milian’s embarrassing exposé of the leading American banks which are engaged in launder-
ing dope cash.

Lewis Galindo of the Civic Crusade, with whom we are now familiar, was another Blandon “coach” along
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with Walker and Dr. Norman Bailey.  Galindo spent a lot of time telling Blandon to stick to the point while
giving his testimony to the eager “Get Noriega!” Senate Subcommittee.  The committee must have been
familiar with Blandon’s penchant for twisting “facts” in the same way they must have known about his
rather dubious “high-level international contacts”.

Yet the Senate Subcommittee presented Blandon as its star witness against General Noriega for much of
the time during its February 8th through 11th session.  This should deeply disturb all patriots who value our
republican institutions and traditions.  The attack on Noriega has tended to demoralize and debase our
institutions.

Wishing to make the most of Blandon’s testimony, which would never have stood up for more than a few
minutes under court rules of evidence and under cross-examination, the committee members listened
eagerly to his rambling, contradictory diatribe against General Noriega.  Even with such a wide margin of
latitude, with committee members bending over backwards to be solicitous, Blandon cut as sorry a figure
as the criminals Floyd Carlton and Milian Rodriguez, who were called as “prosecution” witnesses!  The
proceedings were reminiscent of “show trials” and have no place in the American system.

Could the subcommittee hearings be classified as a “trial”?  I tend to believe that it was a trial—of General
Noriega, although subcommittee chairman John Kerry categorically dismissed this when it was put to him.
Kerry paraded Blandon before the committee as one parades dogs around the ring at a dog show.  When
Blandon began to babble incoherently,  Kerry on numerous occasions said, “stay, boy—not so fast “.

Kerry made very sure that Blandon’s very recent television speech in support of Noriega was not brought
up.  During that speech Blandon said that charges against the PDF’s commander were “ fabrications” and
vehemently denied that any PDF officers were involved in narcotics trafficking.  Now this may be good
politics, but it makes for ROTTEN justice.  In the end, unable to follow his own ramblings, Blandon
contradicted himself and gave such widely differing accounts of the same events that even the jackals of the
media, notably Time magazine, were grudgingly forced to admit that Blandon’s credibility was nonexist-
ent!

From whence came Blandon’s “ facts” about  General  Noriega’s involvement in dope trafficking.  A
careful analysis prepared for me by specialists in this field to  whom  I have access shows striking  similari-
ties  between phrases and words used by Norman Bailey, Lopez Michelson, Roberto Eisenmann and
Lewis Galindo, and some of the words and expressions used by Blandon.

So it appears as if these men might have been putting words in Blandon’s mouth.  Millionaire Galindo, who
is supposed to have made his fortune out of real estate, and Eisenmann of La Prensa we have already met,
but it is useful and necessary to mention in passing that Galindo enjoys the confidence of Trilateral Com-
mission’s Sol Linowitz and his close associate, Dr. Norman Bailey.

Lopez Michelson

Lopez Michelson was President of Colombia from 1974-1978, during which period he became very
friendly with Fidel Castro who resettled Carlos Ledher after he was forced by DEA agents to flee the
Bahamas.  It was Michelson’s finance minister, Rodrigo Botero Montoya who made it easy for the cocaine
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barons to deposit their dope dollars by opening the “sinister window” at Colombia’s national bank as part
of Michelson’s oversight activities on behalf of cocaine barons Ochoa, Ledher and Escobar.  Lopez
Michelson even tried to legalise the dope barons in exchange for their offer to pay off Colombia’s external
debt obligations!

Nicolas Ardito Barletta

Another of the State Department’s hired lackeys is Nicolas Ardito Barletta of whom we shall now learn
something.  Friend and confidant of Norman Bailey of the National Security Council and head of the
NSC-CIA “bankers branch”, close to Sol Linowitz and William Colby, Barletta is obviously an important
ally of the “get Noriega” faction.  I have already mentioned that Panama became a haven for dope traffick-
ers and their money-laundering banks shortly after Blandon enacted strict bank secrecy laws, just in time
for the cocaine trade “boom”.  His bank secrecy legislation was never challenged until General Noriega
took on this awesome responsibility.  No wonder Blandon has allied himself with Noriega’s enemies.
Blandon is known as “the Panama bankers’ man in Washington”.

Steven Samos

Identified as a narcotics trafficker, Samos appears to enjoy surprisingly ready access to administration
officials like Admiral Poindexter, and notables like Barletta.  Samos is part of the group made up of
Eisenmann, Galindo and others who started the slander campaign against Noriega.  It seems that Samos
was another of Jose Blandon’s many “coaches”.  Samos travels to see his high-level US connections under
the protection of the federal witness program.  Perhaps because of evidence supplied by Samos, his
former colleague and business partner Fernandez was hit with a prison term for marijuana dealing?  We
may not ever find out, but it must be the reason why Samos is allowed to travel to the US, while a man like
German President Kurt Waldheim is blacklisted!

The committee appears to have done everything in its power to offset Blandon’s wildly erratic perfor-
mance.  When questioned by the press about Blandon’s changed testimony, inaccuracies and contradic-
tions, Senator D’Amato said, “Publicly, people would try to do anything to discredit the testimony of Mr.
Blandon.”

But in the end Blandon’s testimony was shown as nothing but imagination through his claim to have seen
documents that confirmed CIA spying on the private lives of certain US Senators, an allegation hotly
denied by the CIA, but reconfirmed by Blandon when he appeared before the committee the following
day.

Blandon’s CIA “bombshell” upset the committee almost as much as Milian’s disclosures that top US
banks were involved in laundering dope cash.  If I were asked for my opinion of Blandon’s tales, I would
be obliged to say that it is the babbling of a paid informer who has no real information to sell!

Another of the “influential international figures” who supports the “Get Noriega” conspiracy is Ted Turner
of CNN.  Turner is believed to be a member of the Trilateral Commission who was personally “turned” by
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David Rockefeller.  It looks as though his name can be added to the list of Noriega’s enemies.
Roberto Eisenmann’s La Prensa heaved a sigh of relief at the way the Senate Subcommittee hearings
went.  It was apparent that the dope-bankers’ policy for Panama would henceforth be US official policy.
The campaign against the PDF waged by the US came straight from the pages of La Prensa with its howls
of rage at being “repressed”.  The cocaine barons and their bankers wrote the lyrics for the song of hate
being sung by the Reagan Administration against the best drug-trafficking fighter in the world today.

The fact that Noriega has been smeared with dirt should tell us something about just how effective he has
become in the war on drugs.  If he were a nonentity, nobody in Washington or Panama would be bothered
by him.  An INTERNATIONAL hate and slander campaign is rapidly coming to a climax, one which I am
predicting will end in the ouster of General Noriega.  It is my belief based on information of the highest
reliability, that even after he is forced out, Noriega will be in dire danger.  The dope barons and their
bankers are not going to forgive and forget.  Noriega is marked for murder in the same way as General
Somoza was destined to be murdered.

Some good did emerge from the Subcommittee hearings.  General Paul Gorman denied that he had seen
any evidence of wrongdoing by General Noriega as charged by Blandon and Norman Bailey.  He said
there was NO HARD EVIDENCE that Noriega had ties to the cocaine barons.  There had been rumours,
said Gorman, but NO real evidence.  Neither could the committee produce one shred of credible evidence
to support the FALSE charges lodged against General Noriega.

Blandon, Barletta, Linowitz, Elliot Abrams, Elliott Richardson, Lewis Galindo and Roberto Eisenmann,
among others want to see the dope trade legalised.  Richardson’s approach to this issue is highly ingenu-
ous.  He advocates legalising drugs without actually appearing to do so.  Generally the line he is taking is
that it is “too late” to attempt to fight the dope menace, and that no matter what efforts are made to
suppress it, like alcohol before it, the best way to go is to legalise narcotics.

This, according to Richardson and his Eastern Liberal Establishment backers, will prove far more effective
and less costly in the long run, the line adopted by Edward Kennedy in his numerous attempts to legalise
dope.  Edward Kennedy was spared the fate of his brothers, because he is useful for pushing pro-dope
bills in the Senate—the sole reason for his continuing political career.  If Kennedy once dares to vote
against pro-narcotics legislation, he will be eliminated.  We know it and he knows it.  It is as straightfor-
ward as that.

In his article copied from the Sol Linowitz 1986 Report of the Inter-American Dialogue, Richardson
practically quotes the arguments put forward by La Prensa and Carlos Ledher in support for legalising the
use of cocaine and marijuana in the same way that the US was eventually forced to legalise alcohol.  The
Inter-American Dialogue is an Eastern Liberal Establishment-Latin American confluence of opinion which
follows Trilateral policy-making for the region.

In short it is there to rubber-stamp Trilateral Commission decisions.  From its list of members one can
quickly gauge to what extent this body was set up to carry out CFR orders.  Where the names of McGeorge
Bundy, Linowitz, Kissinger, John R. Petty and Robert S. McNamara, Barletta and Montoya, crop up, we
can rest assured that dirty work at the crossroads exists.
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Courier for the Colombian cocaine barons Samper Pizano says that new and fresh approaches to the drug
problem must be considered for the West.  Pizano, who does not dispute his connections with the Colom-
bian cocaine barons, once presented Lopez Michelson with a check for a very handsome amount of
money as a “contribution” to his presidential campaign.  The money was accepted by Michelson, even
though it came from Carlos Ledher.

The hoary argument for selective legalisation was also trotted out by Richardson.  Apparently 65 million
drug addicts in the US is not a sufficient number.  Richardson hints that the war against drugs cannot be
won, another old and dangerous argument, which ignores the hammer-blows President Garcia was able to
deliver against the cocaine mafia in only fifty days, and that with strictly limited resources at his disposal!
The kicker is the statement that “the illegality of drugs makes the damage greater for both addicts and
societies of the Americas.”  As an officer of the courts, Richardson deserves to be examined by the
American Bar Association, charged with pushing the sale of narcotics, and indicted on such charges.

The Inter-American Dialogue has its narcotics-banker troop of baboons backing the attempts to legalise
dope.  That there is a proven link between the First Bank of Boston, Credit Suisse and the cocaine barons
of Colombia would not be hard to prove, much less difficult than trying to make Jose Blandon’s twisted
testimony credible and acceptable.  Why doesn’t the Senate Subcommittee which is smearing Noriega, go
after Credit Suisse, First Bank of Boston, American Express and Bank of America if it really wants to
project credibility in battling the drug trade?

When did the State Department really begin to fear Noriega?  I would estimate that it was immediately
following the success of the joint DEA-Panama anti-drug action code-named “Operation Pisces” which
was publicly revealed by the DEA on May 6, 1987.  The DEA characterised the operation as “the largest
and  most  successful  undercover investigation in federal drug law enforcement history”.

The State Department immediately began counter-operations in conjunction with those named in this ar-
ticle to undercut the success of “Operation Pisces” and remove General Noriega as Commander of the
Panama Defense Force.  The State Department and its allies in the pro-dope lobby have good reason to
fear Noriega as the following extract from a May 27, 1987 letter to Noriega from DEA head, John C.
Lawn, makes abundantly clear:

“As you know, the recently concluded Operation Pisces was enormously successful; many millions of
dollars and thousands of pounds of drugs have been taken from the drug traffickers and international
money launderers. Your  PERSONAL (emphasis added) commitment to Operation Pisces and competent
professional and tireless efforts of other officials in the Republic of Panama were essential to the final
positive outcome of this investigation.  Drug traffickers around the world are on notice that the proceeds
and profits of their illegal ventures are not welcome in Panama.”

INDEED!

In those last few lines we have the key to why the State Department turned on General Noriega, and why
a nationwide campaign of slander and libel was launched against the single most effective drug-trafficking
fighter in the world today.  John C. Lawn’s letters contrast very vividly with the sorry spectacle of Jose
Blandon and convicted dope trafficker Milian’s efforts to blacken the man most hated and feared by the
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Colombian dope barons, their Panamanian bankers and Eastern Liberal Establishment allies, in which we
include the New York Times and the Washington Post.

The Senate Subcommittee hearings rendered a great and unfortunate disservice to the American people by
its support of the dope barons and their bankers, and virtually buried what was left of the lamentably weak
war on drugs program which President Reagan was supposed to have left in the hands of George Bush.
All that remains of our tattered self esteem, as a nation opposed to the drug menace, is Nancy Reagan’s
pathetic “Just say No”.  Talk is indeed cheap, especially when compared with the brave acts of valor we
can lay at the door of General Noriega and President Alan Garcia.

I appeal to rich and powerful conservatives to join together and place a signed, paid ad in the New York
Times and the Washington Post along the following lines:

“Any individual and/or nation which may be inclined to follow the courageous example of General Noriega
and the Republic of Panama in the war on drug traffickers and their money-laundering banks should take
note that they  will be severely dealt with by the US Senate and the grand jury system of America”.
The US Establishment press, the jackals who follow the dictates handed down by Reston on behalf of
hyena pack leader David Rockefeller, were responsible for orchestrating the vicious anti-Noriega cam-
paign in America, which led to the indictment by a Miami grand jury of the man so lavishly praised by the
head of the DEA.  The “Hell no, we won’t go” of Vietnam draft dodgers and the “Noriega must go” chants
were created in the same filthy Augean stables.

Who is wrong here?  Is it John C. Lawn?  Is the Noriega he praised really the same man portrayed as a
friend and protector of narcotics traffickers by the cocaine mobster’s press, its lawyers,  its bankers, its
paid liars and its policy-making organisations?  At first glance there appears to be some confusion.  Noriega
is either clearly not the man John C. Lawn gave kudos to, or the Senate Subcommittee witnesses were a
bunch of liars.  We leave it to you to draw your own conclusions.

Let us return to the “enemies of Noriega” list and uncover the chief perpetrators of this most savage crime
against the best opponent of dope traffickers in modern times:

General Ruben Darios Paredes

The retired former Commander of the Panama National Guard is one of General Noriega’s most combat-
ive and dangerous enemies.  In spite of the brutal cocaine mafia-style execution of his son, Paredes re-
mained loyal to the Ochoa brothers, even after finding out that they lied to him when he phoned to enquire
after his missing son.  He accepted the word of the Ochoas that his son was safe, even while the Colom-
bian press was trumpeting the word that Rueben Jr. was already dead, the victim of the cocaine mafiosas.

Paredes has long-standing ties with Fidel Castro and his self-proclaimed “special friend” Colonel Roberto
Diaz Herrera.  Given these known facts, it is not surprising to find Paredes entertaining members of Ledher’s
private army of terrorists, the M19, at his home and shielding them after a unit of M19 was set up in
Panama to protect the Darien cocaine laboratory and Israeli weapons caches.

As long as Paredes was in charge in Panama, Israeli weapons sales proceeded at a brisk pace, while more
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and more drug traffickers chose to use Panama as their personal banking and meeting place without fear of
arrest or interference.  It is known that the Ochoas considered moving to Panama following the crackdown
on them by Colombian Justice Minister Rodrigo Lara Bonilla.  But following the murder of Bonilla by two
members of M19, the Ochoas decided that it was safe for them to remain in Colombia.  However, they
continued freely and openly to use Panama as a banking and conference center.

Paredes is Kissinger, Linowitz and the State Department’s choice to replace General Noriega once he is
forced out by naked threats of the Justice Department prosecutions.  This is the basis of so-called “nego-
tiations” with General Noriega presently being conducted by Shultz.  In July 1987, Paredes threatened that
war would break out in Panama if General Noriega did not resign.

Up until the present day, the role assigned to Pareses by Kissinger and Linowitz is that of a spoiler, to
ensure that no individual and/or political party becomes strong enough to threaten the vested interests of
the dope barons and their banking nexus.  When Omar Torrijas showed such signs, he met with a fatal
plane “accident”.

Is there any real proof of the kind so avidly sought after by the Senate Subcommittee, and which it failed to
find in the case of General Noriega, which would link Paredes to the cocaine barons and their dirty
bankers?  It is a matter of public record that the Ochoas lavished expensive gifts on Parades, including
costly thoroughbred walking horses.  Then there is the matter of the clearly established relations between
Paredes’s deputy, Lt. Colonel Julian Melo Barbua, whom we have already met, and whose close relation-
ship with Ricardo Tribaldos, Jaime Castillo, Mendez and other Ochoa traffickers like Stephen Samos is
not in dispute and which could in no wise have been concealed from General Paredes.

When Lopez Michelson met with the Colombian cocaine barons in Panama in 1984, it was Melo Borbua
who saw to it that they were not disturbed.  I mentioned Stephen Samos because he was married to Alma
Robles, a sister of the Robles brothers whose law firm is used by the dope barons.  Samos was a runner
for the Fernandez syndicate until he got himself caught.

My information is that he was well known to Melo Borbua, and that his activities could not possibly have
escaped the attention of a man like General Paredes.  Paredes, in spite of his known dope connections, is
much sought after by the jackals of the American media.  He has received totally favorable press coverage,
his seamy past apparently safely under wraps, in much the same way that General Pitovranov of USTEC
is loved by the American press, notwithstanding his known past as head of a world-wide KGB kidnapping
and murderer squad.

Dr. Norman Bailey

Bailey’s past is tied up with the National Security Council, where he served before joining up with Linowitz.
While in the National Security Council, Bailey was assigned to study the movement of narcotics money,
which gave him first hand experience of Panama.  As a direct result of his studies, Bailey became friendly
with Nicholas Ardito Barletta.  Bailey is believed to have developed a hatred of Noriega, blaming him for
Barletta’s loss of his Presidential job.  Bailey is on record as saying, “I began my war against Panama when
my friend Nicky Barletta resigned as President of Panama.”  Bailey learned a great deal about Panama’s
bank secrecy laws from the man responsible for making it a haven for drug traffickers and money-launder-
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ing banks, whose defender he now had become.

Why should Bailey have taken umbrage at the dismissal of Barletta? Because Barletta was the “man on the
ground” representing British and American top-level Establishment figures who are up to their eyebrows in
the dope trade—from a safe distance of course.  He was also the IMF man on the spot in Panama to see
that its dictates were obeyed without question.  He was also a favourite of George Shultz.  When General
Noriega resisted the IMF’s austerity asset-stripping packages, he came into head-on collision with Ardito
Barletta, and vicariously, the Washington elitist establishment.

Unbeknown to Bailey, General Noriega had been conferring with Alan Garcia, whose tactics successfully
defended Peru against IMF depredations, and which Noriega subsequently adopted for Panama.  As a
result, Bailey was ousted when he tried to become the IMF’s enforcer.  At that point the decision to wage
all-out war on Noriega and the National Guard was taken by George Shultz on the advice of Norman
Bailey and his business partner, William Colby, whose company, Colby, Bailey, Werner and Associates
had been consulted by the panic-stricken Panamanian and American drug money-laundering bankers.
From that moment onwards, General Noriega was called “a dictator”.

Bailey maintains that he is not interested in getting rid of General Noriega; more important, he says, is
getting rid of the military because, according to Bailey, “Panama is the most heavily militarized country in
the Western Hemisphere.  This remarkable statement should be weighed against the known fact that it was
Bailey who drafted the charges leveled against General Noriega by Blandon, Eisenmann and Weeden.

Bailey is a member of the Civic Action group working to oust Noriega and replace him with what Bailey
likes to call a “Civilian Junta” that will hold free elections once it has gained power, on which he sets a time
limit of one year.  Bailey contributed heavily to the New York Times and Washington Post slander of
General Noriega, which he calls “98% fact”.  Even if only 2% is not FACT, then surely his articles must be
totally suspect?

Through Bailey the conspiracy against General Noriega turns the full circle from the cocaine barons in
Colombia through to the Elitists in Washington, London and New York.  It is through Bailey that the
connection is made between the low-class murdering cocaine mafia and the untouchable respectable
names in the social and political registers of Washington, Boston, London and New York, epitomised by
Elliott Richardson and George Shultz.

What is at stake is the massive amounts of cash, generated by the as yet illegal narcotics traffickers which,
however, may not remain illegal for much longer, given the pressure on legislators to “ease up” on the
“social use” of such drugs as marijuana and cocaine.

Behind the pressure against cigarette smoking stands the dope lobby’s campaign to legalise “light use” of
dangerous habit-forming drugs.  The Surgeon General says that nicotine is as habit forming as cocaine and
heroin.  The implications are obvious.  Give up anti-social smoking with its proven cancer-inducing risks,
and switch instead to non-carcinogen cocaine or marijuana.  Dope sales, which presently far outstrip the
sales of gasoline, may soon also outstrip the sale of cigarettes.

The “market” for cocaine is as yet relatively untapped!  If many more millions of people are turned into
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drug-dependent zombies, what of it, as Bertrand Russell would say if he were alive today?

Dr. Douglas, who is a renowned authority on the subject, says this is all part of Soviet Chemical and
Bacteriological warfare against the West.  If heroin sales in Iran are anything to go on, he may well be right,
not that Iran is part of the West, but it could serve as a “how to” model for the future.

When Noriega goes, the Soviet Union will be the winner because, through the Partnership and Castro’s
Cuba, it will be able to extend its influence in Latin America, increasing production of cocaine and mari-
juana and flooding the U.S. with cheaper and greater quantities which will become available to “new” users
who may not necessarily become addicts, or so the rationale has it.
In this the Soviets and the drug barons can be assured of the full support of the New York Times, speaking
on behalf of British interests, and the Washington Post.  Both newspapers have in recent months pub-
lished a number of articles in support of legalising the use of marijuana and cocaine.

The tactics used to isolate Panama’s leadership are similar to those used against South Africa, which is not
surprising, given the fact that they originate from the same source.  Barletta warned the President of
Panama that it would be best if he urged Noriega to step down; otherwise he might find himself President
of a lot of ashes.  South Africa is similarly being urged to “give up now before there is a conflagration”.

The Senate has declared war on Panama just as it has declared war on South Africa.  The patriotism of the
American people is being aroused by references to the military in Panama being a danger to the security of
the Canal.  De Concini’s worthless sop to the right wing at the time the Treaty was signed, the De Concini
“reservations”—not signed by Panama, is being promoted as a wise and prudent forethought precaution,
when it was and is nothing but a bolt-hole for the rats who signed away the U.S. Canal at Panama in the
first place.

The situation in Central America is a deadly danger to America’s national security interests.  A Philippines-
style “democracy” is being forced on Panama, with all the dire consequences which that entails.

In order to get the go-ahead on the Panama Canal Treaty, the Senate says General Noriega must resign.
Since he refuses to do so, he must be forced out.  That is the consensus of the six-member Senate Staff
Delegation which visited Panama November 12th through 16th, l987.  The delegation made no mention of
the frightful threat posed by the narcotics traffickers and their Cuba-Soviet connection, not to mention the
threat to our economy posed by the drain-off of U.S. dollars into Panamanian dirty money-laundering
banks.

In the name of democracy, control of Panama must be wrested from Noriega and handed to the interna-
tionalists.  Panama must be turned upside down before the Canal Treaty will be implemented.  Not specifi-
cally spelled out, but clearly an implied threat, is the intention to send the U.S. military into Panama if
“disorders” threaten the safety of the Canal.  It is to create such disorders that veteran trouble maker John
Maisto was deployed in Panama.

Who is John Maisto?  Maisto is the number two man in the U.S. Embassy in Panama.  He was deployed
in South Korea, the Philippines and Haiti to create unrest on the streets and lead “demonstrations” against
the authorities.  He has been very active on the streets in Panama, and it is a disgrace that agent provoca-
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teur Maisto is allowed to get away with his scandalous behaviour.

The Senate has willfully and with malice aforethought helped to create deteriorating conditions in Panama
by continuing to insist that “dictator” Noriega is engaged in criminal activities and that his refusal to accept
the U.S. defense rights upon which the Panama Treaty is predicated is endangering the entire treaty.

“Defense rights” in this instance mean stationing American troops in areas where Maistro has been at work
stirring up trouble, a deliberate provocation, as the military is fully aware of the inherent dangers in station-
ing troops in areas of civilian unrest.  If it learned anything at all from Buret, the military should know that it
is wrong to put U.S. military personnel in the middle of an untenable and volatile situation.

Another lie that needs to be is exposed is the story that General Noriega is receiving aid from Libya.  This
is a fabrication designed to discredit Noriega.  My sources took three months to investigate this charge and
found that it has NO SUBSTANCE WHATSOEVER.

The State Department is running a disinformation campaign, with the help of Ted Turner of CNN, in much
the same way as the BBC ran its disinformation campaign against the Shah of Iran.  Thus far the bloodbath
planned for Panama by the disinformation campaign and the scurrilous activities of John Maisto has failed
to materialize.  General Paredes, who, as already explained, is the mouthpiece for the cocaine barons and
their filthy bankers and political backers, added his voice to the crescendo of calumny against General
Noriega, predicting dire consequences for Panama if Noriega does not step down immediately.

President Reagan, who hasn’t the faintest idea of who the “bad guys” really are, set an April 1988 deadline
for Noriega to meet.  When Noriega wouldn’t oblige, the deadline was extended to mid-May.  My Wash-
ington source said that Reagan wants to have Noriega out the way in time for his “summit” meeting with
Gorbachev.  Norman Bailey has stepped up his demands that the Panama National Guard be disbanded
as it represents a “danger” to the area!

Bailey is a big backer of John Maisto.  Addressing a forum held at the George Washington University in
Washington, D.C., Bailey said that only if the people of Panama went out on the streets and got themselves
shot and beaten up would Noriega be budged.  He also said that unless the television cameras were on the
spot to record such events, it would the a wasted effort.  “Nothing is going to happen in Panama, you are
not going to get rid of Noriega and the institutions of the PDF (Panama Defense Force), unless the people
take to the streets,” said Bailey,  which is why John Maisto is in Panama where he is putting his mob-
inciting experiences gained in South Korea, the Philippines and Haiti into practice.

What Maisto and Bailey want is a Panamanian “Sharpeville”, the State Department-induced riot that
swept the black township of Sharpeville and resulted in scores of deaths among rioting blacks—which the
cameras were conveniently on hand to record.  Sharpeville has been a curse on South Africa ever since.

The final straw supposed to break General Noriega’s back is the indictments handed down by a Miami
grand jury.  This vendetta by the Justice Department is comparable with the Office of Special Investigation’s
vendetta against John Demjanjuk in that in both instances TAINTED evidence was used to secure an
indictment.  The Justice Department is being used as the final “big stick” with which to drive Noriega out of
office, and it is indicative of the gangster-gutter style political justice which the Justice Department has
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embraced in the last decade.  The real authors of the indictments against General Noriega are Blandon,
Barletta, Lewis Galindo, Paredes and George Shultz.

In addition to the enemies of Noriega already mentioned, we must add the name of Stephen Solarz, the
Brooklyn mafia’s agent in the Congress.  Solarz introduced bills calling for the suspension of aid to Panama
for FY 1987 and 1988, unless President Reagan can certify that a proper election has taken place in
Panama.  It will be recalled that Solarz pulled the same stunt in the Philippines, which led directly to the
ousting of President Ferdinand Marcos.

To summarize what has already taken place and what is about to happen in Panama:  The drug forces and
their bankers have combined with the political establishment in Washington to get rid of General Noriega
and replace him with an “Aquino” puppet regime directed from Washington.  Why should this be?  Firstly,
because Noriega is wrecking the lucrative cocaine and marijuana trade which flourished in Panama until he
took office, and secondly, he will not cooperate with Kissinger’s Andean Plan to turn Central America into
a Vietnam-style battleground for American forces.

These are sufficient reasons to place Panama under siege.  What will the outcome be?  General Noriega
will probably continue to refuse to step down.  Conditions will be created such as riotous assemblies,
economic hardships, and labor unrest which will make Panama ungovernable.  The U.S. military will
probably step in to secure the Canal, and several attempts will be made to assassinate General Noriega.
That is how U.S. foreign policy for Panama is to be conducted.  Are we a nation fit to rule the West?  We
leave you to draw your own conclusions!

Is General Noriega to blame for the unrest in Panama?  Is he in any way, shape or form the drug-trafficker
that the grand jury and the Senate say he is?  Why is there so much attention being paid to Panama all of a
sudden, even greater attention than was paid to Panama at the time of the handing over of our Canal at
Panama to “anti-Communist” General Torrijos?

When we hit someone in their pocket, we can be sure that it hurts.  That is what General Noriega is guilty
of doing.  He hit the dope barons in their pockets.  He cost the dirty dope money-laundering banks a large
slice of their ill-gotten profits.  He brought the bankers into disrepute.  He upset the status quo; he put teeth
into Panama’s bank laws.  More than that, he got in Henry Kissinger’s way and upset the Israeli arms sales
in Central America.  He tramped on the toes of powerful people.  No wonder General Noriega is cast in
the role of a villain.

The Carter Presidency produced an explosion of cocaine trade.  Within six months of Carter entering the
White House, our currency situation was in disarray.  Our banks had not anticipated the rush for dollars.
The Federal Reserve Board was hard put to meet the demand from Florida banks. Our whole currency
system was thrown into a disorderly pattern.  Within six months of Carter as President, Florida banks were
turning over $14 billion in cocaine revenues.

Carlos Ledher found a sympathetic and willing friend in Dr. Peter Bourne, Carter’s advisor on drugs.  The
Allman Brothers band was welcome at the White House, notwithstanding the fact that they were “coke”
users!  Ledher cultivated his “Carter connection” and no doubt cheered when Bourne began issuing pre-
scriptions for habit-forming drugs for friends and colleagues—for which, incidentally, he escaped real
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punishment.

Such “boom” conditions created a marvelous opportunity for the dope barons, especially in Panama.
Torrijos did not care one way or the other.  To get hold of the Canal and build a Panamanian economy was
what interested him most.  If cocaine and marijuana were a means to this end, then so be it!  His attitude
was “live and let live”!

The Carter administration backed IMF demands that Latin America grow “cash crops” (marijuana and
cocaine) to meet their international debt obligations.  The IMF OFFICIALLY encouraged several coun-
tries, including Jamaica and Guyana, to grow “drug” cash crops.

The IMF’s position is on record.  John Holdson, a senior official of the World Bank, stated that the coca
industry is highly advantageous to producers, and went on to say, “From their point of view they simply
couldn’t find a better product.”  The Colombian office of the IMF stated quite openly that, as far as the
IMF is concerned, marijuana and cocaine are just crops like any other crops that bring much needed
foreign exchange into the economies of Latin American countries!

It is not only the World Bank and the IMF that have “approved” of the drug trade.  The Midland and
Marine Bank was taken over by the premier drug bank in the world, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank,
with the express permission of Paul Volcker, even though Volcker knew full well that the purpose of the
take-over was to permit the “Hongshang” Bank to gain a foothold in the lucrative cocaine-banking trade in
Panama.  In fact the acquisition of Midland by Hongshang was HIGHLY IRREGULAR, bordering close
on a criminal act.  The Midland Marine Bank is remarkable in that it operated as a clearing bank for
Panama’s dope banks!

So it is not just by coincidence that the Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank went after it!  Nicolas Ardito
Barletta was on the board of Midland Bank, and so was Sol Linowitz.  Funny how these names keep
cropping up!

What about First Boston, up to its eyes in washing dirty dope-money in conjunction with Credit Suisse?
First Boston isn’t just ANY bank.  Its original owners were the old Eastern Liberal Establishment Perkins
family.  Today it has intertwined connections with the White Weld empire in Switzerland.  Incidentally,
Perkins was an agent for J.P. Morgan and various British interests.

For the United States of America to go to such extraordinary lengths to get rid of a “dictator” of a small
country ought to tell us something.  It ought to make us curious to find out what lies behind the concerted
effort by bankers, politicians and the jackals of the press to “get shut” of General Noriega.  It is our hope
that with the information provided herein, you will now be able to understand why Panama is under siege!

...To be continued.
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CHAPTER  3

THE  NEWS  DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt    11/26/96

BOEHNER  UNVEILS  SECRET  CLINTON  EPA  PLAN
FOR  50-CENT  GAS  TAX  HIKE,  NEW  BTU  TAX

“A secret Clinton Administration ‘War on the Family Car’ that would put most Americans on
bicycles”

Excerpted from HOUSE  REPUBLICAN  CONFERENCE NEWS, Oct. 30, [quoting:]

House Republican Conference Chair Rep. John Boehner (R-OH) tonight unveiled the contents of a leaked
EPA memo detailing a secret Clinton Administration plan for a 50-cent-per-gallon increase in the gasoline
tax, tighter motor vehicle emissions standards, a new $40 federal fee for automobile emissions tests, and a
plan for “full pricing of roads” that alone would cost motorists as much as $400 per year.

“It’s a secret Clinton Administration plan for war on the family car,” charged Boehner, who accused the
Administration of “deliberately keeping this plan under wraps for two years”.  Boehner called the plan “a
rewrite of Vice President Al Gore’s ‘Earth in the Balance’, a radical, extremist approach which would put
most working Americans on bicycles.”

Boehner said the plan, detailed in an internal EPA memorandum dated May 31, 1994 from Michael Shelby
of the EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation, contains 39 different provisions to reduce automo-
bile emissions, including:

* A 50-cent-per-gallon gas tax, to be put in place without prior Congressional approval under Section 232
of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962; the memo estimates the cost to motorists will be $47 billion in the
year 2000 alone.

* 7 separate new “Energy Tax” alternatives on fossil fuel energy use, based on the carbon content, includ-
ing: a “greenhouse gas tax”, a “carbon tax”, a “BTU tax”, an “at-source ad-valorem tax” on the value of the
fuel at the point of extraction; an “end-use ad valorem tax” on the value of the fuel at the final point-of-sale;
a “motor fuels tax” on the retail price of gasoline and diesel, an “oil import fee”, and “combinations or
permutations of the above”.  The taxes are referred to in the memo as “revenue recycling policies”.

* A plan for “Full Pricing of Roads” which would “decrease subsidies to road users” by requiring that state
and local matching funds for road and bridge construction under the Highway Trust Fund be raised exclu-
sively from increases in state and local gas taxes, new or increased license and registration fees, imposition
of new highway “congestion charges”, and new or increased weight-and-distance charges for trucks.  The
report says that “If states raised gas taxes and decreased no other taxes, increases in out-of-pocket costs
would be roughly 1% of household income, or about $400/year.”  In this respect, as with the 50-cent-per-
gallon gas tax, “the Administration has the authority to begin rulemaking on its own, without legislation,” the
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memo asserts.

* A new fee on vehicle emission tests of $40 per person to “shift the cost of vehicle inspection from the
state to the vehicle owner”.  Once again, the plan states that “federal rulemaking and state licensing-fee
capacity exist today,” eliminating the need to go through Congress.

* Tighter emissions standards for automobiles, accomplishing additional reductions of 2 percent per year,
also to be accomplished without Congressional approval by Executive Order or administrative rulemaking
authority.

* A “National Beverage Deposit and Return” system; individual states, several of which already have
beverage deposit and return programs, would be able to “opt out” of the national program only if they can
demonstrate their own plans meet certain specified “national performance standards”.
“For almost two years, this Congress has sought to learn how the Administration intends to meet their
stated goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions below those set forth in the so-called ‘Rio’ Treaty of
1990,” Boehner said, noting that the Energy and Power Subcommittee has held four separate hearings on
the subject.  “In each case, the Administration has dodged us—and small wonder, considering that their
real plan is to declare war on motorists, homeowners, consumers and everybody in America who uses
energy or has a job.”  [End quoting]

They want to break us financially and keep us in our own neighborhood for the rest of our—will be—
miserable life.  If we are good, they may leave the leash off!

U.N.  CONVENTION  ON
CHILDREN’S  RIGHTS

Public needs To Be Informed About The U.N. Convention On Children’s Rights, Says Group

From the Internet, [quoting:]

Laurel Haskell of Concerned Women for America discussed the Clinton Administration’s current effort,
begun in 1995, to ratify the United Nations Convention on Children’s Rights.

Clinton began the ratification of this treaty in 1995, she said, saying that the ramifications of this would put
Congress in charge of all children in America and give the United Nations authority over Congress in this
area.  She noted that a committee on the rights of the children already exists in the U.N., and it claims
jurisdiction over many countries that have ratified the treaty (for example, Great Britain).

Under the terms of the treaty children cannot be spanked, cannot be forced to go to church, and cannot be
denied access to information.

Because the treaty mandates that children have the same rights as adults, she said, it would be against the
treaty to even deny children access to pornography.

Haskell called for an education effort on this treaty so that the public may be aware of its provisions.  She
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said that conservative Republicans are stopping ratification of this treaty now, but that the public must be
aware of the treaty’s details in case conservative Republicans lost power and thus the ability to block the
treaty.  Contact Laurel Haskell at Concerned Women for America at 202/488-7000.  [End quoting]

This sounds like a worthy cause, but I want to remind you, before getting involved with any group work,
check them out as well as possible because so many of them are false fronts for another agenda.

RESEARCHERS  PUT
POLYESTER  GENE  IN  COTTON

Excerpted from FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM, 11/12/96, [quoting:]

Inserting a polyester gene into the cotton plant may allow farmers to grow a fiber that is wrinkle-free and
as warm as wool, researchers report.

A laboratory experiment has shown that a bacterium gene that makes a polyester-like substance can be
inserted into the cotton plant and cause it to grow a fiber that has the texture of cotton, but with the
insulation warmth of a winter-weight fabric.

“This proves the concept that we’ll be able to come up with new and novel fibers for the textile industry”
by genetically engineering the cotton plant, said Maliyakal E. John, a biochemist with Agracetus, a Middleton,
Wis. firm.  He is the first author of a study to be published today in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.

“If we can put enough polyester into the cotton, we could come up with a fiber that could be used to make
sweaters and other types of winter wear that are not now possible with cotton,” John said.

Other genes, he said, could be used to make the cotton resistant to wrinkles and shrinkage.  Still others he
said, could cause the cotton fiber to lock in dyes, allowing production of  more brightly colored, fade-
resistant fabrics.  [End quoting]

This sounds good, but I’m afraid the scientists of today don’t know enough about the long-term effects of
their playing around with genes.

They could help us far more by cleaning up the messes already on this planet rather than playing around
with something that has the possible side effects of a far worse catastrophe than we already have here.

TWA  800  AND  WOODS  HOLE

From the Internet, 11/14/96, [quoting:]

I live and work in upstate New York and am familiar with the Metro New York and Long Island Area.  So
is my boss, and he sails a sailboat in Long Island Sound in the summer.  When TWA Flight 800 fell into the
sound this summer, it took the US Navy over three days to get a Navy salvage ship to the wreckage—
probably an ATS, but possibly an old ARS like I served aboard in the seventies.  Top speed of an ARS is
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less than 16 knots.  Top speed of an ATS is probably 20 knots.  My boss e-mailed Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institute to ask them why they were not mentioned in any of the news reports about the salvage
operation and reconstruction of the wreckage.  Woods Hole is famous for deep sea exploration and
recovery of wreckage, and they are located just across L.I. Sound from the crash site.  Woods Hole’s e-
mail reply was that they were not invited to participate.  I think the failure to involve the Woods Hole in an
operation practically in their backyard substantiates Salinger’s “document”.
This was an all-military operation so it could be controlled, kept secret.

Navy Salvage divers are among the least talkative service members you will ever meet.  The Silent Service
and all that.  [End quoting]

As CONTACT readers know, Salinger’s document is wrong (the plane was brought down with a beam
weapon), but the rest of the story does indicate a possible cover-up, else why didn’t they call in the
experienced, nearby team at Woods Hole—at least on a temporary emergency basis?

TOBIN  HASN’T  TOLD  THE
FULL  STORY  ON  CHURCHILL  FALLS

The following article was sent to us by a very concerned Canadian supporter of CONTACT as a follow-
up to the “Captain Canada” article in The News Desk on Oct. 29, 1996.

That article dealt with a contract which Newfoundland’s massive Churchill Falls Hydroelectric Plant had
signed with Hydro-Quebec in the 1960s, selling them massive amounts of power in order to raise funds
with which to build the project—after the Rothschilds’ funding had failed because of too many risks in-
volved in the project.  [The Rothschilds like sure things—like stealing them after other risk takers
build them.]  Now Premier of Newfoundland Brian Tobin wants to renege on that contract, but to pres-
sure Quebec to agree to cancel it, HE THREATENS TO BLACKOUT THE AREA OF QUEBEC,
NEW YORK AND THE NEW ENGLAND STATES.  THEY ALL GET THEIR POWER FROM
THE CHURCHILL FALLS POWER PLANT.

This blackout would be a major disaster.  But apparently the Rothschild predators and their ilk—who
are apparently behind this nefarious plan of colonializing Canada’s resources on behalf of the British
Establishment’s policy of institutionalized piracy in conjunction with a willing servant named Brian Tobin—
could care less about what happens to the people involved in this (possible) planned disaster.

From THE GAZETTE, Montreal, Canada, by Eric Kierans, 11/1/96, [quoting:]

Will Premier Brian Tobin shut up?  At least until he learns the details of, and background to, the Churchill
Falls agreement.  His recent speech to the Montreal Rotary Club, appealing to the passions and prejudices
of Canadians, makes clear that he has only the flimsiest knowledge of the agreement.

As is well known, Premier Joey Smallwood, in the early 1950s, interested Winston Churchill sufficiently in
the potential of Hamilton Falls in Labrador for the latter to encourage the Rothschilds to look into it.  The
Rothschilds were impressed and eventually formed a consortium composed of themselves, Morgan Stanley,
Rio Tinto, etc. with former federal cabinet minister Robert Winters as their point man.
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ORIGINAL  PLAN

The original plan was to sell all the power to Consolidated Edison of New York, which required the
declaration by the federal government of a right-of-way through Quebec.  The right-of-way was not
forthcoming and the plan failed.  The British Newfoundland Corporation Ltd. (Brinco) which had been
given the monopoly to exploit the natural resources of Labrador by Premier Smallwood, could not find any
takers.  Neither Ontario nor New York were interested.  The distances were too great, the technological
risk of 735-kilovolt transmission lines, the harshness of take-or-pay contracts all caused them to back off.

When Quebec nationalized Shawinigan Water & Power Co., via Hydro-Quebec, the latter acquired 20
percent of the shares of Hamilton Falls Corporation, which had been set up by Brinco to develop the falls
(the major shareholder being Brinco).  In 1963, Premier Jean Lesage declared that Hydro-Quebec would
be interested in buying the output of Hamilton Falls.  Discussions between Brinco and Hydro-Quebec
failed and Hydro-Quebec went ahead with the development of the Manic-Outardes complex.

However, in October 1966, the newly elected premier of Quebec approved a Hydro-Quebec letter of
intent to Brinco declaring that it was ready to buy all the power from Churchill Falls, renamed after Mr.
Churchill’s death.  The power contract between Hydro-Quebec and Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corpo-
ration was ratified in 1969.

Premier Tobin claimed that “the Churchill Falls agreement was arrived at in an unfair way”.  He described
the situation as follows:

(1)  By 1969, “CFLCO had spent $150 million and faced financial ruin without a power contract.”  This is
completely false.

While the contract was being drafted, Morgan Stanley was in the process of issuing $540 million U.S. and
$50 million Canadian first-mortgage bonds due in 2007.  In 1968, Hydro-Quebec had invested $100
million in general mortgage bonds, dated 2010.  At the same time, Hydro-Quebec had also increased its
equity in CFLCO to 34.2 per cent vs. Brinco’s 56.9 per cent and the Newfoundland government’s 8.9 per
cent.  So much for Premier Tobin’s claim.

(2)  Hydro-Quebec had “immense power” and “used that power mercilessly to gain a 40-year contract.”

The 40-year contract was demanded by Morgan Stanley, not by Hydro-Quebec.  The bonds were a
tough sell.  The leverage was immense, $650 million in debt loaded onto an equity of merely $83 million.
To amortize the debt in 30 years would have placed an impossible burden on CFLCO and forced a price
structure that would have killed the project.  Since Morgan Stanley had to sell the bonds on a 40-year
amortization basis mainly to large insurance companies, they accordingly demanded that Hydro-Quebec
be tied to a 40-year contract.  Far from being a “merciless transaction,” the 40-year contract was manda-
tory from Morgan Stanley’s and the bondholder’s view.

(3)  Most hypocritical of all, Premier Tobin “waved” a secret document signed by Hydro-Quebec and
Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (successor to CFLCO) on Feb. 1, 1984, outlining the need to “reach
a compromise approach to a more equitable return to Newfoundland.”  Premier Tobin then put the rhetori-
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cal question, “What happened to this statement of intent.  It became buried and forgotten, as it was not
acted upon.”  If the complete review ordered by Premier Tobin had been extended a few months, it would
have found the answer.

PECKFORD  TURNED  DOWN  OFFER

What happened was this:  on March 30, 1984, Premier Brian Peckford turned down the offer of settle-
ment and said that he would be governed by the pending Supreme Court decision on the validity of the
Churchill Falls agreement.  No more was heard from Newfoundland.

On May 17, Hydro-Quebec repeated its desire to negotiate.  Some weeks later, Yves Duhaime, Quebec’s
minister of energy and resources, confirmed that the offer to negotiate was still on the table.  No reply was
forthcoming from Newfoundland.

Of lesser consequence, but of importance to me, is the manner in which Premier Tobin seriously misquoted
me.  In an interview with Peter Gzowski on Morningside, I said that “I couldn’t believe it” when the
contract for 65 years was announced.  I did not say that “a contract for 20 years would have been
adequate to secure the risk and investment that Hydro-Quebec was making (sic).”  This is an outrageous
untruth.

Premier Tobin went on to say, “But, Hydro-Quebec demanded and...according to Eric Kierans, to their
astonishment, got, an agreement for a 40-year contract, with a 25-year renewal.”  This is a completely
false statement.  I agree with Morgan Stanley’s assessment of the risk as requiring a 40-year contract.  As
for the 25-year option renewal, I know nothing of the reasons for it nor the quid pro quos gained by it.

Churchill Falls was not an unfair agreement nor did the Newfoundland government think so five years later
when it bought out Brinco’s share for $160 million.  The oil crisis and subsequent surging world inflation
benefitted the buyers of the power more than the sellers, but that is not a reason for breaking the contract
as the Supreme Court has ruled.  If Newfoundland’s leaders could accept the validity of the Churchill Falls
contract, the way would be open for an expanded agreement covering all of Labrador’s immense hydro-
electric potential.  This would be to the great benefit of two provinces that are compelled by geography to
live together.

Breaking the contract will cause irreparable damage to Newfoundland’s credit and to the bondholders
who invested hundreds of millions in Churchill Falls.  Tobin is doing great damage to Newfoundland’s
reputation by even threatening such an irresponsible measure.

By reviving old grievances and creating new divisions and dissension, he is also doing great damage to the
Canadian federation.  We have more than enough squabbling between provinces and between the federal
government and the provinces.

Premier Tobin’s current campaign is populist and province-bashing.  It encourages Newfoundlanders to
see themselves as victims.  This is no way to build a productive and competitive economy.

It has been suggested that Premier Tobin is desperately anxious to maintain a national profile.  If so, he
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should return to the federal arena.

Eric Kierans was Quebec’s revenue minister from 1963 to 1965 and health minister from 1965 to
1966.  He is retired and lives in Halifax.  [End quoting]

After all of the airline crashes, hurricanes, severe weather of all types, earthquakes and other major disas-
ters of our very recent history, orchestrated by the NWO (New World Order) dictators—NOT GOD,
they are now trying to steal a big chunk of property by threatening another severe disaster to get their
way.  HOPEFULLY, “WE, the PEOPLE” WILL PUT A STOP TO THIS TERRORISM BY THE
ELITE, VERY SOON!!

WHEN CITIZENS ARE AFRAID OF GOVERNMENT, WE HAVE DICTATORSHIP.  WHEN GOV-
ERNMENT IS AFRAID OF CITIZENS, WE HAVE FREEDOM.    TIME  TO  WAKE  UP!!

AMERICA’S  DESIRE
FOR  BIPARTISANSHIP

From the INTERNET, 11/17/96, [quoting:]

When mainstream journalists tell me during debates that “our news doesn’t reflect bias of the left or the
right,” I ask them if they therefore admit to reflecting bias of the center.  Journalists react as if I’ve uttered
an absurdity: “Bias of the center!  What’s that?”

It is a strange concept to many in the media.  They can accept that conservatism or rightism is an ideology
that carries with it certain values and opinions, beliefs about the past, goals for the future.

They can accept that leftism carries with it values, opinions, beliefs.  But being in the center—being a
centrist—is somehow not having an ideology at all.  Somehow centrism is not an “ism” carrying with it
values, opinions and beliefs.

The full article can be found at <http://www.econet.apc.org/fair/extra/best-of-extra/centrist-ideology.html>.
[End quoting]

The leftists don’t want centrism since that indicates no division.  Divide and conquer is the name of the
game—CERTAINLY NOT CONSENSUS.

LEAVE  IT  TO  THE  EXPERTS?

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/18/96, [quoting:]

A U.S. Supreme Court justice wants the public deleted from the only part they have in selecting judges—
the election process.  “A campaign promise to be ‘tough on crime’ or to ‘enforce the death penalty’ is
evidence of bias that should disqualify a candidate from sitting in criminal cases,” Supreme Court Justice
John Paul Stevens said.  He likened the election process to “allowing football fans to elect the referees”.
Most states provide for the election of judges and are occasionally subjected to retention elections.  [End
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quoting]

They’ll stop at nothing to get their dictatorship.

CONSTITUTION  ‘SKIMPY’

From THE MODESTO BEE, 10/26/96, [quoting:]

The Constitution is among the most revered documents in American history.  Still, it could use a little
fleshing out, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Ginsburg says.  Ginsburg said the document, written in 1787,
doesn’t guarantee individual rights such as housing and health care, as do approximately 200 other consti-
tutions written since 1970, around the world.  “The Constitution’s text is very skimpy on individual
rights,” she said Thursday at Louisiana State University.  “It details only a few.”  The document instead
focuses on preventing government from depriving people of their rights.  Ginsburg predicted that attempts
to add individual rights to the Constitution would be dealt a defeat “far more stunning” than the Equal
Rights Amendment for women, which failed in the 1980s.  [End quoting]

Ruth thinks she has more insight than our Founding Fathers.  Might there be a hidden agenda here?
CAN  AMERICAN’S  STILL  AFFORD

HOUSES  AND  CARS?

During the presidential campaign they were telling us we have a healthy, robust economy.  If you want to
come close to the truth of anything that comes out of the mouths of the media and the politicians, look at it
from a 180-degree (opposite) viewpoint and you’ll be much closer to the truth

4 graphs

JUSTICE  DELAYED

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/18/96, [quoting:]

Lawyers for John Demjanjuk, the Ukraine-born U.S. autoworker stripped of his citizenship, sent to Israel
for a show trial, sentenced to death and eventually exonerated of “war crimes” and returned to America,
have asked a federal judge to put a halt to a 19-year legal battle and restore his citizenship.  Attorney
Michael G. Dane said the government’s records are “tainted” and that “no court can be confident that the
existing record in this case provides any fraud-free ground for denaturalization.”  [End quoting]

The Khazarians are determined to torture this man until they have him in a grave.

THREAT  SEEMS  REAL

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, “Letters” column, 11/18/96, [quoting:]
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Hours before former CIA germ warfare research microbiologist Larry Harris was to have appeared on a
radio talk show, a woman approached him and fired a CO

2
-charged device that sent a tiny hypodermic

needle into his leg.  Fortunately for Harris, the needle went completely through.  It contained cobra venom.
Harris became ill, but he survived.

Whether or not Harris’ story—that Iraqi women are smuggling vials of bubonic plague and anthrax bacilli
into this country (SPOTLIGHT, Oct. 28)—is a set-up or ploy of some sort, it is plausible.  —Russell
Stepanchak, Columbia, Pennsylvania  [End quoting]

Simple, quiet and can be used in public and amongst a crowd but, thank God, not always a method of
deading.

BOXCAR  WILLIE
UNDERGOES  TESTING

Excerpted from THE BUFFALO NEWS, 10/6/96, [quoting:]

Country singer Boxcar Willie, 65, is cutting short his season after being diagnosed with leukemia.  Willie,
who dresses like a hobo for his act, will undergo bone marrow testing today and perform his final show
Nov. 12.  [End quoting]

After his episodes with Cathy O’Brien I certainly can’t say the world will be worse off without his talents.
If you want to learn what this man is really like, read Cathy’s and Mark’s book TRANCE Formation of
America.

HOW  TO  FIGHT  AGAINST
THE  KOSHER  FOOD  TAX

Excerpted from THE TRUTH AT LAST, P.O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061, [quoting:]

Examine the food products in your pantry [for a “K” or a “U” on the label].  Start off by writing the
largest companies at their home offices asking the amount of the annual fee they pay for “kosher certi-
fication”.

Explain that as Christians [or a concerned customer], we object to being forced to pay this tax to the
Jewish religion.  Ask them to abide by the “Truth In Advertising Laws” by spelling out on their products
that the “K” should read, “Kosher Tax Paid” and the “U” should read, “Tax Paid To The Jewish
Orthodox Union”. State that we will be on the lookout for non-kosher food products when we shop.

Remember, your only protection against paying the secret kosher tax is to buy foods without the “K” or
“U” label.  Let’s build a national boycott against the kosher tax!  [End quoting]
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This is a follow up on the Kosher Tax article in the News Desk several weeks back.  This is one thing
that anybody can do to help.

OTHERS  INVOLVED

Excerpted from THE MODESTO BEE, 10/30/96, [quoting:]

A former copper trader accused of causing large losses for Sumitomo Corp. may implicate executives at
the giant Japanese trading house when he pleads guilty to forgery charges, his lawyer said Tuesday.  Yasuo
Hamanaka, 48, is accused of racking up $2.6 billion in losses in unauthorized deals over 10 years.  Sumitomo
has repeatedly said Hamanaka acted alone.  [End quoting]

Remember that old cliché “I’ve got a bridge for sale”?  If you believe this one I’ll give you a deal on 10
bridges.  Can you really believe that the Khazarians would not catch someone before it got anywhere near
this amount?

Doesn’t this look like some of Bush’s work with the Gold Contract that Grandma controls?  CONTACT
has written about this over the last several months.

WANT  AD  FOR  INFORMANTS

From THE CROSSVILLE (Tenn.) CHRONICLE, 9/96, [quoting:]

The 13th Judicial District Drug Task Force is in need of confidential informants who have personal knowl-
edge of the identity of drug dealers in their community.  Informants must be able to assist drug agents in
making cases.  Good pay and complete confidentiality.  Call 615-528-5400, Ext. 20 between 5:00 pm
and 7:00 pm.  [End quoting]

Does anybody see anything wrong with this?  The government knows who the dealers are, and they get
protection from them unless, for some reason, they want them replaced.  Anybody volunteering
for this job is probably walking into one the biggest traps of their lives.  BEWARE!!

CITY  DESTROYED—80%  DIED

Excerpted from a FLYER, [quoting:]

Philosopher Will Durant said we will be destroyed by excessive civilization.  A contradiction?

In 1996 America has a 6-week supply of food in storage.  Made possible by high tech shipping.  Loss of
high tech [electricity for computing, pumping facilities for water and all liquid fuels, transportation,
refrigeration, heating, etc.] would mean an instant shut-off of food and utilities.

With no water or food what would be the casualties?  In 10 days 80% of the population would perish from
thirst [no fuel to pump it].  In 10 weeks 95% would succumb.  In 6 months 99.999% would be gone.
This means our current population of 260 million would collapse to our 1776 population of 2 million.  In 10
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years it might be the same as Massachusetts in 1620: 40 (Plymouth Rock).  True, the 1st settlement was
Jamestown in 1610.  All perished.  [End quoting]

Do you think it would be a good time to stock up and make preparations?  How about getting out
of the big cities?

WE  HAVE  HELD  NOTHING  BACK!

Excerpted  from THE NAVY TIMES, 11/18/96, [quoting:]

“We have held nothing back.  I know the people in this agency.  There is not one individual who would
willfully withhold information that, if released, would be of benefit to those brave men and women who
deployed into the desert.”  —Nora Slatkin, CIA executive director, responding to charges that the CIA
has hindered research into the cause of Gulf War Illness.  [End quoting]

nora slatkin cia

Have you ever heard such bold-faced lying since the last time Clinton opened his mouth?

ONLY  HUMAN?

From ANGELS ON EARTH, July/Aug., 1996, Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512,
[quoting:]

To give me a break from cooking—I was eight months pregnant with our third child—my husband, Greg,
took our family out to McDonald’s for dinner.  As we dug into our burgers and fries, Greg started to cough.

“Are you all right?”  I asked.  Still coughing, he nodded.  But his eyes watered and his face reddened.  He
stood abruptly, leaning on the table, choking.  He’s got food stuck in his throat.  I struggled out of my
seat.  Lord, I prayed, do something!  Greg was turning gray.

“He needs the Heimlich maneuver!” I called out.  Suddenly, the door of the restaurant opened and a
strong-looking middle-aged woman strode in past the cashiers and other patrons who had just noticed
what was happening.  The woman stopped right at our table, put her arms around Greg’s waist and made
a fist.  Then she grasped her fist with her other hand and pressed into his abdomen with  a quick upward
thrust.  Out popped a piece of food.  A look of relief flooded Greg’s face as the woman gently lowered him
back into his seat.

I put my arms around his shoulders as he slowly drew in one breath after another.  His color came back.
“Who was that woman?”  Greg asked.
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I looked around the restaurant, but the woman was gone.  “Did she order takeout?”  I asked the cashiers.

“No,” they said.  She hadn’t been a customer.  She had appeared as if on assignment and left when her
assignment was completed.  —Sandy Ridge, Fostoria, Ohio  [End quoting]

Angels are available for our help, when we ask them, but they do expect us to do our part.  What are we
doing here if we expect them to live our lives for us?  No matter how much you feel that no one cares or
that you are alone—you aren’t!  Guardian angels are always  present.
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CHAPTER  4

THE  UNTOLD  HISTORY  OF  AMERICA
PART  XIV  OF  A  SERIES

by Ray Bilger    11/22/96

Editor’s note: Part I of this bold series was presented in the 8/13/96 issue of CONTACT; Part II was
presented in the 8/20/96 issue; Part III was presented in the 8/27/96 issue; Part IV was presented in
the 9/3/96 issue; Part  V was presented in the 9/10/96 issue; Part VI was presented in the 9/17/96
issue; Part VII was presented in the 9/24/96 issue; Part VIII was presented in the 10/1/96 issue; Part
IX was presented in the10/8/96 issue;Part X was presented in the10/15/96 issue; Part XI was pre-
sented in the 10/22/96 issue; Part XII was presented in the 11/5/96 issue;Part XIII was presented in
the 11/19/96 issue.

In his autobiography, Land Of The Spotted Eagle, Chief Standing Bear of the Lakotas talked about his
experience of attending the Carlisle School in Pennsylvania.  This was a White Man’s school set up for
Indian children. (Quoting:)

The clothing of the White Man, adopted by the Lakota, had much to do with the physical welfare of the
tribe, and at Carlisle School, where the change from tribal to White Man’s clothing was sudden and direct,
the effect on the health and comfort of the children was considerable.  Our first resentment was in having
our hair cut.  It has ever been the custom of Lakota men to wear long hair, and old tribal members still wear
the hair in this manner.  On first hearing the rule, some of the older boys talked of resisting, but realizing the
uselessness of doing so, submitted.  But for days after being shorn we felt strange and uncomfortable.  If
the argument that has been advanced is true, that the children needed delousing, then why were not girls as
well as boys put through the same process?  The fact is that we were to be transformed, and short hair
being the mark of gentility with the White Man, he put upon us the mark, though he still retained his own
custom of keeping the hair-covering on his face.
Our second resentment was against trousers, based upon what we considered the best of hygienic rea-
sons.  Our bodies were used to constant bathing in the sun, air, and rain, and the function of the pores of
our skin, which were in reality a highly developed breathing apparatus, was at once stopped by trousers of
heavy, sweat-absorbing material aided by that worst of all torments—red flannel underwear.  For the stiff
collars, stiff-front shirts, and derby hats no word of praise is due, and the heavy, squeaky, leather boots
were positive tormentors which we endured because we thought that when we wore them we were
“dressed up”.  Many times we have been laughed at for our Native way of dressing, but could anything we
ever wore compare in utter foolishness to the steel-ribbed corset and the huge bustle which our girls
adopted after a few years in school?

Certain small ways and observances sometimes have connection with larger and more profound ideas, and
for reasons of this sort the Lakota disliked the pocket handkerchief and found the White Man’s use of this
toilet article very distasteful.  The Indian, essentially an outdoor person, had no use for the handkerchief; he
was practically immune to colds, and like the animal, not addicted to spitting.  The White Man, essentially
an indoor person, was subject to colds, catarrh, bronchitis, and kindred diseases.  He was a cougher and
a spitter, and his constant use of tobacco aggravated the habit.  With him the handkerchief was a toilet
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necessity.  So it is easy to see why the Indian considered the carrying of a handkerchief an uncleanly habit...

To clothe a man falsely is only to distress his spirit and to make him incongruous and ridiculous, and my
entreaty to the American Indian is to retain his tribal dress. (End quoting)

The White Man had set up the Carlisle School for the express and specific purpose of changing the
Indians.  This was nothing less than behavior modification; attempting to make the Indians behave the same
as the “civilized” White Man.

Today, the psychological means of controlling children in schools in America is still for behavior modifica-
tion.  In Part XIII of this series, we briefly examined some of the psychological methods employed in
America’s schools today.  Since this effects every family in America with children of school age, a more in-
depth examination of the methods currently used is in order.

In Part XIII we mentioned the creation of psychological conflict within the student, also known as cognitive
dissonance.  Cognitive dissonance was defined as “a psychological conflict resulting from incongruous
beliefs and attitudes held simultaneously.”  This condition can be brought about by presenting the student
with enough so-called “factual knowledge” so that the values inculcated by the family, or by religious
institutions, are brought into question.  This then can produce the desired psychological conflict, as the
student must ultimately make a choice between opposing “authorities”.  The assumption is that, once
cognitive dissonance is achieved, a change in attitude or behavior will follow.

Peer, or group, pressure can be intentionally heightened to get a child to do what behaviorist educators
want the child to do, and perhaps to think the way they want the child to think.  Later on, other educators
can work to get the child to avoid peer pressure.  Obviously, this creates more conflict within the student,
and is yet another opportunity to induce cognitive dissonance.  Is it any wonder that those who strongly
oppose the educational system in America today consider cognitive dissonance to be one of the most
“dangerous teaching strategies” known?  Yet the National Institute of Education (now part of the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement of the U.S. Dept. of Education) published a document entitled,
“The Place of Psychology in a National Institute of Education”, wherein they confirmed that cognitive
dissonance, inducing psychological conflicts in order to “cure” them, is considered valid at the highest
levels of government!!

The Education Professions Development Act of 1967 was to provide funds to local education agencies to
attract and train teachers who were at the time in short supply.  By the early 1970s, these funds were being
used by the U.S. Office of Education “to award grants to colleges and universities for the training of change
agents.”  The University of Michigan was the largest recipient of these funds as it was the official Center for
Teacher Education Research.

In 1971, Clyde Hall, of Savannah State College, Savannah, Georgia, published his important paper, “How
to Implement Change”.  In his paper, Mr. Hall explained the “science of planned change”:

“In a managed change process an outside agent is usually involved which is referred to as a ‘change agent’
and the population with which it works is called the ‘client system’.”
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Hall’s paper went on to discuss “programming” and “de-programming” of attitudes.  However, he was not
talking about students’ attitudes, he was talking about teachers’ attitudes!  Teacher training was being
completely revamped between 1967 and 1974 to reflect the new behavioral teaching goals and strategies.
Teachers were being led to believe that “coping skills” were more important than subject matter, and that
in the end, this would help the students to learn better!  The change agent would only be withdrawn when
“the new attitudes are stabilized”.  (Wasn’t there a rock-music song called I’ve Got a New Attitude?)
Between 1973 and 1974, the Rand Corporation was commissioned by the U.S. Office of Education to
produce seven volumes of “Change Agent Studies”.

Jimmy Carter was elected President in 1976, and immediately fulfilled one of his campaign promises by
combining the National Education Association, the Educational Testing Service, the work of the Carnagie
Foundation, and the rest of the behaviorist education establishment into a Cabinet-level agency called the
U.S. Department of Education.  Education had been part of the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare
(H.E.W.), but the media and public focus on the educational problem (apparently caused by the behavior-
ists) was the signal for the behaviorist establishment to move for a Cabinet-level agency.  This would
enable them to really “reform” education!  There are many people who believe that this entire move was a
carefully orchestrated set-up, and there is substantial documentation to support this view.

On a more weird, but no less important, note, the May 1977 issue of The School Counselor, a magazine
aimed at professional counselors, ran an article promoting death education.  The article by Audrey Gordon
and Dennis Klass stated in part:

“As in the case of many other problems, many Americans believe that education can initiate change.  Death
education will play as important a part in changing attitudes toward death as sex education played in
changing attitudes toward sex information and wider acceptance of various sexual practices.” (pg. 346)

But how many of America’s parents really believe that sex education for young children is good?  It seems
that this, like all else today, is crammed down our throats whether we want it or not.  It makes one wonder
how in the world we’ve gotten to the point where they can publish such magazines.  Have we lost our
eternal vigilance?

The men and women who have conceived and accomplished the re-design of the American educational
system are, primarily, psychologists who specialize in the behavioral sciences.  These psychologists might
well say about the above information that evil is in the eye of the beholder.  But this is precisely the case
against psychological manipulation in the classroom.  It amounts to, at best, nothing more than poorly
controlled experimentation.  It is a methodology which can be, and is, easily abused.  And who suffers the
consequences?  The children!!

With the level of technology in existence today, it is possible for the Elite One World Controllers to pro-
gram individual responses without our conscious level of awareness knowing it is happening.  Electronic
equipment exists which can be set up near a television transmitter to send out subliminal messages.  The
wavelength of the television broadcast frequency is used as a “carrier wave”, to carry the subliminal
messages.  Insidious?  Unconscionable?  Yes, of course.  But also a very effective means of controlling the
masses.  And these techniques are becoming more sophisticated all the time!
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We already know about behavior modification by the use of E.L.F. waves in the range of 10 cycles-per-
second, the same as the Alpha Waves of the human brain.  But did you know about timing voices or
musical beats to the rhythm of the human heartbeat, 72 pulses per minute, to control behavior?  An article
in the June/July 1993 issue of Exposure magazine, by Susan Bryce stated, in part:

“Data on the relationship between heartbeats and suggestibility reveals that music or voice timed to the
rhythm of the human heart beat of 72 pulses per minute, can affect human behavior... Experimental com-
mercials prepared using 72 beats per minute as pacing for drumbeats, music, and voice have been tested
in a special theater with a random audience of housewives and husbands.  The advertisement was for a
new analgesic (in this case, a remedy for the relief of headaches).  Results showed that, had the analgesic
commercial been broadcast to the roughly 30 million people watching N.B.C. Evening News, five million
would have developed headaches within three hours of viewing it.”

Anyone getting a headache from this?  You may want to think seriously about turning off the television set
the next time you see an advertisement for aspirin or, for that matter, any other drug advertisement.  Just
think of it this way: when you buy the aspirin, included in the price is the cost you are paying for the
advertising which may have given you the headache in the first place!  Now there’s a vicious cycle if there
ever was one.

Our own United States Senate has paid lip-service to condemning all this, but it doesn’t appear that there
has been any real change other than escalation of the use of the advanced technologies of control.  Do you
think our own Congress is being used as part of the mind control of the American public?  In 1973,
Senator Sam Ervin, the head of the Senate subcommittee on behavior modification, said:

“(B)ehavioral technology...in the United States today touches upon the most basic sources of individuality,
and the very core of personal freedom.  To my mind the most serious threat...is the power this technology
gives one man to impose his views and values on another... If our society is to remain free, one man must
not be empowered to change another man’s personality and dictate the values, thoughts, and feelings of
others.”

The problem, however, in part, is that society is not free today, nor was it free in 1973 when Sen. Sam
Ervin spoke those words.  To the contrary, we experience only ever more stringent measures of control,
and many of those measures were already firmly in place by 1973!

Today, because the masses by and large cannot comprehend the fact that they are being mind controlled
and manipulated at every turn, they do not believe it is happening, and even laugh at those who point it out.
And because these techniques are applied gradually over time, the people adapt as best they can to
tolerate all of it until the pressure becomes so great that they “crack up”.  The masses, for the most part, do
not know how to cry out for help, or how to organize together to defend themselves against the psycho-
logical menace.  How could they, if they do not comprehend that such a menace exists?

No examination of the subject of mind control/behavior modification would be complete without touching
upon the subject of religion.  Religion is one of the strongest and most potent means of controlling the
masses.  This is so because of humanity’s natural inclination toward asking the questions, Who am I? Why
am I here? Was I created?  Is there a God?  Every intelligent human being eventually ponders at least one
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of these questions.  It may not happen until the second half of life, as we all work our way toward whatever
awaits us at the end of this incredible journey we call the human experience.

Thus, this provides our Controllers with the perfect opportunity for something called religion to attempt to
define the answers to these questions.  Different religions are adapted to different peoples and different
locations around the world, but they can be found everywhere.

Christianity is the predominant religion of the Western “civilized” world.  As explained in Part VIII of this
series, the Bible (or the so-called story and teachings of Jesus) was translated to the English language in the
year 1611 by that great Controller of England, King James I.  This particular translation avoided earlier
Biblical references to reincarnation, thus leaving us with the impression that this particular time of experi-
encing is all there is.  We get one go-around and this is it.  As well, and in fact worse, we are now led to
believe that we need not be responsible for our own actions, because Jesus will save us!  This, along with
other aspects of religious indoctrination, has produced a very effective environment for those who now
control the world.  This was explained further in Part VIII of this series, along with a basic overview of
Global Plan 2000.

The New Age movement provides an alternative approach to orthodox religion and has been fully planned,
orchestrated and implemented by the major think tanks of the Elite One World Controllers.  While the
world teeters on the brink of total disaster, New Agers meditate on light and love, fully expecting that the
problems of the world will correct themselves.  This is exactly what the World Controllers want: no “real”
opposition to their plans.  We do need light and love, but these must be coupled with responsible actions!

If we can be programmed, then we can be deprogrammed.  This, of necessity, can only be done once we
make the conscious effort to deprogram ourselves.  And this can only come about once we have come to
the realization and admitted to ourselves that we have been programmed; that we have allowed the deceit-
ful and clever Elite One World Controllers to program us.  If we can only do this, then we may yet stand a
chance of turning this mess around.

All of what has been presented herein about behavior modification/mind control includes weather modifi-
cation (hurricanes, tornadoes, downpours, floods, droughts, extreme heat and extreme cold), geophysical
manipulation (earthquakes and volcanos), the H.A.A.R.P. system, the G.W.E.N. system, television, radio,
magazines, newspapers, (fake) elections, opinion polls, religion, even the Congress; basically, it includes
everything.  Everything has been twisted and then used for its ability to control our minds and our behavior.
This is where we stand as a society, in America and the world, and it presents a staggering challenge just to
comprehend it, let alone do something about it.

Lest the reader misunderstand the intentions of this author, let us make things perfectly clear.  This author
is NOT anti-government, and never has been!  This author [and this paper, CONTACT] has never been
anti or against government and is not today.  I am, however, opposed to those who circumvent or ignore
the mandate of the Constitution for the United States of America, which clearly established a republican
form of government, of, by, and for The People!  In the constitutional arrangement set up by our Nation’s
Founders, The People are sovereign, i.e., The People are the one and only source of all power in govern-
ment.  The People are the ultimate Authority.  It is a disgrace to our Nation’s Founders that those now in
power in “Our” government in Washington, D.C., are part of what we term the New World Order, bent on
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destroying all national sovereignty to be replaced by a One World State.  This New World Order seeks to
impose total control over all citizens, by whatever means are deemed necessary, in total disregard of Our
Constitution, which all government officials have taken an Oath to uphold and defend!

The whole purpose of this author in writing this series is to inform and enlighten The People of America to
the fact that, if they do not soon awaken in sufficient numbers to take back our Nation from the Evil Elite
One World Controllers, bent on destroying America and her citizens, and the world, then there will soon
be no reason to awaken because we will be hopelessly enslaved to the One World Government and there
will be no turning back from our plight.  We only have the opportunity to turn things around now.  When our
“facade” government is shut down and we are under Martial Law, with U.N. troops in the streets and food
only available on a daily basis at special distribution centers, it will be too late to correct things.  True,
anything is possible, but it will be virtually impossible at that time to get ourselves back under the Consti-
tution. That Constitution will be dead and buried!!  Is that what we want?  Well, that is what we shall
soon have, unless we act now!

***

We temporarily left off in our chronological presentation of The Untold History of America in Part VIII
of this series, so that we could examine the above subjects which are impacting heavily upon us at this time.
When we left off, we were in the year 1954 and had just discussed the C.I.A.-conducted overthrow of the
legitimate government of Guatemala, and the Internal Revenue Code, implemented in the same year.

A brief list of some of the more notable governments toppled by the C.I.A. from 1952 to 1974 would
include: 1952—Egypt; 1953—Iran; 1954—Guatemala; 1960—Laos; 1960—Zaire; 1960-61—Korea;
1963—Dominican Republic; 1963—Vietnam; 1964—Bolivia; 1964—Brazil; 1965—Indonesia; 1966—
Ghana; 1967—Greece; 1970—Cambodia; 1971—Bolivia; 1973—Chile.

In each case, the individual country’s legitimately elected leaders in power were not cooperating with the
multinational corporations or the major oil companies seeking favorable investment climates.  And each
time, the C.I.A. intervened to support the powerful monied interests, killing whoever got in the way of their
financial objectives.  It is also significant to note that the C.I.A. is the largest drug dealer in the world, now
controlling most illegal drug markets worldwide.

In February of 1954, Morse Allen, the head of C.I.A. Project Artichoke (mind control), simulated the
creation of a “Manchurian Candidate”, or programmed assassin.  Mr. Allen put one C.I.A. secretary into
a hypnotic trance, and then hypnotized a second secretary, telling her that, if she could not wake the first
secretary, her “rage would be so great she would not hesitate to kill”.  Even though the second secretary
had earlier expressed a fear of firearms, she picked up a nearby, unloaded gun and pulled the trigger in an
attempt to kill her friend.

In April of 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the right of states to suspend physicians’ licenses for
belonging to a blacklisted (allegedly Communist) organization.  The witch-hunt was still on for Communists
as we were entering the early years of what would eventually become the long Cold War.  You will be
seeing this kind of activity continue.
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In May of 1954, U.S. Postmaster General Summerfield approved the policy of allowing the C.I.A. to
open mail under Project HT-Lingual.  Do you suppose Mr. Summerfield would have retained his job if he
had disallowed the C.I.A. policy?  It is probably more true that someone who has attained such a high
position knows how to “go along to get along”!  This project was simply more evidence of increasing
prying into the domestic affairs of We-The-People.  Whether it was for supposedly routing out suspected
Communists, or for some contrived “national security” purpose, it was a clear indication that our basic
constitutionally guaranteed rights and freedoms were slowly and continuously being eroded away.

Also in May of 1954, a memo from the Attorney General concluded that Federal Bureau of Investigation
(F.B.I.) break-ins to do wiretap work did not violate the Fourth Amendment since “internal security and
the national safety...may compel the unrestricted use of this technique...”  What we see here is the con-
tinuing unrestricted infringement and encroachment upon the constitutional checks We-The-People main-
tained in order to keep our government officials honest and forthright.  What we have witnessed is the
gradual deterioration of the legitimate functioning of government, with a corresponding increase in clandes-
tine operations and activities conducted against the civilian population.  America was on a downhill slide
and we were too distracted to know it was happening.

Also in May of 1954, a memo from the Joint Chiefs of Staff regarding Indo-China (Southeast Asia)
recommended using atomic weapons if they were considered to be “militarily advantageous”.  This was the
area that included Vietnam, and was being watched closely for “Communist” activity.  Those counties
could start playing dominos and we would hate to see them fall!

  Fortunately for us, not everyone in the government was sucked in by the corruption!  In June of 1954, Dr.
J. Robert Oppenheimer failed to get his security clearance renewed with the Atomic Energy Commission
because he opposed the development of the H-Bomb.

...To be continued
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CHAPTER  5

IS  NEW  WORLD  ORDER  AGENDA  ABOUT
TO  SHIFT  INTO  HIGH  GEAR?

Editor’s note: The following three short documents were all received recently at the CONTACT
offices and carry the common thread/theme of upcoming assertive actions on the part of the crooks
in high places to subdue we ôuseless eaters.  While we cannot verify this information, the prudent
path to take is in the sharing.  As always, please read with discernment, common sense, and always
keeping uppermost in mind that CONTACT does not ever promote or even condone any form of
violent confrontation or re-action to the provocations of the Elite would-be controllers.  Getting
informed, though, is the most sensible and powerful action you can take!

Received  at  the CONTACT offices 11/23/96 via FAX, (quoting:)

COMING  INVASION  OF  AMERICA

Posted by Roger D. Cravens (rogl@CCDOSAl.EM.GOV)

The following is most of the message printed in The Prophecy Club Newsletter dated Nov./Dec.1996.
For reprints and newsletters call or write the above at Box 750234, Topeka, KS 66675 or call 913-478-
1112.

From intelligence sources in Canada and New England: Preparations for the COMING INVASION OF
AMERICA by Russian/NWO FORCES are progressing rapidly in Canada!  As candidly admitted to me
by many Canadians (including author and lecturer Grant Jeffery of Final Warning and many other books
explaining the coming New World Order takeover). Canada is totally sold out to the NWO and its heinous
agenda of world domination.

America has long been a thorn in the flesh of NWO planners because of our Christian and patriot heritage
and its isolation from Europe.  With little over three years left to move this Western Hemisphere into their
NWO agenda by the year 2,000, they are making rapid use of Canada’s willingness to betray America
into their control.

How is this taking place?  Canada has opened her doors wide to NWO military forces, including GER-
MANS, RUSSIANS AND CHINESE.  As Grant Jeffery admitted to me personally one month ago, ...we
have more German military forces in Canada now than we do Canadian military forces!  Indeed, for next
to Dease (sic) Lake, Canada, Germans have been handed a military air base for their use.  They are
actively practicing bombing and strafing runs for the coming invasion of America...much as they are doing
down at Holloman AFB, which has been permanently turned over to the Germans, in New Mexico.

The traitorous NWO elements within our own government are fully aware of the motives of these German
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NWO forces both in Canada and America and welcome their presence into the Western Hemisphere as
part of the solution to subduing patriotic Americans who simply refuse to surrender national sovereignty to
a foreign power.

Russian and Chinese forces are also very active in Canada.  They are rebuilding and strengthening railroad
tracks for the anticipated heavy use of railway transportation of incoming military personnel from the West
Coast (both Russian and Chinese forces) as well as transporting military vehicles and armaments and food
supplies.  New tracks are also being laid between [US] border states and Canada.

Those people who are arrested as resisters or dissidents will also be transported in specially prepared
prisoner boxcars to the death camps already established near the border, such as the one near Cut Bank,
MT.  The death camp outside of Cut Bank has been conveniently located right off a major AMTRAK
express line in the anticipation of transporting resisters and dissidents conveniently to their deaths, by rail.
Reports have been received from INTEL sources nationwide which indicate that boxcars are quietly being
renovated from the inside so that they can be used for prisoner transport to such death camps.

Preparations noted by eye-witnesses include shackles being bolted into the walls to restrain those taken
prisoner until they reach their final destination.  From our intelligence source in Florida, we know that
Russian train engineer experts are already being trained in how to operate American engines and how our
rail system functions.

* * * * *

Fax received at the CONTACT offices 11/14/96, from Serge Monast:

RED  ALERT;  SENSITIVE  REPORT
RED  IRON—FEMA  PLAN

Very highly secretive United Nations Military information never released before:

TOP  CONFIDENTIAL  AT  HIGH  POLITICAL  LEVEL

Concerns RUSSIAN OCCUPATION OF U.S. TERRITORY under United Nations Military Command...
FEMA U.N. Multi-jurisdictional police/military operation with foreign troops to neutralize all Patriotic
Organizations in America before the end of 1997ö.

FEMA canceled their scheduled August/September 1996 ôexercises and changed it to the period be-
tween January-March 1997 which link to Philadelphia Phase III to start in Eastern Canada during the
same period... High ranking politicians and military involved...  Which will be the main highways to be used
from Mexico (Mexico in now on the edge of a major social/political crisis due to famine).  What is the ôwar
agendaö of the U.N. in this joint police/military operation?   Which are the areas targeted?
Want to know more?  Stay in close contact with the International Free Press Agency in Canada.  Special
complete report  (Philadelphia Phase III) will be available by January 1997 for $20.00 U.S.  Reserve
now by sending a check or M.O. to Serge Monast, POB 359, Mansonville, Quebec, Canada J0E1X0.
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Because I dared to release Philadelphia Phase III, I’ve lost my seven-year-old son to the Eastern Cana-
dian authorities during the middle of September 1996.  This is why some have not yet received the report
they ordered.

Over 800 people I have been in contact with do not know what is happening to me and why they have not
received anything from me since September 1996.

My seven-year-old son is a very sensitive child who has never been separated from his parents before and
who does not understand why he has been turned over to strangers.  Not only can he be severely trauma-
tized for the rest of his life from this vicious action but he can fall sick to the hospital if nothing is done soon.

[Temporary emergency number for Serge Monast:

1-819-888-2949 (phone/fax)]

* * * * *

The following was received at the CONTACT offices via FAX forwarding from Peter Kawaja,
(quoting:)

OKLAHOMA CITY: DAY ONE

The book Oklahoma City: Day One by Michele Marie Moore with a foreword by me, William Cooper,
has broken the conspiracy of silence surrounding the true facts of the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building.  Soon after the release of Oklahoma City: Day One in Oklahoma witnesses who have
held silence for over a year began to talk... and talk loud.  Police officers, firemen, FBI agents, ATF agents,
victims, and witnesses from all walks of life began coming forward with their testimony, documentation,
photographs, and other evidence.

Thursday, November 14th, on an unprecedented 2 1/2 hour broadcast of my, William Cooper’s, The
Hour of The Time, Major Michele Marie Moore, who was the station chief of Oklahoma, Kansas,
Missouri, and Arkansas for the Intelligence Service of the Second Continental Army of the Republic,
Militia, when the bombing occurred, and who headed the investigation into the true facts of the bombing,
revealed new evidence that has been withheld by the Intelligence Service.  I and Michele Marie Moore
completely lifted the veil of the cover-up during the broadcast.

Among the revelations were the proof of at least two (possibly more) explosions... the worst of which
were detonated INSIDE the building.  The existence of photographs which prove that a huge crater was
blasted INSIDE the building that extended several floors BELOW ground level in a part of the building
where no lower floors were supposed to exist.  Large holes in walls 5 feet or more in diameter that were
blown in consecutive walls that were built north to south, meaning the force of that explosion was exerted
in an east/west axis.  There were at least three Tim McVeigh look-alikes involved... and it is not clear which
one is currently in custody.  That there were at least two John Doe #2 look-alikes... and that John Doe #2
or his look-alike is ABSOLUTELY an agent of the United States Government.  A photograph exists taken
just before the bomb detonated which clearly shows Bob Ricks (FBI) in friendly conversation with John
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Doe #2.  The FBI, BATF, Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith, the Oklahoma City Police Depart-
ment, the Oklahoma City Fire Department, and the United States Marshal Service knew about the bomb-
ing in advance... some for as long as two years.  McVeigh, John Doe #2, Terry Nichols, and James Nichols
were under surveillance for as long as two years before the bombing.  Governor Keating knew about the
bombing in advance.  There were men moving around inside the building with flashlights from room to
room covering the third and fourth floors all night before the bombs went off the next morning.  There were
ATF, FBI, Oklahoma City police, Fire Department personnel, and the Oklahoma City Bomb Squad
present at the Murrah Federal building from approximately 5:30 am that morning and most of them were
present when the bomb actually detonated at 9:02 am.  Louis Freeh, FBI Director was present in Okla-
homa City the morning of the bombing along with at least 30 FBI agents from all over the nation.

So far, 9 material witnesses who were in some process of releasing information that would have exposed
this to the American people are now dead... some more obviously murdered. Bob Ricks is actively writing
letters, memos, and sending faxes which threaten witnesses and blatantly order them to shut up or else.
The Intelligence Service is in possession of these Bob Ricks communications.  Names were named, sources
and documentation was cited.  I, William Cooper, several times made this statement during the broadcast:
ôWe know who you are... and we saw what you did... you are going down... and it is the Militia who is
taking you down... you are going to prison for many years... anyone who had a part in this bombing or who
has information who does not come out now is going down with you.ö

Within 24 hours of the broadcast the dam burst; people began coming out of the woodwork like rats
deserting a sinking ship: police officers, firemen, 2 BATF agents, and 2 FBI agents met with 20/20 produc-
ers and testified to what they knew.  20/20 has informed us that it will tentatively be aired Friday, Novem-
ber 22, (significant number in the mysteries 11+22=33)... which means that it could be an attempt at
damage control... futile in this instance.  The Intelligence Service has been flooded with calls and contacts,
all wanting to come clean.

In light of the above, I have been ordered to relay this order from the Commanding General Second
Continental Army of the Republic to the Intelligence Service: All members of this command are hereby
ordered to obey.

William Cooper

Director, Intelligence Service
Second Continental Army of the Republic

Message follows:

The Militia of the United States of America and of the several States is hereby ordered to full Red Alert
status until further notice.

Investigation by the Intelligence Service and analysis of the facts presented to the Command Staff indicate
that it is clear that the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on
April l9, 1995 was an intentional act of terrorism brought about by persons within the United States
Government for the purpose of furthering a political agenda against the Constitution of the United States
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of America and the First Ten Amendments, known collectively as the Bill of Rights.

All who participated, or who had advance knowledge, are guilty of TREASON [or Misprision of Trea-
son].
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CHAPTER  6

A  TIP  OF  THE  ICEBERG
by V.K. Durham    11/15/96

(1)  Return to the Constitution and constitutional law united States, and return to a constitutional, and
constitutionally “debt free” united States, or

(2)  Bend over, take a firm grasp around our knees, and “kiss it all good-bye”.

Admiralty Law, Sec. 1-9
and

the Federal Reserve Act,
and (let’s not forget) the

International Monetary Fund Agreement,
Public Law 94-564

Yesterday Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Rubin, made the most asinine statements ever read by myself,
and millions of other concerned Americans.  Mr. Rubin stated (in D.C. newspapers) it would not be good
for the United States to balance the budget.  He continued with:  “What would happen to the United States
in the event she was debt free and a war began?  Where would she go for money?”  Hello?

That’s a dumb and blatantly stupid statement!

For if the United States were to be debt free, it would be set in the terrific position of being able to institute
a constitutional, lawful money system.  The Federal Reserve banking system would no longer be able to
use unfair parity (12 U.S.C. Sec. 411) by giving the American public “legal tender” which has absolutely
no value other than the paper cost, cost of the ink, and transportation costs, which is about nine cents (see
18 U.S.C. Public Policies one, two and three).  Once printed, 12 U.S.C. Sec. 411 is implemented by the
Federal Reserve; they, in turn, walk over to Mr. Rubin’s U.S. Treasury Trust (of the people), turn in those
worthless pieces of paper and convert this monopoly paper into lawful money (constitutional money; silver
& gold).

In addition, if we were debt-free, we would be in an excellent position to (1) eliminate Maritime Courts in
courts of the land, (2) be able to reinstate the duly constituted, constitutional laws, (3) restore our industry,
jobs, and manufacturing to the good old U.S. of A. (this one would also necessitate the elimination of
NAFTA and GATT, etc.).

The Constitution of the United States
Article 1, Sec. 10

“No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or confederation; grant Letters of Marque or Reprisal (look
those words up, and check out IRS laws); coin money; emit bills of credit; make any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts; etc.”
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You did read that, did you not?  Only gold and silver can be tendered in payment of debts.  Unconscio-
nable parity is used in 12 U.S.C. Sec. 411.  The Federal Reserve can issue monopoly paper which is
worthless, and walk over to Rubin’s U.S. Treasury Trust and collect lawful money?

Has anyone tried to buy a U.S. Treasury silver certificate?!
(constitutional lawful money)

Has anyone tried to buy an ounce of gold?
(You’re going to love this one.)

A lawful, constitutional U.S. Treasury silver certificate, a dollar bill, will cost you $35-40.00.  However, on
the other hand, the Federal Reserve can walk over to Mr. Rubin’s office of the U.S. Treasury Trust, and
for one of those worthless one-dollar notes called a Federal Reserve Bank Note (legal tender), and collect
$35-40.00 in constitutional, lawful money.

(Watch this closely:)  Public Law 94-564, the Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund
Agreement, also known as the Bretton Woods Agreement, October 19, 1976 [H.R. 13955], 22 U.S.C.
Sec. 286 Par Value Modification:
“For congressional direction that the Secretary of the Treasury maintain the value in terms of gold of the
holdings in United States dollars of the International Monetary Fund and of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development following the establishment of a par value of the dollar at $38 for a fine
troy ounce of gold pursuant to the Par Value Modification Act and for the authorization of the appropria-
tion necessary to provide such maintenance of value, see Sec. 5152 of Title 31, Money and Finance.”

DOES  A  LAWFUL
NATIONAL  DEBT  EXIST?!

A thinking person would say, “No!”  No national debt could possibly exist under gold and silver parity to
a Federal Reserve note.  For, when the Federal Reserve gives us worthless monopoly tender, and walks
over to U.S. Treasury Secretary Rubin’s office to collect lawful tender as payment of debt at a parity of
$38.00 lawful money as opposed to the value of worthless legal tender.  A thinking person would say:
“What national debt are they talking about?!  The debt is prepaid.  No debt exists!”

WHO  IS  THE  BOARD  OF  GOVERNORS
OF  THE  BRETTON  WOODS,
IMF,  GATT  AGREEMENT?

“Rules and Regulations,
Federal Reserve System”

(Federal Register, Vol. 61, No. 201, Wednesday, October 16, 1996)

Federal Reserve System, 5 CFR, ch. LVIII; 12 CFR, Part 264 [Docket No. R 0900] RIN 3209-AA15;
Supplemental Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Board of Governors of the Fed-
eral Reserve System.  Look it up, and read it carefully, including Public Law 94-564.  You will discover
the Federal Reserve and the Executive Branch all cuddled up, nice and cozy.
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How did the Executive Branch get in there?  (You ready for this one, Sweetie Poos?)  The Federal
Advisory Committee Act of 1972, which brought forth Title 3, the President’s Reorganizaiton Plan No. 1
of 1977, as provided in Sec. 203 of Reorganization Plan No. 2, 1970 (you kids who have computers,
look this up).

————

The Admiralty laws—which are imposed on us today in our courts—cause us inestimable harm, as it
harmed the constitutioners, and was noted in the Resolves of the First Continental Congress:

“Whereas, since the close of the last war, the British Parliament, claiming a power of right to bind the
people of America by statute in all cases whatsoever [statute law is Maritime Law], hath, in some acts
expressly imposed taxes on them, and in others, under various pretenses, but in fact for the purpose of
raising revenue, hath imposed rates and duties payable in these colonies, established a Board of Commis-
sioners [try the current day board of governors] with unconstitutional powers, and extended the jurisdic-
tion of courts of Admiralty not only for collecting the said duties, but for the trial of causes merely arising
within the body of a county.”  Resolve No. 5.  “The Common Law”.  (The Law of the Land)

T-H-E-Y’-R-E    B-A-C-K!

The Federal Reserve Banking Trust System is a foreign trust.  To operate, it must prevail upon Admiralty
Laws (international laws of nations).

Our state constitutions forbid foreign corporations, foreign owners of banks operating in our duly consti-
tuted states (constitutional law).  The Federal Reserve Banking Trust System will not, nor can it, be found
duly registered as a state corporation or lawful trust, and this goes for the Internal Revenue Service also.

We are told that Admiralty Law prevails in our courts, and the laws of the land (common laws) are mocked
by our courts and the members of the Bar Association, while cheered upwards and onwards by the news
media.

The Judiciary Act of 1789
September 24, 1789

(U.S. Statutes at Large, Vol. I, p. 73ff.)
SEC. 11

“That the circuit courts shall have original cognizance, concurrent with the courts of the several states, of all
suits of a civil nature at common law or in equity, where the matter in dispute exceeds, exclusive of costs,
the sum or value of five hundred dollars, and the United States are plaintiffs or petitioners; or an alien is a
party, or the suit is between a citizen of the state where the suit is brought and a citizen of another state.
And shall have exclusive cognizance of all crimes and offences cognizable under the authority of the United
States, except where this act otherwise provides, or the laws of the United States [constitutional] shall
otherwise direct, and concurrent jurisdiction with the district courts of crimes and offenses cognizable
therein....And the circuit courts shall also have appellate jurisdiction from the district courts under the
regulations and restriction hereinafter provided.”
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Sec. 12, deleted.  Sec. 13 provides for a permissive:  “as a court of law of nations; and original, but not
exclusive jurisdiction of all suits or proceedings against ambassadors, etc., (International Contracts of
Maritime Jurisdiction), etc.”

The Sec. are further deleted up to Sec. 25, which involves validity of treaties.  Then, a jump of deletions up
to Sec. 35, which calls for a meet person, learned in law to act as Attorney General for the United States.

Curiously, in this Judiciary Act of 1789, the following Sec. are enacted, Sec. 1, Sec. 2, Sec. 3, Sec. 4,
Sec. 9, Sec. 11, Sec. 13, Sec. 25, Sec. 35.

No mention of any Bar Association, nor mention of necessity of license to practice law.  However, one
must be learned in law.

HOW  DO  WE  GET  TO  CONSTITUTIONAL
COMMON  LAW  IN  ADMIRALTY

JURISDICTION  COURTS?

ADMIRALTY LAW SEC. 1-9.
“THE SAVING CLAUSE”—

“THE RULE OF DECISION” INVOCATIONS

Saving Clause.  Admiralty Law Sec. 1-9.  “...the district courts...shall also have exclusive original cogni-
zance of all civil causes of admiralty and maritime jurisdiction...saving to suitors, in all cases, the right of
common law remedy, where the common law is competent to give it...”  (Meaning not involved in Interna-
tional Shipping or Maritime contracts.)

Original Jurisdiction of constitutional common law is bound by original contract of Constitution for the
United States, and the first ten Amendments to the Constitution, known as the Bill of Rights in its entirety.

Look at it this way:  The Constitution of the United States is a contract.  The people contracted for a
central government to handle their affairs in good faith.  In this contract, there were seven articles of
provisions for the contractors to adhere to.  Beyond those seven articles and the Bill of Rights, the Federal
Central Government had/has no area of Jurisdiction, and are bound by those seven articles of provision,
which are agreed to each time a duly elected Officer of Public Trust takes a sworn oath, to the duties of
Office of Public Trust to uphold, protect and defend, at the time of entering offices of the public.

We, the People, of the Preamble suffer a runaway, unconstitutional, repugnant form of government, as
identified by the First Continental Congress.  The keys to the kingdom are in these two pages.  There is no
need for a constitutional rewrite!  Just work through the system, follow the pathway set forth by the
Founding Fathers.
Then, utilize Article VI, Clause 2.  You guys have to read, research, and get your “IT” together, and quit
crying in your milk; throw those Egos out the window.  Egos are not worth a hoot.  Hunker down, put your
shoulders to the grind stone, pull yourself up by your bootstraps, and for Heaven’s sake (and yours) quit
leaving it for the other guys to do!
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I am going to tell you kids what my grandparents told me when I kept saying “I can’t”.  My grandparents
took me by the shoulders, shook me lightly, and said:  “Can’t never did a dammed thing.  You can do it!”

V.K. Durham (an old common lawyer)

11/20/96    V.K.  DURHAM

Last evening, I was on the Diane Silverman radio talk show originating in Little Rock, Arkansas.  The talk
show hostess had asked me to explain the old contract (gold contract/certificate bonus 3392-181) of the
Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman estate, including Mr. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman’s murder.

I am still somewhat confused as to the intent of the talk show.  While the contract is essentially straightfor-
ward, check out a few of its details:  The old contract (reaffirmed, reconfirmed, reestablished, re-con-
formed, by the Nation of Peru, August 21, 1989), which is a commodity contract, calling for payment in
gold, gold coin, gold bullion, at a specific rate of interest, which is and has been in default all these many,
many years.  And which was assumed by the United States, under the Theodore Roosevelt Administration,
ratified by both Houses 1905-06, pursuant to the Monroe Doctrine, assumed per the Golden Rule (per
President Roosevelt), which was a bearer instrument.  And which has since become a recorded owned
instrument, recorded in recorder’s records of deeds, in two (2) court houses in the state of Illinois, identi-
fied as a contract, from which an enormous amount of interest is due and payable, whereas portions of said
accrued interest has become matters of estate of Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman, who left 48.8
percent to the American People’s Treasury Trusts of their respective states, to pay off the national debt, for
jobs, industry, education, health care, etc.  Without having read the old contract how could callers com-
ment intelligently?

My confusion is derived from additional persons, alleging to be knowledgeable in law, who persist in
making rash statements and citing the gold clause cases of 1933-35 which involved (1) railroad bonds, and
(2) a fourth Liberty Loan 4 1/4% bond of the gold bond, series of 1933-34, a debt of the United States.
Congress had passed a law (only after these congressmen had made over 500% profits on these old
bonds), which made it illegal and against public policy for persons to own gold, or to demand payments in
gold per contracts.  This was challenged and put before the U.S. Supreme Court, which rendered:

“We do not so read the Constitution.  There is a clear distinction between the power of Congress to
control or interdict the contracts of private parties when they interfere with the exercise of its constitutional
authority, and power of Congress to alter or repudiate the substance of its own engagements when it has
borrowed money; the Constitution empowers the Congress to fix the amount to be borrowed and the
terms of payment.  By virtue of the power to borrow money ‘on the credit of the United States’, the
Congress is authorized to pledge that credit as an assurance of payment as stipulated, as the highest
assurance the Government can give, is its plighted faith.  To say that the Congress may withdraw or ignore
that pledge is to assume the Constitution contemplates a vain promise; a pledge having no other sanction
than the pleasure and convenience of the pledger.  This Court has given no sanction to such a conception
of the obligations of our Government.

“When the United States, with constitutional authority, makes contracts, it has rights and incurs responsi-
bilities similar to those of individuals who are parties to such instruments.
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“The Argument in favor of the Joint Resolution, as applied to government bonds, is in substance that the
government cannot by contract restrict the exercise of a sovereign power.  But the right to make binding
obligations is a competence attaching to sovereignty.  In the United States, sovereignty resides in the
people who act through the organs established by the Constitution.  The Congress as the instrumentality
of sovereignty is endowed with certain powers to be exerted on behalf of the people in the manner and
with the effect the Constitution ordains.  The Congress cannot invoke the sovereign power of the people
to override their will, as thus declared.”

*  * *

Last evening, this was attempted to be read on the Diane Silverman radio talk show;  however, another
allegedly learned guest interrupted, and refused this to be read to the listening audience.

Several very important things are contained in the gold clause cases:  (1) The Supreme Court did not so
read the Constitution, (2) the gold clause cases involved government bonds on which the U.S. Govern-
ment had borrowed money from good faith lenders, and acted in bad faith when the creditors tried to
collect dollar for dollar per contract, (3) the sovereignty of the people of the United States prevails, (4)
acts against public policy (18 U.S.C. Public Policies one, two and three, etc.) relates to public officials
holding offices of public trust, (5) contracts shall be paid dollar for dollar as contracted, (6) Congress
cannot override the sovereign will of the people.

You read it here first:  Congress cannot override the sovereign will of the people.  U.S. Supreme Court
Decision; Knox vs. Lee, 12 Wall. 457; Julliard vs. Greenman, 110 U.S. 451; Yick Wo vs. Hopkins, 118
U.S. 356, 370.

I take serious exception to those who attempt to kill the messenger of good news, by making unqualified,
misleading statements about something which they know absolutely nothing about!  Moreover, serious
exception is taken when the people of this great nation are misled by those who are unfamiliar with the
laws, who misstate the laws, and mislead those who so desperately are desirous of being fully informed,
who read and listen, hoping to gain truth, to become more fully informed, and who, when listening (I make
no apologies for the defense of the commodity contract last evening which gave rise to anger by myself),
are confronted with arrogance and dis-information, from persons alleging to be knowledgeable but who
are in fact misinformed, and refuse to allow the full truth to be known by the public.

Last evening, I was asked the question:  “How do you know [Russell] Herman was murdered?”  That is
the most asinine question I have ever been asked in my 60+ years!  The murder evidence is exhibited on
Herman’s body!  Prima Facia evidence exists!

Did the talk show hostess or this alleged legal expert see the body, or the Prima Facia evidence?  No!
They chose to slander the issues and discredit that with which they are not knowledgeable.

Frankly, I am somewhat confused by the disallowance of fully informed information and Supreme Court
decisions, from being read to the listening audience.

V.K. Durham, Executor
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CHAPTER  7

WHAT  THE  MUSLIMS  WANT

Editor’s note: The following is reprinted from the 8/6/96 issue of The Final Call; the photo within the
article is of the Most Honorable Elijah Muhummad.

Most Honorable Elijah Muhummad

This is the question asked most frequently by both the whites and the Black.  The answers to this question
I shall state as simply as possible.

1.  We want freedom.  We want a full and complete freedom.

2.  We want justice.  Equal justice under the law.  We want justice applied equally to all, regard-
less of creed or class or color.

3.  We want equality of opportunity.  We want equal membership in society with the best in
civilized society.
4.  We want our people in America, whose parents or grandparents were descendants from slaves,
to be allowed to establish a separate state or territory of their own—either on this continent or
elsewhere.  We believe that our former slave masters are obligated to provide such land and that
the area must be fertile and minerally rich.  We believe that our former slave masters are obli-
gated to maintain and supply our needs in this separate territory for the next 20 to 25 years—
until we are able to produce and supply our own needs.

Since we cannot get along with them in peace and equality, after giving them 400 years of our sweat and
blood and receiving in return some of the worst treatment human beings have ever experienced, we believe
our contributions to this land and the suffering forced upon us by white America, justifies our demand for
complete separation in a state or territory of our own.
5.  We want freedom for all believers of Islam now held in federal prisons.  We want freedom for all Black
men and women now under death sentence in innumerable prisons in the North as well as the South.

We know that the above plan for the solution of the Black and white conflict is the best and only
answer to the problem between two people.

6.  We want an immediate end to the police brutality and mob attacks against the so-called Negro through-
out the United States.

We believe that the Federal government should intercede to see that Black men and women tried in white
courts receive justice in accordance with the laws of the land—or allow us to build a new nation for
ourselves, dedicated to justice, freedom and liberty.
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7.  As long as we are not allowed to establish a state or territory of our own, we demand not only equal
justice under the laws of the United States, but equal employment opportunities—NOW!

We do not believe that after 400 years of free or nearly free labor, sweat and blood, which has helped
America become rich and powerful, that so many thousands of Black people should have to subsist on
relief, charity or live in poor houses.

8.  We want the government of the United States to exempt our people from ALL taxation as long as we
are deprived of equal justice under the laws of the land.

9.  We want equal education—but separate schools up to 16 for boys and 18 for girls on the condition that
the girls be sent to women’s colleges and universities.  We want all Black children educated, taught and
trained by their own teachers.

Under such schooling system we believe we will make a better nation of people.  The United States
government should provide, free, all necessary text books and equipment, schools and college buildings.
The Muslim teachers shall be left free to teach and train their people in the way of righteousness, decency
and self respect.

10.  We believe that intermarriage or race mixing should be prohibited.  We want the religion of Islam
taught without hindrance or suppression.

These are some of the things that we, the Muslims, want for our people in North America.

WHAT  THE  MUSLIMS  BELIEVE

1. WE BELIEVE In the One God Whose proper Name in Allah.

2. WE BELIEVE in the Holy Qur’an and in the Scriptures of all the Prophets of God.

3. WE BELIEVE in the truth of the Bible, but we believe that it has been tampered with and must
be reinterpreted so that mankind will not be snared by the falsehoods that have been added to it.
4. WE BELIEVE in Allah’s Prophets and the Scriptures they brought to the people.

5. WE BELIEVE in the resurrection of the dead—not in physical resurrection—but in mental resurrection.
We believe that the so-called Negroes are most in need of mental resurrection; therefore, they will be
resurrected first.

Furthermore, we believe we are the people of God’s choice, as it has been written, that God would
choose the rejected and the despised.  We can find no other persons fitting this description in these last
days more than the so-called Negroes in America.  We believe in the resurrection of the righteous.

6.  WE BELIEVE in the judgment; we believe this first judgment will take place as God revealed, in
America...
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7.  WE BELIEVE this is the time in history for the separation of the so-called Negroes and the so-called
white Americans.  We believe the Black man should be freed in name as well as in fact.  By this we mean
that he should be freed from the names imposed upon him by his former slave masters.  Names which
identified him as being the slave masters’ slave.  We believe that if we are free indeed, we should go in our
own people’s names—the Black people of the Earth.

8.  WE BELIEVE in justice for all, whether in God or not; we believe as others, that we are due equal with
our slave masters in the status of “freed slaves.”

We recognize and respect American citizens as independent peoples and we respect their laws
which govern this nation.

9.  WE BELIEVE that the offer of integration is hypocritical and is made by those who are trying
to deceive the Black peoples into believing that their 400-year-old open enemies of freedom,
justice and equality are, all of a sudden, their “friends.”  Furthermore, we believe that such
deception is intended to prevent Black people from realizing that the time in history has arrived
for the separation from the whites of this nation.

If the white people are truthful about their professed friendship toward the so-called Negro, they can
prove it by dividing up America with their slaves.

We do not believe that America will ever be able to furnish enough jobs for her own millions of unem-
ployed, in addition to jobs for the 20,000,000 Black people as well.

10.  WE BELIEVE that we who declare ourselves to be righteous Muslims, should not participate in wars
which take the lives of humans.  We do not believe this nation should force us to take part in such wars, for
we have nothing to gain from it unless America agrees to give us the necessary territory wherein we may
have something to fight for.

11.  WE BELIEVE our women should be respected and protected as the women of other nationalities are
respected and protected.

12.  WE BELIEVE that Allah (God) appeared in the Person of Master W. Fard Muhammad, July
1930; the long-awaited “Messiah” of the Christians and the “Mahdi” of the Muslims.

We believe further and lastly that Allah is God and besides HIM there is no God and He will
bring about a universal government of peace wherein we all can live in peace together.

HE  LIVES
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CHAPTER  8

THE  IMMINENT  RETURN  OF
HERCULOBUS-NIBIRU

ALSO  KNOWN  AS  “COMET”  HALE-BOPP
by Ray Bilger    11/29/96

It sometimes seems as though the information coming from CONTACT endlessly warns about imminent
earthquakes, volcanoes, major Earth changes, etc.  Modern “seers” such as Gordon Michael Scallion
have likewise warned of the new face of planet Earth, revealed to him through incredible technicolor
visions of upheaval.  So, when the time comes, as it now has, where the signs of these warnings are
manifesting, we SHOULD be recalling the  gifted words from the Cosmic Messengers of Truth.  Yet—
most have simply turned a deaf ear.  Perhaps those ones never wanted to heard the message in the first
place.  But in this human experience of manifested illusion, if something as large as a planet were possibly
to strike Earth, your physical self would certainly sit up and take notice!

The planet Herculobus (or Nibiru, which means “Planet of the Crossing” in the ancient Sumerian texts) is
just now returning to the center of our Solar System, which it passes approximately every 3,600 years in its
great elliptical orbit.  Herculobus returns to the center of our Solar System seven times in each orbit of our
Solar System around the central sun (Alcyone) of the Pleiades Constellation.  Ancient astronomy counts
our Sun and our Moon as two of the planets of our Solar System, and it is this system of counting that
makes Herculobus our twelfth planet.

Not surprisingly, our Evil Elite One World Controllers continue to deny the existence of the ancient Sumerian
texts which explain the meaning of Nibiru’s purpose and mission, having us believe instead that Nibiru is
just a “comet”, this time called Hale-Bopp after its two discoverers.  This knowledge about Nibiru is
something they absolutely do not want us to know, for if we did, we might understand the very important
clues that could unlock some of the mystery and meaning surrounding its return.  This involves the fact that
Nibiru is set on a collision course with Earth, because we have not awakened, as a species, to the point of
turning around the evil on our planet.  It appears as though most people on Earth are either really swept up
in the life of momentary, passing thrills, totally distracted by the unending system of controls bombarding
us, or are suffering so badly under the New World Order, like those people in Zaire, Ethiopia, Somalia,
etc., that all they can do is think about where their next bite of food will come from, or if there will even be
another bite.  Nibiru is referred to in the Bible as “Wormwood”, in the Book of Revelation, 8:10-11, as a
great star from heaven that fell upon the Earth.  The Bible tells of incredible devastation caused by this
collision, including poisoning of the waters of Earth.  It would be good to read again about the prophecies
as revealed in the first three Phoenix Journals.

We should know by now that the control of information is for the purpose of controlling the people.  Thus
it was that one of the reasons for the war against Saddam Hussein and Iraq (Desert Storm) in 1990 was for
the destruction of the ancient Sumerian texts.  Ancient Mesopotamia, the home of the Sumerians, the first
“known” civilization, was in the fertile area between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers, right in the middle of
Iraq; and there some of these ancient texts yet remain.
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The knowledge of the history of the creation of our planet and our Solar System was known by the ancient
Sumerians who had received the knowledge from the ancients of their time, and on and on, back to the
very beginnings of civilization on this planet with the Anunnaki.

The original home planet of the Anunnaki appears to be Herculobus, or Nibiru as it may have been called
at the time.  They developed the capability of space travel about 450,000 years ago and first came to Earth
about 5,000 years later.  The first homosapiens on Earth were created about 300,000 years ago.  Thus,
the Anunnaki have had a part in the Earth’s history longer than we have.  They pass here every 3,600 years
and can easily see how we are progressing.  The Bible refers to them as the Anakim.  Deuteronomy 1:28
says, “...we have seen the sons of Anakim...”  Other references are at Deuteronomy 2:11 & 9:2, Joshua
11:21-22, the Book of Numbers 13:32-33, etc.  It was originally established that the knowledge and
information about the history of our Solar System would be handed down through the ages and it has
always been here, placed in certain key locations on the planet, deemed to be secure.

The Sumerian cosmogony explains many things which are happening today and could help us to under-
stand our current planetary and solar transition much more than our World Controllers would like.  If we
were to know these things, then their game of control would be over.  Let’s go back in time and see what
the Sumerian cosmogony has to say about the beginnings of our Solar System, back to about 4 1/2 billion
years ago.

This may sound to some readers like a fantasy or fairytale, but these same readers may one day find that
our entire life here was but a dream.  The ancient Sumerian cosmogony was originally set down on seven
tablets, known to us today as the Epic of Creation.  This cosmogony explains puzzles that still baffle
today’s astronomers and astrophysicists.  And, interestingly enough, whenever our modern scientists have
come up with a satisfactory answer to one of these puzzles, it fits neatly into the explanations set down long
ago by the Sumerians.  The text explains, among other things, the Asteriod Belt within our Solar System
and the Photon Belt our Solar System is about to pass through.  Much of this information may now be
found in the Phoenix Journals: (#50) Through Darkness Into Light—Endless Cycles of the Divine
Plan, Vol. I; and, (#57) God, Too, Has a Plan 2000—Divine Plan, Vol. II.  [See Last Page of CON-
TACT for ordering information.]

The first members of our Solar System were our Sun (called Apsu by the Sumerians, which means “One
Who Exists from the Beginning”), the planet Mercury (called Mummu, which means “One Who was
Born”), and farther away from the Sun, the planet Tiamat (“Maiden of Life”).  The Solar System gradually
expanded by the “birth” of three planetary pairs, the planets we now call Venus and Mars, which were
between Mummu and Tiamat; the giant pair:  Jupiter (called Kishar, which means “Foremost of the Firm
Lands”) and Saturn (called Anshar, which means “Foremost of the Heavens”), which were beyond Tiamat;
and Uranus (called Kakkab Shanamma, which means “Planet Which Is the Double”—of Neptune) and
Neptune (called Ea, which means “He Whose House is Water”) farther out.

The relatively early period of the formation of our Solar System (approximately the first five hundred
million years) was marked by instability, especially in the region of Tiamat.  The planets nearby were
wobbling in their orbits, and Tiamat was being pulled in many directions by the two giants beyond her and
by the smaller planets between her and the Sun.  One result of all this was the tearing off from Tiamat, and
the gathering around her, of a “host” of satellites “furious with rage”.  These satellites, “roaring monsters”,
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were “clothed with terror” and “crowned with halos”, “swirling furiously about and orbiting as though they
were celestial gods”—i.e., as though they were planets.  Tiamat had eleven satellites in all.

Considered to be most dangerous to the stability and safety of the other planets in our Solar System was
Tiamat’s “leader of the host”, a large satellite that grew to almost planetary size and was about to attain its
own independent destiny—its own orbit around the Sun.  Tiamat had “cast a spell for him; to sit among the
celestial gods she exalted him.”  This satellite was called, in the Sumerian text, Kingu, which means “Great
Emissary”.

According to the Sumerian text, this was the “sin” of Tiamat, her giving Kingu his own orbital destiny,
which enraged the other planets to the point of “calling in” Nibiru to “go and cut off the life of Tiamat” and
her out-of-line consort.  What resulted was a great Celestial Battle which actually occurred in two phases.

Nibiru appeared from outer space, from “the Deep”, and began to approach the outer planets of our Solar
System.  The first outer planet to attract Nibiru with its gravitational “pull” was Neptune.  According to the
ancient text, Nibiru itself was a sight to behold; alluring, sparkling, lofty, and lordly are just some of the
adjectives used to describe it.  Sparks and flashes bolted from Nibiru to Neptune and Uranus as it passed
near them.  One must presume that in all of this there were incredibly powerful electromagnetic forces at
work and being unleashed.  The ancient text is not exactly clear as to how many satellites, if any, Nibiru had
upon entering our system, but it did acquire some from the outer planets.

As it passed near Neptune, Nibiru’s side began to bulge “as though it had a second head”.  It is possible
that this bulge was torn away to become Neptune’s moon Triton.  This could be so because of the fact that
Nibiru entered our Solar System in a retrograde (clockwise) orbit, counter to that of all the other planets,
and Triton has a retrograde orbit.

Next, Nibiru passed Uranus, colliding with the planet, which caused the creation of the four major moons
of Uranus.  Nibiru gained three satellites as a result of this encounter.  It was this collision that tilted Uranus
sideways, to its rotation as we know it today.  Uranus and its moons orbit at 90o to the rest of the planets
in our Solar System.

Nibiru was drawn even more into our planetary system as it reached the immense gravitational pulls of
Saturn and Jupiter.  As Nibiru “approached and stood as though in combat” near Saturn, the two planets
“kissed their lips”.  It was at that moment that the “destiny”, or orbital path, of Nibiru was changed forever.
Henceforth, it was a part of our Solar System, maintaining the 3,600-year orbit we know today.  It was
also during this encounter that Saturn’s chief satellite, called Gaga in the ancient text, was pulled away in
the direction of Mars and Venus and cast into a vast elliptical orbit, eventually returning to the outer reaches
of our Solar System to become the planet Pluto, usually the outermost planet.  But Pluto’s peculiar orbit
sometimes takes it between Neptune and Uranus, in distance to the Sun.

With its new “destiny”, or orbital path, Nibiru was now irrevocably set on a course toward the orbit of
Tiamat.  This begins the first phase of the great Celestial Battle.  At this time Nibiru had seven satellites and
Tiamat, as earlier stated, had eleven.  Nibiru’s seven satellites were the principal “weapons” with which
Tiamat was attacked, but these were not the only weapons.
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As the two planets came close to each other, Nibiru attacked Tiamat with his “net” (magnetic field) to
“enfold her”, and shot immense bolts of electricity (“divine lightnings”) at Tiamat.  Tiamat “was filled with
brilliance”—slowing down, heating up, and “becoming distended”.  Wide gaps opened in Tiamat’s crust,
perhaps emitting steam and volcanic matter.  Into one of these widening fissures Nibiru thrust one of its
main satellites, the one called “Evil Wind”.  This tore Tiamat’s “belly, cut through her insides, splitting her
heart.”  This extinguished Tiamat’s life.

All of Tiamat’s satellites, except Kingu, were caught in the “net” (the magnetic and gravitational pull) of
Nibiru and were thrown off their previous courses and forced into new orbital paths in the opposite
direction.  This was the creation of the comets, which now have their huge, elliptical, retrograde orbits.

Nibiru took away Kingu’s “destiny” by depriving him of his almost-independent orbit.  Nibiru then made
Kingu into a Duggae, “a mass of lifeless clay”, devoid of atmosphere and waters, to remain in orbit around
the battered Tiamat.

Thus, the first phase of the great Celestial Battle was complete and Nibiru sailed on to his new “destiny”.
He circled past the Sun (Apsu) and continued into distant space, or, as the ancient text so beautifully puts
it, “He crossed the heavens and surveyed the regions, and Apsu’s quarter he measured.”

Nibiru, now caught forever in our Solar System, eventually turned back in his great elliptical orbit.  On his
return, Neptune was there to greet him and Saturn hailed his victory.  He sailed on toward Tiamat and the
second phase of the great Celestial Battle began.  One must understand that the Solar System was still in
the formative stages.

New impacts from Nibiru broke Tiamat into two halves.  Then, Tiamat’s upper part, her “skull”, was
struck by Nibiru’s satellite called North Wind.  This blow carried the upper-half of Tiamat and Kingu to a
new orbit, between Venus and Mars.  Thus our Earth and her Moon were created.  The other half of the
old Tiamat was smashed by further impacts into bits and pieces, and “hammered together” to become a
“bracelet” in the heavens:  Thus was the Asteroid Belt created out of the other half of Tiamat.

Once again Nibiru “crossed the heavens and surveyed the regions.”  On his next return Nibiru gave
Neptune and Uranus their final makeup, and provided Pluto with its final “destiny”.  Pluto got a new name,
Usmi, which means “He Who Shows the Way”, as it is (usually) the first planet encountered when coming
into our Solar System.

Having thus “constructed the stations” for the planets, Nibiru made two “abodes” for himself.  One was in
the “Firmament”, as the Asteroid Belt is called in the ancient text.  The other was far out “in the Deep”; this
one is called Esharra in the ancient text, which means Abode/Home of the Ruler/ Prince.

From all of the above we can see that Nibiru (also know as the planet of bitterness) was largely responsible
for shaping our Solar System into what we know it as today.  Nibiru appears to be an extremely important
and powerful entity and not just one of the “comets”, which, as we now know, Nibiru was actually in-
strumental in creating.  Nibiru is a planet, but it is also a spacecraft and the home of the Anunnaki who first
came to Earth about 445,000 years ago.
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This brings us up to the current time.  Our Elite One World Controllers are obviously aware of the ancient
Sumerian texts, as they are fully aware of the Photon Belt.  With the ancient Sumerian knowledge and with
advanced technology at the disposal of our government, it is absolutely inconceivable to this author that our
own government does not know about the existence of Nibiru.  But, as well, knowing of the agenda our
own government is involved with (the New World Order agenda), which includes a possible fake alien
invasion as part of its means of controlling the people, it is also inconceivable that our government would
tell us the truth about Nibiru.

Our government knows that Nibiru has returned and is on a possible collision course, which could mean
the destruction of our planet.  But it appears the government is still intent upon lying to the people and will
try to use this incredible cosmic event as yet another opportunity to control the people through fear, by
perhaps saying there is no collision course, but evil aliens want you to think there is.  Then, of course, our
Controllers can “save us”.

Since we now know that Nibiru is not a comet, yet our “official” government sources are telling us it is a
“comet”, then right off the bat we already have lie number one.  We need to make something perfectly clear
at this point, if it is not already so.

Whenever a president, or a world leader, or even a king of old, meets in private with their advisors, or
secretaries, or consultants, or confidants, and some decision is made to withhold some small amount of
information from the general population, or to even fabricate something to change the information told,
however minor this change or outright lie might be, and even if the reason may be for some “national
security” purpose, or to protect the people from learning something that might frighten them (as determined
by a very few), then, by definition, we have a conspiracy.

Some would say that the definition of “conspiracy” involves the element of evil intent.  When we under-
stand that the definition of “evil” includes anything which pulls ones away from their path back to Creator
Source, then who is to determine what information you require to clearly discern your own path???  Thus,
any time any little bit of information is withheld from the public, it’s too late—evil has already been commit-
ted.  The conspiracy is complete.

When one understands the nature of governing the people throughout our world’s history, as stated above,
it becomes quite evident that the history of the world is a history of conspiracies.  There is then, and can be,
no such thing as a conspiracy THEORY.  There is, rather, and can only be, conspiracy FACT, plain and
simple.  This is simply the way it is and always has been!!

Understanding this, we then need to very carefully examine information from so-called “official” sources,
weigh this against information available from alternative sources that we may have found to be more
reliable, use our own God-given faculties of reason, logic, and common sense, and see if we can deduce
from all this, in our own minds, some bit of truth.  If you will make this effort earnestly and with good intent
in your heart, for understanding, you will find that your soul-mind will not lie to you.  If enough of us will
only do this, then we may soon be able to move beyond lying governments and into the Clear Light of
Truth, and determine our own future, rather than have it determined for us by those who want to do us in!!!

Now then, what is the current status of this so-called “comet” Hale-Bopp (the planet Herculobus, or
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Nibiru) from all available sources?  Apparently, in the summer of 1995, two amateur astronomers inde-
pendently and accidently “discovered” a new “comet”.  Like almost all comets, this one was named after
its discoverers, Alan Hale and Thomas Bopp, hence Hale-Bopp.  There are, however, a number of very
interesting and unusual things about this so-called “comet”.

Most comets are discovered 3 or 4 months prior to their closest approach to the Earth and Sun.  This is
because (according to scientists) the comets need to get that close to the Sun to get hot enough to produce
the gases that make them visible.  The so-called “comet” Hale-Bopp was visible a full 20 months out, while
still beyond the orbit of Saturn!  The orbit of Saturn is almost 800 million miles beyond the orbit of Earth.
Theoretically, this is too far out to make the heat necessary to produce gases from the incoming body.  As
well, it is now believed that the “comet” was actually shown in a photograph from 1993 made during a
Naval Observatory survey of the sky!  The conventional scientific view is that something unknown is
making the “comet” hotter than normal or possibly that it contains some unknown gases.  Just don’t expect
our government to tell us the truth in the near future.  (Or should we demand the truth??)

On May 8, 1996, an extremely rare event occurred: a lunar Occulation of the “comet” (where the Moon
passes in front of the comet), visible over much of North America.  We also know that when the “comet”
was still as far away as Halley’s Comet, it was 1,000 times brighter!  And we know that the coma of the
“comet”, the glowing gaseous cloud around the “comet”, is larger in diameter than our Sun!

Of a more puzzling nature, however, is the apparent downplaying of both the pictures and the general
importance of the “comet” by “official” sources.  On November 14, 1996, Courtney Brown, Professor of
Political Science at Emory University and Founder of the Far Sight Institute in Atlanta, Georgia, spoke by
telephone with a major Professor of Astronomy (a close personal friend of his) at one of the top ten
universities in the United States (anonymous at this time, for obvious reasons).  This well-known and highly
respected Professor of Astronomy stated that, to his knowledge, the government does not want people to
know much about, or to talk about, the “comet” Hale-Bopp.  Why??

On July 23, 1996, exactly one year to the day after Hale-Bopp was “discovered”, astronomers at the
Albuquerque Astronomical Society took a series of startling photographs showing that the “nucleus” of the
“comet” had split—in other words, showing two “comets”!  The speculation in the scientific community is
that perhaps the “comet” is orbiting something larger and both are coming this way.  Is the second object
a spacecraft?

We know that long, long ago the planet Nibiru, or Herculobus, had seven moons.  We also know that
Nibiru’s great orbit takes it past other stars.  But we do not know for sure how many satellites Nibiru may
have at this time.  Perhaps some astronomers or our government may know, but the government is still
saying that it’s a “comet”.  We do know, however, that just a few months after it was “discovered”, it was
noted that the “comet” was spiraling.  If something is orbiting something else, and both are traveling quite
fast through space, the path will appear as an actual spiraling.  We also know that the “comet” has made
course corrections.  This is unheard of.  We could understand an intelligent entity making course correc-
tions, and that may be what we have here; or is something else correcting its course?  Remember, from the
point of view of the ancient Summerian texts, it’s a planet and a spacecraft!

The so-called “Hubble Space Telescope” was scheduled to take pictures of Hale-Bopp from May of
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1996 onward, but the most recent picture of Hale-Bopp that has been released to the public was in
October of 1995!  Astronomers at the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona claim that there is great
demand for the use of Hubble for many things besides Hale-Bopp and that this is what accounts for so few
pictures.

In the November 19, 1996 issue of CONTACT, there was a report about an amateur astronomer named
Chuck Shramek, from Houston, Texas, who photographed a mystery object near the “comet” Hale-Bopp
on the evening of November 14, 1996.  [For your studying convenience we are reprinting that report
as pages 47-49 following Ray’s article as well as, on page 47, Commander Hatonn’s comments
about “Hale-Bopp” from a recent meeting question.]  Aware of media manipulation and ongoing sup-
pression through official channels, Mr. Shramek contacted and agreed to be interviewed by Art Bell on
Art’s late-night radio talk-show the same night of his discovery.  Coincidentally (?), Art’s scheduled guest
that evening happened to be Professor Courtney Brown (mentioned earlier in this article) of the Far Sight
Institute.  The Institute specializes in something called Scientific Remote Viewing, or S.R.V., which is a
psychic phenomenon that originally gained acceptance (not surprisingly) in military applications for spying
purposes.  We must understand that S.R.V. is but a form of communication and just like all other forms of
communication it is subject to manipulation by the Elite Controllers.  In this case, mind-control could be
used to project a specific vision into the brain of one who is doing S.R.V.—especially if the Remote Viewer
is unaware of Light shielding and the calling-in of Higher Protection from dark intervention.

S.R.V. involves a person being able to focus their mental awareness outside of themselves, and usually, to
some distant target location for the purpose of ascertaining knowledge about what there may be at the
specific target location.  This may sound rather bizarre to readers not familiar with the possible ramifica-
tions of the workings of the human mind.

If we understand the nature of the human mind, we know that it is not the physical brain.  The human mind
is not physical, but part of it does work through the physical brain.  The mind, or soul, is AT ONE with the
Soul or Mind of Creator Source.  The human mind is, as it were, like a small Personal Computer (P.C.)
which is but a tiny part of (even though we may not be aware of it), and connected to, a Master Computer
(the Mind of Creator).  We exist within the Mind of our Creator.

Remote Viewing is a natural “psychic” ability developed by some, because all human minds exist simulta-
neously within the One Big Mind of Creator.  In other words, all those little P.C.s are plugged into the Big
Terminal.  Although it seems that your P.C. has a separate existence all its own, no P.C. exists which is not
plugged into the Big Terminal and, by extension of the connectivity, to all the other P.C. terminals, in a kind
of mental Internet system.  This gives new meaning to the old, Native American belief that “All is connected
to all.”  Those persons who seem to have expanded their awareness to some higher “Cosmic Conscious-
ness” have simply learned how to focus and direct their attention “up-the-line” (so to speak) to where they
may be allowed to gather information they are seeking—whether this be as Edgar Cayce did or as Remote
Viewing may accomplish.

Anyway, Professor Courtney Brown had been contacted earlier in the evening of November 14, 1996
about Chuck Shramek’s discovery.  Professor Brown immediately put three of his best Remote Viewers
(those who do S.R.V.) onto observing and reporting back, as soon as possible, about this mystery object
near Hale-Bopp.  These people are scattered around the United States and are not in contact with each
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other.  (Professor Brown appears to maintain the very highest scientific protocol standards with his work.)
Prior to going on the air with Art Bell, Professor Brown had just received back the final results.  Art Bell’s
radio program that evening was most interesting, considering the fact that he denies an E.T./God connec-
tion.  (Those who did not hear it can obtain taped copies by calling 1-800-917-4278.  Those who have
Internet access can download the information revealed by the Far Sight Institute’s Remote Viewers by
going directly to www.farsight.org. or by going through Art Bell’s www.artbell.com home page.)

The essence of what was revealed on the radio program indicated that extremely advanced and peaceful
intelligences are with the mystery object to awaken us and bring The Word to the peoples of Earth (despite
suppression attempts by the Elite Controllers) that we are not alone, and that there is, in fact, a Great
Galactic Federation (the Galactic Federation Fleet and the Cosmic Council) which would like to welcome
us to the greater community of Cosmic Brotherhood of which we are but a small part, if we but grow up a
bit.

On the evening of November 28, 1996, two weeks after the very interesting radio program with Chuck
Shramek and Professor Courtney Brown, Art Bell had Professor Brown as his guest once again.  Profes-
sor Brown had just completed extensive discussions with the same Professor of Astronomy mentioned
earlier in this artcile.

This Professor of Astronomy, trained in astronomy, physics and astrophysics, disclosed that he
has hundreds of high-quality, high-resolution, professional photographs, taken with the large
observatory telescope at the university where he teaches, of the so-called “mystery object”
traveling with Hale-Bopp.

The photographs clearly show that the “mystery object” is a spacecraft, that it does emit light,
that it has been moving all around Hale-Bopp—traveling along with Hale-Bopp—and that the
object is larger than Earth.  As well, the object is sending radio transmissions which have been
picked up by radio-telescopes here on Earth!

The reason this Professor is yet anonymous is because he intends to go public in the first week of Decem-
ber 1996, with his extensive photographs and information.  If he is not silenced prior to accomplishing this,
his information is expected to shake the world.  If you don’t hear or see this on the news, perhaps you
might contact the media to let them know that you know that they know what is going on, and that you
wonder why they are not telling us.

It is impossible to overstate how absolutely critical is this exact moment in time, today, even as you read
this.  Herculobus doesn’t have to collide with Earth directly; if there is even one moon orbiting it that can be
collided with Earth, it will mean incredible devastation for us.  And we know that Herculobus is making a
spiraling path, so it would appear that it may have a satellite of some kind.

Our planet is overflowing with so much hate that the enormous amount of negative energy generated is
literally attracting to us this very occurrence.  Herculobus only needs to pass near Earth to have a magnetic
influence which could cause us to tilt on our axis.  This would be enough to trigger the Earth Changes.  If
ever you might want to do something to pressure our so-called leaders to listen up and pay attention, now
is the time.  We must be as passionate about this as we can possibly be.  What we think, do, and say right
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now, and from this moment forward, can determine if we will soon witness apocalypse or if we will begin
to turn things around into a Godly direction.

It is yet a real and distinct possibility that Herculobus may change course enough to avoid us, but as things
stand now, with an empty puppet President and First Lady in “Our” White House, and an evil and corrupt
New World Order of Satanic Elite behind the scenes, running things world-wide, things don’t look too
good.  What do you think the returning Anunnaki might feel about all this?
It certainly appears as though Herculobus at one time performed the function of being a device for enforc-
ing a system of checks and balances.  Tiamat was checked and balance was restored to our Solar System
by the actions of Nibiru (Herculobus).  How many times Herculobus has performed a similar function in
our Solar System or elsewhere, we don’t necessarily know.  But we do know that the people of Earth are
way out-of-line today.  America’s Founders and Framers drew up a Constitution to keep a system of
checks and balances in place for those who might attempt to usurp power within The People’s govern-
ment.  That same Constitution is, today, for all practical purposes, merely window dressing.  There is no
system of checks and balances in America.  And America, instead of being a beacon for the rest of the
world (as She was intended to be), showing the way to Freedom and Liberty for all, has been turned into
the world capital for every kind of corruption and perversion known to humanity—”the Great Satan” as
America is now called.

God allows.  We here on planet Earth all have the freewill choice to make life heaven, or to make it hell.
But the Satanic Elite Controllers don’t want you to know that.  They just want you to accept and contribute
to their man-made hell!  And our Controllers are not particularly happy to see our Cosmic friends come to
pay a visit.  The Elite are filled with hate; our visitors (from the Galactic Federation) are filled with Light and
Love.

We are about to experience a Great Cosmic Awakening.  The Elite World Controllers will probably do
everything they possibly can to have us believe our VISITORS are Satanic.  This is the usual 180o reversal
of the truth that has worked so well to fool the masses for so long.  It appears that it won’t take much
convincing for the brainwashed masses, considering what TV and movies like Independence Day have
done.

It will be a miracle if we don’t experience some amount of catastrophe and devastation as our immediate
future unfolds.  If we can all keep our wits about us, and realize that this is all part of the incredible transition
we are all going through together, as our frequencies rise with our continued approach into the Photon Belt,
and help each other to get through this, then we’ll be fine.
Many Native American, Mayan, and Hopi prophecies speak of a great comet heralding the beginning of
the time when “star beings” will return to set things right on this world.  Herculobus appears to signal that
the time may be here.  We shall soon see many starships visiting us.

The Bottom Line: We have not awakened as a species enough to warrant diverting the energies returning
at this time to correct our wayward ways.  If we do not immediately make correction ourselves (which
obviously involves nullifying the Elite World Controllers) then correction will be made for us, and it won’t
be pleasant.  It’s that simple.  If you hold fast to the Good, you’ll probably be fine, or at least you’ll fare
better than others.  But if you’re Evil, well—all shall learn their lessons!
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Editor’s note:  Following Ray’s article we are next presenting a transcript of Commander Hatonn’s
comments on this subject of “comet” Hale-Bopp, made recently at a Sunday 11/24/96 meeting.
And following those comments, for your convenience, we are reprinting Commander Soltec’s (and
my) information from the 11/19/96 CONTACT.

It is important to have this material all collected together for reference at this time.  An interesting
scenario, on a cosmic scale, is beginning to take shape here on several fronts of confrontation and
decision-making between the Lighted Wayshowers and the dark forces.  While you can, without
hesitation, place sure bets on WHO shall win in the end, it’s going to be a lively ride getting there!
Suppression of the Truth by the dark Satanic Elite Controllers can only be maintained UP TO A
POINT—and it shall be an interesting time upon us as that point is reached AND SURPASSED!  So
stay tuned. — E.Y.

***

11/24/96    HATONN
(audio tape from meeting edited transcript)

...We are not talking about afternoon tea, we are talking about the destruction of a planet.  And you got
Hale-Bopp, Be-Bopp, Bull-Shit Bopp.  You have Herculobus, the planet of bitterness, leaving its trail and
they are calling it Hale-Bopp in your Solar System.  Now guess what?  Pay attention everybody because
now all of sudden there is this “thing”, three times the size of Earth, traveling with Hale-Bopp, be-bopping
along, you know, rockin’ and rollin’—and we sure are.  “Well it is sort of a vapor, it may be metallic...”
Well, I mean, come on—what happened to the Mars probe?  We are traveling with that “thing” because,
until it enters your atmosphere, it can be diverted.  Now comes the hard part: we have to decide when to
divert it or when to follow the orders to leave it alone.  When it gets close enough, we either have to get our
people off or you’re going to have to be making enough of a turn around, people, to warrant diverting it—
because it is so big that, when it hits, it is going to really, really blow you away.

You are already shifting on your axis.  Already you can not locate, in the proper places in the sky, even your
Moon.  Nobody seems to notice.  Where is Venus?  It is in a different spot every night, because we move.
And you’ve been looking at space ships for so long you don’t even know where to find Venus; and it is not
where Venus is supposed to be, because you have tilted—not the Solar System.  So we have several
things to consider:  What happens if it shifts, or you are struck by debris?  We have to consider being an
island here and small pods everywhere.  People starve to death in ordinary famine times.  Who’s going to
go grow you something to eat?  “God will take care of me.”  No, He won’t!  He will take care of your soul.
But, your belly can get very empty.  And the distractors are always there, always there.

And as the magnitude of our mission grows on you who really move into reality with us, understanding that,
no matter what the projects are, they will be separate business projects.  There is not going to be any
magic.

[Several minutes later in the meeting, after speaking on a different subject, Commander Hatonn
continues here with our subject of Hale-Bopp.]
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I get passionate about it.  I get passionate about it because I am sitting at the edge of your Solar System,
in full view, with an ultimate decision: Do I allow the destruction of your planet as a whole?  I am repeating:
the craft itself, my craft, is twice-to-three-times the size of your Earth.  If I bump into you, you are in
trouble; and I won’t even feel it!  And you see, we don’t have to even do it that way.  Everybody better go
back and read Childhood’s End.  They didn’t take the blow-up route, they took the phase out, disintegra-
tion route.  And I would like to be able to find time to get around to discussing those things with you.
Because, at this point, we are not going to be that crowded.  But you see, it isn’t that simple; and God
always allows, always allows.  And all the while you have to keep living while you wish you could make
other plans.

Other ones who have come against people like George Bush are long, long, long ago dead.  You lose your
safety the minute you walk away.  Because I will repeat to you what the Master Teacher said:  “If you deny
me, I will deny you before my Father Who sent me.”  And I no longer have to worry about your little ass;
at this point I do.  But we are going to get it straight right now: I am not here as your spiritual goody two-
shoes.  I am here on a mission that says I must present a survival mode for a remnant, and that remnant is
going to be in Africa, in Europe, in Scandinavia, in Asia, in China, and Malaysia.  And can I do it?  Yes, sir!
And you are going to do it with me!  We are talking about spiritual truth with Creator, not some religious
preference.  Go to your clubs if you want to and have that social interchange and leave us out of that.  I
know God, and that’s enough, because I will not even bend His laws.  And for your sakes I will not even
bend yours.  I don’t have to.  And I don’t have to touch a hair of your henny-penny little heads.  They will
butcher each other.

[Several minutes later in the tape we take up our subject again.]

As long as you hold your position you are safe in your physical form—at least from your enemies.  There
are going to be some long eternities to ones who are very, very close to making that transition.  And yet I
see no way to touch their hearts enough to make them listen.  And they stayed with us for a long time, I
guess lying all the way.  But when you lie to yourself, you have made the ultimate error, because once you
are locked into that lie, you can’t extricate yourself.

Question from audience: Regarding Hale-Bopp/Herculobus, what kind of a time frame are we looking at?
There is an expected time, from the Earth scientists, they are talking about March/April of ’97.

Commander Hatonn: The thing they aren’t telling you is that it hasn’t moved an inch since they sighted it.
Other things are happening, but it hasn’t moved; it is parked.  So we are talking about having an opportu-
nity to turn some of these things around.

[Several minutes later—regarding preparedness, survival, etc.]

There is nothing missing with the overall “planning”—everybody may not be familar with it, but we have
covered it.  Whether or not we will be able to get it done remains to be seen and I can only tell you about
that in the same sense that the Master Teacher said:  “I don’t know the minute.”  Because this is a free-will
planet, maybe it will begin to swing around into a more positive direction; maybe Earth upheavels will come
to the extent that there is not much to survive.  Because the entire topography of the planet will change—
it has, over and over and over again in your past evolvement.  There are too many ifs that I am not given.
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Everybody has a tendency to want to know specifics—and then, until time, you will go to sleep.  The time
to be working on these things is RIGHT NOW, as if it were this afternoon—so what would you do for
preparation if you knew you had a week, or two days?  Obviously, if you knew you only had 20 minutes,
you might as well go and eat some more pie.  But if I could get you to the point where you anticipate that
20 minutes may be all that you have, then you would have already been prepared.  I can’t get you to stay
prepared from one earthquake alert in Los Angeles to the next.  So I quit.  You know what you need to do.
If you don’t do it, so be it.  It is time for mankind to take on responsibility.  We were sent to show the way
and to tell how it is.  We are not appreciated for either one.  Therefore, ones now have to take up their own
responsibility.  We will continue just exactly how we are, until we can’t anymore.  But I don’t lose.  And I
don’t have losers with me very long.

[End of our subject, but not the end of the meeting.  To get the whole meeting on tape call The Word
at 805-822-4176 and ask for the 11/24/96 meeting tapes.]

* * *

Editor’s note: We are reprinting this writing by “Professor” Soltec here, for your viewing or re-
viewing convenience, from the 11/19/96 issue of CONTACT, in conjunction with both our Front
Page story and the related commentaries by Commander Hatonn above, and then again following
after, Soltec.

SOLTEC:  MIND  CONTROLLERS
RAMPING  UP  LATEST  ANTICS

SOLTEC    11/16/96

Good morning, my friend.  It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in the Radiant Light of Creator God.
Blessings and be at Peace!

Much is happening this day and it has most certainly been a trying week. Be cautious in your
personal travels for, whether you realize it or not, you are monitored closely by the adversarial
forces.  These ones would like nothing more than to silence you.  KEEP YOUR LIGHT SHIELD-
ING UP AT ALL TIMES!  And this goes for all of you who read these words.

There is much planned for you ones during this not-so-holy holiday season.  You can see the
clues all about you, if you but LOOK!  For example, look to the U.S. Stock Market.  It has had
record-breaking highs for each of the past eight business days of trading sessions since the so-
called presidential election. Meanwhile, on many of these days the trading volume has been
close to double that for a typical trading session.

Second example: look to the racial tensions being escalated. You have the O.J. Simpson trial
(again!).  You have the riot conditions in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area which flared up this
past week.  This was due to a police officer being cleared of any wrongdoing in the murder of a
Black man during an altercation occurring in the midst of routine police duties being carried out.
You also have the recent Tampa-St. Petersburg, Florida incident of a similar nature.  Then you
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have the Texaco oil company executives caught, on record, making racial slurs and having to
furiously backpedal with major apologies and monetary fines of a politically correct variety.

Moreover, look to the announcement that gasoline prices at the pumps are going to “have to” be
raised—again!   Note how conveniently this is just in time for the holiday travel season.  Last
Summer the excuses for the large increase were because of “special formulations” in the gas
and because of the excessive heating fuel consumption during the previous bad Winter—with
this particular problem only being announced several months AFTER the fact.

These are but a few of the many distractions being constantly thrown at you.  Look PAST the
distractions  and  look  FOR  the  sleight-of-hand “magic” tricks.

You ones are in  for  an  experience of a lifetime!   For  those  of  you who have prepared, you shall
find the upcoming events challenging and valuable.  For those who have not prepared, you are in
for a bumpy ride that could become quite uncomfortable.

Now,  let us look at something moreinteresting.  Look to the skies at night in the direction of the
“comet” Hale-Bopp.  It is currently low on the Western horizon just after sunset for those of you
on the western  coast.  Several months ago you ones were told to begin to watch this “comet”—
when it was reported as having made a “course correction” or two!

The “comet” is but a timing clue for you ones.  As your planet’s vibrational frequency continues
to shift upward, you ones shall have to be prepared for the “realities” of the new environment in
which you shall find yourselves.  You ones shall have need for guidance as you wake up to the
TRUE nature of your Spiritual Beingness and heritage.

You, of Ground Crew, are far more aware than you may realize.  You shall soon realize that a very
large part of your mission is to provide confirmation to the masses that we, of extraterrestrial
origin, come to assist and NOT TO ATTACK!

You  are  fast  approaching a time of mass awakening due to this upward frequency shift in
consciousness.  The controllers of your planet have known about extraterrestrials for  decades
but they do not want YOU to be aware of our existence, for they realize that they would lose all
hopes for control over you-the-masses.

Take note that there is yet another “evil aliens invade the Earth” movie due out this coming
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.  Why do you think that you ones are being so heavily bom-
barded with the idea that all aliens (extraterrestrials) are bad, or are here to enslave you?

Well, the planet will soon realize that there are VERY REAL extraterrestrials and that we have
no intention of harming anyone.

Keep in mind that we can see farther than you ones in terms of probabilities and possibilities.
We Elder Brothers among  the Wayshowers and Light Workers are quite aware of what the
adversary is planning. We enjoy the game very much—as we turn their plans into the very
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lessons  that they, and you, as a planetary civilization, need in order to grow into the realization
of Higher Truth!

Back to “comet” Hale-Bopp: It was recently observed and photographed with a very large ob-
ject (approximately 4 times the size of the Earth!) following along near the “comet”.  This new
object was observed [and photographed, see previous page] by an amateur Houston-based astrono-
mer, Chuck  Shramek, who has been regularly monitoring the “comet” for some time.  Last Thursday
evening, at approximately 6 p.m. Houston time, when he began an evening of viewing the “comet”, he also
saw this massive mystery object THAT WAS NOT THERE JUST ONE DAY EARLIER!

This new object, slightly above and to the right of  Hale-Bopp, looks similar to the planet Saturn
in that it appeared to have rings about its mid section. Another interesting clue observed about
this object was that the light intensity across the object is quite uniform, rather than varying in
intensity, such as with  dark  spots or other luminosity fluctuations.  This would suggest that the
object is not reflecting light, but  rather, is EMITTING light.  A clue, perhaps?

Just  months  after  the  “comet” was first spotted, it was noted to be spiraling.  It  would now
seem that the “comet”  may actually be in orbit around a large central mass—perhaps this
mystery object?  Pay very close attention to a “comet” that makes course corrections and to a
large object that seems to “appear” out of nowhere, emitting light!

Changing subjects now: stay tuned for massive distractions as the mind controllers ramp up
their efforts to manipulate and distract you.  The massive earthquakes are still planned for the
western coastal regions of the United States.  There have been constant, very well calculated
ground bombardments to major fault lines, and recently both the rate and intensity of  these
assaults have been stepped up.

The current intent is to precipitate a major event around the end of this month, November, or in
early December.  As always, please keep in mind that these plans can change at any moment.

However, these depraved controllers need the massive, numbing shock impact that would per-
meate the consciousness of the United States citizens—which only such a massive event could
create.  So, if not an earthquake, then perhaps a well-staged, fake alien invasion, or perhaps
some nuclear or biological calamity.  These dark ones who  have enslaved and manipulated you
are desperately trying to hold onto their “idea” of  power.

These dark ones are, in fact, seeking Creator God, but they are trying to do it by cheating their
way  through their lessons.  That is  to say that they will use the ones who bring the gifts of
understanding, and take that which is created and use it for their own gain—instead of trying to
understand the true purpose of such gifts.  The only true power lies within Creator and Creation.
Thus, when you stand within the Light of God, none can stand against you.

I  would suggest, AGAIN, that you get your emergency supplies ready!  You can never have too
much in the way of canned food and water.
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This may also be a good time, if you have not done  so in awhile, to check through your emer-
gency supplies to make sure that you do not have swollen cans, leaking batteries, or algae
growing in your water.  Replace anything that even looks questionable to you. You will be glad
that you have done this, for you may realize that your supplies are lacking in quantity or condi-
tion.

Keep a level head about you as your reality becomes challenged.  You are being bombarded with
everything that the controllers can covertly throw at you ones. The only thing left is the less
covert tactics and, as these ones become more and more desperate, you can count on them
playing what they consider to be trump cards.

These ones overestimate their abilities and underestimate ours.  When they have created enough
horror through destructive means, they will, in effect, create the very conditions that shall cause
the souled beings of the planet to search deep within and find their God connection.  This, in turn,
calls in the Lighted Wayshowers, and we shall then be given permission to intervene on behalf of
those who ask.

As always, there are conditions and agreements that must be met.  We, of the  Hosts of God,
ALWAYS keep our agreements!

Let me again change subject here, please: Many are experiencing “lapses” in  time and concen-
tration, and are having trouble sleeping, either too much or too little,  and  always  seeming to
wake up tired.  Others may be feeling waves of erratic emotional swings from day to day.

There are many bombarding factors which are affecting you at this time that impact the back-
ground frequency in which you must physically function.  These bombardments induce frequency
fluctuation which will cause your mental focus to “drift” into and out of the conscious moment at
hand.  Do not get overly concerned; just keep your Light Shielding up!

Furthermore, when you are experiencing a dimensional  upshifting in the manner of the current
planetary transition now in high gear, your perceptions on an emotional level will be greatly
affected.  Just the natural transitioning into a higher vibrational frequency range, caused by the
Photon Belt, would cause this to some extent.

Now compound the natural processes with the UN-natural phenomena generated by the pulse
systems (such as the HAARP system) and you now have a most challenging condition with which
to deal—and in which to try to find and maintain a balancing equilibrium.

Know that, as you learn to deal with both the natural processes and (ESPECIALLY!) these
unnatural attacks, you in effect become stronger than  you would have without them.  With
greaterchallenge always comes greater reward and growth!

Did we not say that this year, year ten of the new counting, would be a MOST INTERESTING
one?  And here we are, only three months into it!  So, DO keep your seat-belts buckled.
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I am Commander Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come in service to The One Light, Cre-
ator God.  Salu and STAY ALERT as year ten marches forward.

It’s a good time for you to go back to CHAPTER 1 to read the text and see the picture.

* * *

THE  LARGER  STAGE  UPON  WHICH
HALE-BOPP  IS  PLAYER

11/29/96 #1    HATONN

HALE-BOPP,  BE-BOPP  &  TINY  BOPPERS
(NOT  TO  MENTION  REBOPPS)

I have answered the questions regarding the Hale-Bopping sequencing of events lately in attention [see
pg. 47].  I am now brought all sorts of interesting stuff from such as an Art Bell, some rather uninformed
Talk-Radio host who likes sensationalism but refuses TRUTH.  Be careful, readers, as you listen to every-
thing you can find, read and study possibilities, and then gather in your tentacles and let us consider what
IS.

ILLUSIONS  OF  A  MOMENT
IN  PERCEIVED  TIME

I realize that I am once again going to blow the fun right out of all the big-deal and mind-blowing games but
you must look at what IS and in the realization of TRUTH of circumstances you will realize my points—I
hope.

Let us go right back to fundamentals and then we shall take up possibilities, probabilities and is-abilities.

There is no longer much controversy, even from such as Art Bell, about God.  There are so many coming
forth that he seems to respect because of their Remote Viewing capabilities (whatever that might mean)
and realization of God being an overwhelming wash of fragmented parts of HIMSELF.  There is no way to
literalize this picture so you get the point and not some explosive device detonating, so let us assume
dispersion of self into like entities run on energy of some kind.  God then is expressed through everyTHING
and everyONE in the Universe.

This takes us RIGHT BACK to that KNOWLEDGE, unarguably, that GOD is LIGHT—of all things, all
knowledge, and ALL probabilities and possibilities as well as founder of ALL capabilities.  YOU and “I”
ARE BUT EXPRESSIONS OF GOD’S THOUGHT!—MADE MANIFEST.

We can now look briefly and summarize what that statement means, literally.  We express; we appear to
have motion; we experience; and we have what is expressed as “time”—but there is NO TIME—ONLY
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS.  Even a clock is simply a mechanical “thing” which ticks away seconds on a
display which REPRESENTS passage of TIME.  A STOPPED clock is more nearly the way “time”
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actually IS.

So, with this in mind—is a “comet” classified as Hale-Bopp actually moving ANYWHERE and are you
appearing to move TOWARD it or IT toward you?  And what of the “big flattened-appearing ball” nearby
IT?  And, are WE more “real” than are “you”?  Yes and no!

HOW  REAL  IS  REAL?

We are the SENTIENT FRAGMENTS IN REFLECTION OF GOD.  This means that we make up the
“feeling” part of God’s GOING-OUT.  God, in a sense, breathes OUT and then breathes IN.  We only
classify the sentient SOULED beings as representing GOD because SOUL IS THE GIFT OF LIFE!
DEATH of body is but a transition into ENERGY FORM.  However, death of the body with an UN-
LEARNED soul IS BUT AN ENERGY FORM AWAITING GROWTH, KNOWLEDGE AND THE
PERFECTION OF REFLECTED GOD IN LOVE, TRUTH, LIGHT.

How can you tell “more real” than “only holographic ‘real’”?  Sometimes YOU can’t from your vantage
point.  We then have to consider greater functioning bodies in the Universe or Cosmos which can deter-
mine what is happening to “little brother”, who is at play in the sandbox, and WHY something may or may
not IMPRESS you enough to change your attitudes TOWARD GODLINESS and AWAY from evil sup-
pression of living beings.  (Remember, of course, that a planet is also a living being.)

Is Hale-Bopp a REALITY?  NO, no more than the last light show you experienced!  But, brothers, it IS
a manufactured THOUGHT-FORM fitting into the scenario of “end times”.  We can accompany its travels
as it bears down upon expecting civilizations and we can chip off bits and pieces to give you a full demon-
stration of factual participation—but in addition, as MANKIND chooses to NOT EXPERIENCE THE
CATACLYSMS OF AN APOCALYPSE, WE ALSO REPRESENT THAT WHICH CAN SEND THE
DAMNED THING INTO OBLIVION.

To UNDERSTAND what I say you have to accept that I know what is afoot and we all have assumed our
own presentation as above described—SOUL ENERGY EXPRESSING AS HUMAN PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATION IN A FREE-WILL THOUGHTFORM ALSO MADE MANIFEST IN DENSE
COAGULATION OF PARTICULATE AND HOUSING ENERGY EXPRESSION.  Remember your
own accepted expressions of, say, an empty house when you pass by and there is “no life in it” or “the light
seems to have gone out of it”.  You use the same expressions, without thought about it, that as a personality
dies and only the physical blob is left—you say the “light has gone” or the “life is gone” from that which is
but physical mechanism.  THIS IS TRANSITION, NOTHING MORE.  Some call it “translation” but
that is a misspeak because “translation” indicates a change into something “else” and that is not that which
happens at death of a body.  Translation happens when the SPIRIT moves into another stable environment
or dimension.  By “stable” I don’t mean peace and love consciousness—I mean wherein it will next
experience!  This does not mean that an EVIL PERSONALITY is going to the RIGHT HAND OF GOD
SOURCE.  GOD BRINGS HIS FRAGMENTS BACK UNTO HIM AS CREATOR IN PERFEC-
TION.

This is WHY you must turn and return back into your directional FLOW (breathing in of God) UNTO
GOD.  He has breathed OUT as far as you can go without becoming totally EVIL in your own accom-
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plishments.  The “breathing OUT” of God has now reached a point whereby, when He breathes IN, you
are either going back through compression into the ONE or you are going to be left WITH-OUT the
presence of God.  In other words, “You’ve gone about as far as you can go.”

What is not realized by the populace of any “placement” is that it only requires ONE, in reality, to either
accomplish this turn-about OR disperse the whole manifest idea.  Can Dharma do it?  YES INDEED.
BUT SO CAN YOU!  Now, EVIL intent has grown so large and so shackling over goodness and TRUTH
as to disallow you, as thinking beings, of your ability to REALIZE CONSCIOUSLY your own capabili-
ties.  YOU ARE BOUND BY THAT WHICH IS FOISTED OFF ONTO YOU IN ORDER THAT
EVIL CAN CONTROL AND HOLD, BOUND, AN ENTIRE SEGMENT OF GOD’S REALIZA-
TION.  DOES GOD GO AWAY?  NO, BUT THE IDEA TAKES A DIFFERENT TURN AND WILL
REMAIN BOUND UNTIL NEW (OLD) TRUTH IS AGAIN AN ACCEPTED THOUGHT-FORM.

GODS  OF  LIGHT  OR
DEMONS  OF  DARKNESS

The FACTS remain that you can and will create whatever you choose within your conglomerated
THOUGHT-FORMS.  If enough of you project a “comet” or a demon—you will perfect that expression
in whatever image you so choose.  If you want Godly “angels” you will also manufacture them—to suit
your wishes.  FACT and TRUTH will not enter into the riddle.  This is WHY it is so important to the
negative destroyers to have you perceive and join the THOUGHT-FORMS being established for your
focus—so that you CREATE that which THEY DESIRE THAT YOU CREATE.

But can you also SEE that Godly-based mankind will, at some level of non-recognized consciousness—
establish yourselves a WAY OUT of the shackles?  You WILL, as fragments of God, build-in a way to
escape—with help, a way back to God.  Ah, but the deliverers into DARKNESS will take up the hue and
cry of such as the SHIP which now tracks the “comet” from every side, and call it the return of the ANTI-
CHRIST.  Well, good buddies, the ANTI-CHRIST never left your place, so how can he RETURN from
anywhere?  You and it (anti-Christ) are trapped within the physical expression of your placement and it
becomes the very DEFINITION of your circumstance.  ONLY CONCEPT OF GOD RIGHTEOUS
CAN RETURN.

Am I now saying that we tag a “comet” to ... do what?  Indeed, and in a FORM OF VISIBLE LIGHT
AND EXPRESSION—FOR YOUR VISUAL RECOGNITION.  Our projection is some 3-4 times the
size of your planet.  We do not HAVE TO BE visible—WE CHOOSE TO BE VISIBLE SO THAT YOU
CAN SEE AND BECOME AWARE OF GOD IN ACTION.  We EMIT LIGHT and in that very fact
can you realize that we are not of EVIL intent—for evil CANNOT EMIT LIGHT.  Evil pretenders have to
be satisfied with manufacturing light from whatever resources are ALREADY CREATED.

We can either blow that “thing”, perceived by you, into oblivion, divert its movement either toward you
directly—or away from you—DEPENDING ON THE MENTAL DIRECTION OF ENERGY FLOW
ON YOUR PLANET.  If you perceive that destruction can flow from an opened ark or a Pandora’s
Box—beware very carefully, watchers and waiters—for you “ain’t seen nuthin’ yet”!

Are we somehow tampering with the “time clock” as expressed by some “Remote Viewers”?  NO—
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YOU ARE!  WE DO NOT EXPRESS AS “TIME”, ANYTHING.  Only physical beings on a manifest
stage EXPRESS “TIME”.  However, I would remind you that it was told to you in the TRUTH of Revela-
tion that “unless the time would be cut short...” there would be total destruction.  And brethren, WE
HAVE TO HAVE FINAL CALL BEFORE WE ACT IN ALLOWANCE OF THAT DESTRUCTION
OR BE ALLOWED TO RESPOND TO THE CALL OF THE GODLY—TO INTERVENE!  WE
SERVE ONLY GOD AND THEREFORE WE WILL ONLY RESPOND TO THAT GODLY PRES-
ENCE ANYWHERE WE ENCOUNTER IT—WHICH IS EVERYWHERE.  We are not locked into
destruction or construction or diversion—for we can evacuate OUR PEOPLE.  But what happens after
that to a planet, a place, a stage?  If there is life worth preserving, it will evolve again after the destruction
and life-form changes again into viable civilizations OR IT WILL DISPERSE ITSELF ON THE SEA OF
COSMIC DUST UNTIL CALLED UPON — AGAIN — TO EXPRESS ACCORDING TO GOD’S
THOUGHT-FORMS.

GOD HAS PROVIDED YOU WITH HIS THOUGHT-FORM—OF HIGHER BEINGS OF COS-
MIC REALMS AND HAS JOINED US IN THIS GRAND PLAY AND JOURNEY AND WE ARE
HERE—MORE REAL THAN ANYTHING FROM YOUR PLAYGROUND OF ILLUSION AND
MAGIC CONSIDERATIONS.

Your comic play-makers who project some great WIN over the “invaders” from space are so stupid as to
embarrass us in your assumption that you can even be touched by their stupidity—but alas, you thrill and
bow to the “possibilities” of invaders that YOU CAN WIPE OUT.  You can’t wipe out anything—THAT
CREATED YOU.  Where are your brains?  GOD CREATES.  HE ALSO UNCREATES.  Evil reality can
only USE THAT WHICH GOD HAS ALREADY CREATED.  EVIL CANNOT WIN THE FINAL
VICTORY!  BUT YOU CAN ALLOW ALL MANNERS OF TERRIBLE CONSTRUCTS AND
DEATH-DEALING TERROR TO OVERWHELM YOU.  THE PRODUCERS OF MOTION PIC-
TURES, FALSE TALES ON THE MEDIA MAGIC-BOXES, ETC., ONLY TRAIN YOU TO HYPER-
FEAR UNTIL YOU SIT ON THE EDGE OF DESTRUCTION AND WAIT FOR YOUR MINDS
TO PRODUCE THE ULTIMATE ACTS OF EVIL.  THEN THE POPULATION OF THE MASSES
WILL MOVE ALONG AND FINALLY DEMAND EXTERMINATION OR EXPECT AN INTER-
VENTION BY GOODNESS TO SAVE YOUR SORRY ASSETS.  NOPE, DOESN’T WORK THAT
WAY!  YOU ARE THE ONE MAKING THE STORY-LINE AND YOU WILL BE THE CHANGE-
ER, OR YOU WILL BE THE CHANGE-EE.  WHEN THE “THOUGHT-FORM” BECOMES THE
VISIBLE REFLECTION OF GOD, THE WHOLE OF CIRCUMSTANCE WILL CHANGE FOR
MANKIND AS A WHOLE WILL CHANGE.

WHY  DON’T  PEOPLE
LISTEN  TO  “ME”

Constantly I am asked why don’t I just show up on Art Bell’s program or on this one’s or that one’s
program and insert some truth and reality into their presentations?  Why would I do that?  Art Bell has
whatever LIMITED measure of “choice” he has—to entertain anyone he chooses.  He would have to
entertain Dharma and we find that, thus far, with the exception of a couple of far-sight receivers—they
simply ridicule and ask the silliest questions imagined—like, “Do people bathe on Pleiades?”  I AM OF-
FERING YOU INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE ON GOD AND YOUR POSITION AS
HUMAN SPECIES—and all the viewers/listeners seem to want to know is “do you have sex on Venus
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or Mars or Pleiades?”.  You measure the most massive concept of the UNIVERSE by your silly ego-
childish and meaningless trivia.  There can be freedom of perceptions of “maybe” some E.T. OUT THERE
SOMEWHERE—but MAN-FORBID any be allowed to speak, in REALITY, to you.

If anyone goes back into the journals we have shared since 1989 through these very keyboard fingers—
you will find ALL the answers to all these questions and happenings.  We did it that way intentionally—so
that you would have NO EXCUSE for your ignorance!  YOU choose your intake, input, outtake and
output.  If you are around enough to question this writing—then you are around enough to FIND OUT
WHERE THE REST LAYS.  I not only don’t want Art Bell, for instance, to ask my input—I have no wish
to share anything with him—at this time of evolvement.  Who sits up all night to listen to an Art Bell prattle
and act ignorant?  TRUTH gets onto the air but you will note it is but the negative output of concepts.  But
that is just as necessary for your evolvement, listeners.  I am NOT knocking it—you have to find the facts
before you can CHANGE DIRECTION.  Locate the culprits of your backward spiral and you can begin
to accept the offerings which will ALLOW YOU TO SAVE YOURSELVES.

I believe that you will all find we spoke of all this traveling show-and-tell, along with Bitterness, Herculobus,
et al., in the first journal we wrote in summer, 1989.

Dharma did not have information nor had she heard about the recent “phenomenon” of Hale-Bopper when
we were asked about it on Sunday last.  Did we, or did we not, then tell you all about it?  So be it. [Again,
see pg. 47] Is this Dharma’s ability for total recall or “Remote Viewing”?  Well, she claims no psychic
outrageous ability—but if truth is truth—what bothers YOU so much that we MIGHT BE CORRECT?
Your preacher told you E.T.s are ungodly or unchristian?  What is this nonsense that you can listen and
harken to “Remote Viewers” being fed information from pulse systems—yet YOU CAN’T BELIEVE
GOD?  HOW EXPECT YE TO GET TO GOD IF YOU DENY ALL PRESENTATIONS OF THE
ACTUALITY OF GOD?  Oh, it’s Dharma you can’t believe?  Who asked you to believe her?  You have
to ask yourself—exactly what you WANT to believe before you can be brought into any kind of REALIZA-
TION for you have BEEN TRAINED TO ACCEPT ONLY THOSE THINGS WHICH SATAN DE-
CIDED YOU IN THE PHYSICAL ARENA WOULD BE ALLOWED TO EXPRESS.  GOD AL-
LOWS YOU TO BELIEVE AND EXPRESS ANYTHING YOU CHOOSE!  THAT IS CALLED
“FREEDOM”.  HE ALSO GIVES YOU INSTRUCTIONS, GUIDELINES AND COMMANDMENTS
WHICH, IF IGNORED OR REFUSED, WILL SET YOUR SAILS TOWARD THE PITS OF EX-
PRESSION—BUT, YES INDEED, HE ALLOWS IT.

However, since HE is CREATOR, He can afford to allow it, can’t HE?  He has all the “time” in infinite
expression—and YOU do not.  The “you” of “soul” has all that same amount of time—and God, there-
fore, KNOWS that ULTIMATELY you will come back into realization of TRUTH in LIGHT.  You need
to express the negative to understand and realize the positive LIGHT IN TRUTH.

Considering this fact, you then need to look at expressing in allowance and pushing off YOUR MAN-
DATES AND BELIEFS ONTO ANOTHER.  Among the rules laid forth in FREEDOM OF GOD EX-
PRESSION is that you will NOT push, through force or coercion, anything upon ANOTHER.
Those fragments of GOD are also allowed FREEDOM of expression!  You can express your
opinions—but that is ALL you are RIGHTFULLY allowed to express.  Now, something you had all better
REALLY HEAR:
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WHEN EVIL FORCES EVIL THINGS UPON GOD’S FRAGMENTS OF HIMSELF—HE WILL
INTERFERE WHEN HE IS GOOD AND READY AND FOR WHATEVER REASON HE
CHOOSES.  Remember, of course, that a PLANET or a rock is also GOD’S PROPERTY IN CON-
SIDERATION.

You have to understand something even more reasonable but somehow claimed to be elusive: GOD
DETERMINES THE LAWS OF PHYSICS BUT YOU ARE STUCK WITH THEM.  I do not here
speak of some “Man’s” version of a theory or a pronouncement of a law of something or other (gravity,
relativity, etc.).  I SPEAK OF THAT WHICH IS UNCHANGEABLE IN THE UNIVERSE AND OF
WHICH “MAN” OF EARTH, FOR INSTANCE, HASN’T THE SLIGHTEST INSIGHT INTO MEAN-
ING.  All you CAN have is speculation.  You cannot get far enough out into “space”, even, to really
understand anything beyond your gravitational misinformation.  But, Dharma can travel to the four corners
of the Universe itself, or to “all of the Universes”, if you can’t be comfortable with the infinity of ONE
UNIVERSE—and so too can, and do, YOU.  But what you want is that ability to DRAG that hunk of stuff
you use for housing, to waddle along with you and drag you down into conscious LIMITATION.  Do
YOU realize that mankind has become FAR LESS LOGICAL AND LESS CAPABLE THAN THE
SMALLEST MICROBE?  THE GREATEST OF GOD’S EXPRESSION HAS BECOME THE LEAST
LIGHTED AND LEAST CAPABLE OF EVEN THE MOST TINY MICROBE!  THAT IS NOT A
COMPLIMENT, BROTHERS.

AWAKENING

Can mankind awaken?  Yes.  Can he awaken IN TIME?  Yes.  WILL HE?  I AM NOT GIVEN TO
SAY—AM I?  Mankind can’t fool God and therefore he will change because of GOD’S righteousness in
INTENT or there is no change, is there?  If there is no change—then Man has written the inevitable ending
to your PLAY.  If you awaken, see, hear, and come to KNOW TRUTH, you will automatically CHANGE
AND, IN TURN, SAVE THAT WHICH IS YOURS—YOUR LIFE AND YOUR LIVING HUMAN
EXPRESSION ENVIRONMENT.  If you do not care enough to “send the very best” then WHY would
GOD, or anyone else, save your sorry asses?  You will LIVE IN THAT WHICH YOU CREATE!

Just can’t grab onto this presentation?  Then HOW can you cling so drearily to some “ganglion” ruling your
very existence in the form of insect or reptile?  BECAUSE YOU DO NOT WANT TO TAKE RESPON-
SIBILITY FOR SELF!  YOU STILL WANT TO BLAME SOMEONE ELSE FOR YOUR LACK OF
RESPONSIBILITY.

Now, is there something here YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND?  No, there is NOT.  You understand it
very, very clearly and well—YOU JUST PREFER IT TO NOT BE SO, IN THAT YOU CAN CON-
TINUE IN YOUR SILLY, CHILDISH IMMATURITY AND LACK OF RESPONSIBILITY
WHEREIN EVERYONE WHO CROSSES YOUR “DRUTHERS” YOU SIMPLY PUT DOWN AND
BLOW-OFF.  YOU WHO DO THAT/THIS ARE IN FOR A VERY ROUGH TIME OF IT—BE-
CAUSE YOU CAN’T BE KING OF THE OPINION HILL IN THE FACE OF TRUTH.  It doesn’t
have much to do with me or with my speaker/scribe or anyone else—IT HAS EVERYTHING TO DO
WITH TRUTH AND YOU!  If you, all the while are claiming, “Well, I don’t KNOW—BUT...”, you
have negated everything in your statement PRIOR to the “but...”  And what next?  Next you are going to
tell loud and clear what the “BUT” happens to be and insist and argue and SELL everyone within ear-shot
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of YOUR OPINIONS.  Fine, if they listen, so much the worse for their freedoms in opinions.  You don’t
choose friends for what you can gain in knowledge—YOU CHOOSE PEOPLE WHO ARE NEITHER
FRIENDS NOR GOODLY ACQUAINTANCES IN POSITIVE MOVEMENT.  YOU CHOOSE
PEOPLE WHO “WILL” AGREE WITH YOUR OPINIONS—EVEN IF THEY BE WRONG—AND
IF THEY CHALLENGE OR DEFY GOD IN GOODNESS, THOSE OPINIONS ARE WRONG.

Neither I nor you can make a wrong opinion RIGHT.  We can vote on it, demand it be law—but it does
NOT make a wrong thing—right.  If you in any way betray a person, even self—YOU ERR INTO
WRONG ATTITUDES, AND YOUR OPINION THAT PERHAPS MISLED YOU—IS WRONG.  If
you can then correct your WRONG, make restitution for any wrongs borne by the ones you betrayed, in
even the most unrealized spectrum—then and only then do you EARN your return ticket into their trust
and confidence.  There is nothing here to MISUNDERSTAND, either, players.  If you have done some-
thing wrong in ignorance, then the moment you find the error, you either rectify it or be forever counted
among the adversary’s troops.  When you help the adversary of MY PEOPLE TRYING ONLY TO DO
THEIR BEST AT JOBS OF OUTRAGEOUS AND SUPPOSED “IMPOSSIBLE” WORKS, YOU
ERR, YOU ERR; YOU ERR FOR YOUR BLUNDERINGS ARE THE MOST HEINOUSLY PER-
CEIVED OF ALL BECAUSE YOU OF ALL PEOPLE, SHARING WITH US FOR ANY TIME
PERIOD AT ALL, DO NOT MISUNDERSTAND—YOU DELIBERATELY SERVE GOD’S
ADVERSARY.

How dare I suggest such a thing and much the less pronounce such a thing upon you?  BECAUSE I
SERVE ONLY GOD IN LIGHT AND TRUTH AS DO MY TEAM.  IF YOU ARE WORKING WITH
THE ADVERSARY JUST TO “ALLOW” THROUGH YOUR MISGUIDED “OPINIONS”—THEN
YOU ARE AGAINST GOD.  Again, get it straight: you are either for or against God according to your
being FOR OR AGAINST “ME”!  I do NOT care what are YOUR “RATHERS”!  I AM WHAT I AM;
I KNOW WHAT IS, AND YOU DO NOT ADMIT TO TRUTH.  It cannot be BOTH ways.  You work
on assumptions gained through PHYSICAL opinion and influence.  I AM NOT AMONG YOU HU-
MAN, PHYSICALLY-LIMITED MANIFESTATIONS—AND I KNOW TRUTH AND I KNOW
GOD.  Supposition does not enter into my qualifications.  I KNOW.  YOU ONLY HAVE SUPPOSI-
TION AND “I THINK...”  You will, however, take note that I only speak for SELF—no OTHER!  I
AM—my mind.  You are YOUR mind.  My compatriots are WITH ME because we have gained KNOW-
ING from our very positions of travel within TRUTH AND LIGHT.  THERE ARE NO DEMONS HERE,
BROTHERS—DEMONS ARE EXACTLY THAT WHICH IS THEIR VERY TERM DEFINITION—
OF EVIL DEVILS.

Demons can only be given “life” through perceptions of physical thought-forms of human expression and
expectations.  They are allowed to develop by the MASTER YOU SERVE.  Here again, from the “terror”
department, it pays to SERVE LIGHT AND GOODNESS!  When GOD walks in—devils LEAVE ASAP.
BUT GOD WON’T WALK IN UNTIL INVITED—IT IS PART OF THE GAME IN PLAY.

The WAR of the worlds may well be: who can blow up what.  But, the war of the top-bananas in the
MIND world is: who PREVAILS in CREATIVE CAPABILITY.  GOD WINS, HANDS DOWN—
EVERY SUCH WAR OF DECISIVE CHANGE.  The HUMAN Earth-bound entities become con-
trolled by political madmen instructed by and ruled by, EVIL.  No more and no less—so, when MAN
comes to serve goodness—GOD HAS AUTOMATICALLY WON.  We are but the messengers of
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TRUTH.  And YOU can do anything with it you so choose.  And no, I am not some entity at the disposal
of an Art Bell or a Henry Kissinger, a Bush, Twig or Dharma.  I AM.  And to somehow come to believe
that “I” belong to anyone other than MYSELF is incorrect!  I DO, however, have a mission—and therein
comes the “pecking order”.  I KNOW while the rest can only surmise or “think possibilities” in your
dimension.  If I intend to fulfill my missions I have to have players who respect my KNOWING and their
own LACK OF KNOWING.  I will not FIGHT, ARGUE, STRUGGLE OR DEBATE—MY OWN
GAME PLAYERS.  You who want me to divulge to YOU, all my information, game plan and sequence of
events—err in your inquiries and disappointments—for if you KNEW everything and I WERE THAT
FOOLISH, you would be here and I would be THERE.  GOD DIRECTS MY PASSAGE AND GOD
WILL INFORM US WHEN THE SEQUENCE OF HIS PLAN IS APPROPRIATELY PRESENT.

We share with you some confirmations and allow recognition of things beyond—so that you can hold,
without bondage, the idea and truth of these speakings and writings.  We do this because the pull and
assaults of living in your dimensional density and compression are debilitating and constant in the efforts of
the dark forces to destroy that which will obliviate themselves from the very existence they have grown to
enjoy.  You are allowed to experience in small scenarios, i.e., court cases, a facing of the “enemy” and
“opponents” so that you GROW AND LEARN.  It is not some “punishment” FOR SOME PERCEIVED
DEED OR ANOTHER—it is the realization of TRUTH vs. THE LIE.  Therefore it is also realized that if
the lie is presented—TRUTH WILL EVENTUALLY PREVAIL.  It is up to YOU to see to it prevailing.
If you cannot succeed in the least things—how expect you to participate and prevail in the GREATEST
OF THINGS?  THIS MEANS THAT IF YOU APPEAR ALWAYS TO BE ASSAULTED AND “LOS-
ING”—YOU NEED AN ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT IN YOUR REALIZATION OF TRUTH—AND
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR “PLAY” AND GET WITH OVERTURNING THE ADVERSARIAL
LIARS.  MOREOVER, WHEN YOU CAN REACH A POINT OF OVERTURNING A WHOLE BIG
BUNCH OF THEM IN ADDITION TO PREVAILING IN THE SINGLE-ISSUE CIRCUM-
STANCE—YOU HAVE ARRIVED IN KNOWING TRUTH.  BUT YOU WHO ARE INVOLVED
MOST INTIMATELY, WHETHER OR NOT YOU LIKE THE TASK, MUST CAUSE THE
LAWYERS TO DO YOUR WISHES FOR ONLY YOU CAN PREVAIL IN YOUR OWN IN-
STANCE.  NEITHER CAN YOU DEPEND UPON DHARMA OR “ME’ TO DO IT FOR YOU.
GET CONTROL, GET NASTY OR WHATEVER IS REQUIRED, AND TRUST GOD ENOUGH
to realize that if you are correct and right—HE WILL PROVIDE that which you need to pre-
vail!  It is NOT up to some legal mind or another for YOU TO WIN—YOU must take control, demand
it be done, and take responsibility—whether the “other” likes it or not.  You do not know the INTENTS
OF THAT OTHER—only GOD knows the most secret intents of any individual.

I believe I have stirred the pot enough to cause you to, at the least, think of possibilities here.  I don’t care
who does or does not “believe in me”—but, if you can recognize “Remote Viewers” being fed informa-
tion—then it eludes me why you somehow can’t bring selves to believe in the possibilities of MY REAL-
ITY.

Salu, and may you have a thoughtful morning.
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CHAPTER  9

GARY  WEAN’S  COMMENTS
About  BLOOD  OATH

by Gary L. Wean    11/29/96
(Fax Update)

See—Ed Tivnan, pages 618-619, 621 of There’s a Fish in the Courthouse [see p.34 for how to get
this great book].

Ed Tivnan—Hollywood & New York Jew, scenario-script writer—connected to Tony Summers, Worth,
Jaspers, and Morris Dees.

Tivnan wrote the propaganda for the TV program played all over the TV that Bobby Kennedy killed
Monroe—more of their lies for the poor public to believe.

Way back in history when the Jews returned to England they sinisterly intermarried with English royalty.
Later British Intelligence was nothing more than a tool for the Jews as are the FBI and CIA, Secret Service
and Pentagon now.

The Anti-Defamation League is the closest to the top of the Jew hierarchy that you can get—above that is
the Mishpucka (the Jew crime family).  The top people up there that are known at this time are Harry
Pregerson and Edgar Bronfman.  Bronfman is presently dismantling the Swiss and Italian banking systems.

They claim that the Nazis stole the riches of the Jews in Germany and hid them in Switzerland, Norway and
Sweden.

These are lies—all of these riches the Jews claim to be theirs are original property of the Czar, stolen from
Russia during their Bolshevik Revolution and taken to Germany.

When the Jews made life totally unbearable for the Germans after WWI, the Nazis sprang to power.

The Jews themselves—in their own conspiracy, took their ill-gotten gains to Switzerland, Sweden and
Norway and some even to the U.S. to hide them.  They think it is very clever to now lay blame on the
Germans.  It is an extreme necessity that the Jews keep this crap going and you will see a proliferation of
this “kagoda” coming through the media and TV which we all know is owned and operated by the Jews.

See pages 577-578.

The World’s greatest treasures are hidden in the Jews’ ultra-secret underground control at Dimona.

In the deepest reaches of this vault the riches are protected by Israel’s nuclear rockets which are posi-
tioned to reach the capitals of every country in the world.
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The Czar’s family were not killed in Ehaterinberg, but in a town close to Moscow—immediately after the
Czar’s signature was obtained to transfer the treasures the entire family was murdered in cold-blood
similar to Nicole and Goldman.

Keep an eye on this latest script that John Deutch (head of CIA) is propagating on the Nicholson case.

Don’t forget Deutch was born in Russia and he and Louis Freeh are claiming to be cooperating with each
other—God help us!!

The Mishpucka is the top of the evil Jews (Pharisees) that has existed for thousands of years—British
Intelligences and all that M1-M6 and other jazz are just organizations like the FBI, CIA, Masons, Cham-
ber of Commerce, American Legion, VFW, PTA, etc., etc., that have been taken over and infiltrated by
the Jews.

Abraham Foxman (ADL) and Morris Dees are only mouthpieces for the Mishpucka and can be replaced
at any time by the Mishpucka if they start fouling-up, which they are beginning to do.

Zionism is just another name like Communism and Bolshevism that the Jews have utilized but are now
passé as they come up with other bywords like “CAUSE” that the unsuspecting Christians will “pick-up”
on and start to spread, which in a way will begin to give it credibility.

Commander Hatonn’s insight in the heavy [bold] type is excellent, especially as the reminders in the paren-
thesis (“Do not forget, as you read here, that this is supposed to be input from Skinner.”).

You can tell that this is a Jew saying these words and not a Nazi—tenderly they respectfully describe Alan
Berg as a “damn outspoken Jewish radio talk show host” instead of, as a Nazi would have described him,
as that “damn loud-mouthed kike radio talk show host.”

My offer still stands to Steven Worth and Carl Jaspers—they can ask me ten questions on every chapter
of my book and I will answer them in truth.

I can ask Worth and Jaspers ten questions on every chapter of their book and they can answer truthfully.
[Wishful thinking?]

Gareth (Gary) L. Wean
Friday, November 29, 1996
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CHAPTER  10

THE  NEWS  DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt    12/3/96

DESPAIR  IN  CALIFORNIA

From a letter in (and to) the MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, 11/96, [quoting:]

On September 30 the Long Beach Naval Station was turned over to the People’s Republic of China—
725 acres of ocean-front property of the United States of America.  That’s about a 40-minute drive from
where I live.  Don’t believe me?  See the L.A. Times of September 4.

I’ve enjoyed your Middle American News, but it only saddens me now.  It’s too little, too late.  I’ve
written to everyone I could think of for years, and I’ve voted in every election, etc.  But it is no longer
important.  We have lost our sovereignty, and our people are so dumbed-down they don’t even know it.

I consider myself lucky if I can return from shopping without being a victim of a holdup, a carjacking, a
rape, or a drive-by shooting.  And it’s not going to get any better.

Thanks for your effort and good luck.  [End quoting]

This makes me want to cry for my country and its people.  How better can it be said—what it is really like
and what we’ve got to look forward to this Thanksgiving time?

No matter how bad it is or looks, we have to take responsibility for allowing it to get this far.  Our only
hope is that with God’s help and a lot of hard and dedicated work we may still be able to turn our
country around.  What do we who are willing have to lose??  Let’s pray to God that we never give up and
that we have the help we need.  This time—win or lose—we’ll go down in the history books as the major
fall of a planet, or, the “rising of the Phoenix from the ashes” and the example for how future planets and
civilizations can extricate themselves from imminent destruction.

I choose asking for God’s help and my own dedicated hard work.  How about you—will you make that
commitment NOW??  TIME IS VERY SHORT!!  PRAYER AND KNOWLEDGE IS THE ANSWER!!

ISRAEL’S  PLANS  FOR
GOLAN  HEIGHTS  ANGER  SYRIA

From a FAX sent by L. G. & M. B., 11/22/96, [quoting:]

AN ISRAEL SETTLER LEADER announced today that Israel plans to settle 10,000 more people in 900
new homes on the Golan Heights during the next four years, sparking an angry reaction from Syria about
what the move means for stalled peace negotiations between the two foes.
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Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has called for resuming peace talks with Syria by January
1997.  The talks have been suspended since February, languishing on the issue of the Golan, captured by
Israel in 1967 from Syria.

“We are talking about settlement expansion,” Golan regional council chairman Yehude Wollman told Israel
Radio Friday.  “They are sites with exceptional potential and lifestyle attraction.”

A Syrian official speaking for his government told United Press International in Damascus: “If this is true,
it will be a new proof of Israel’s wish not to implement international resolutions that are the basis of the
peace process, as launched at the 1991 Madrid conference.”

The official, who could not be identified under Syrian controls of public information, added: “Building new
settlements on others’ land to accommodate thousands of Israeli settlers, at the expense of the real inhab-
itants, through a plan that extends over years, affirms that the wish to (achieve) peace is not on Israel’s
agenda in the near future.”

About 14,000 Israelis already live on the strategic plateau, which along with Israel’s occupation zone in
southern Lebanon forms a northern buffer zone for Israel.  [End quoting]

To paraphrase an old saying, “When they cry peace, peace, either run for shelter or get your guns and
fight.”  [Guns will only get you deaded today.  Their weapons are far more sophisticated than you can
obtain.]  Sorry, there will be no peace from here on in, no matter how much they saturate the media with
their cries for peace, until the world has played out the course it is on.  That future is not pretty.  We all
must see the results of what we have allowed to happen and none of us can escape the chance to turn
things around or see it grow worse day by day—until it is played out, worldwide.  WILL WE WAKE UP
SOON ENOUGH TO EASE OUR PAIN??

JUDGES  AND  EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY

Excerpted from the WASHINGTON TIMES, 11/24/96, [quoting:]

If you had to live under one of the following two laws, which would you prefer: National socialist Germany’s
first race law, which limited Jewish university admissions to the Jewish percentage of the national popula-
tion, or California’s proposition 209, the California Civil Rights Initiative, which prohibits race from being
a factor in university admissions?

If you chose the latter, you are out of step with the American Civil Liberties Union, The National Organi-
zation for Women, the NAACP, the Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights, People for the American Way,
the AFL-CIO, California’s largest business corporations, and the 1996 Socialist Workers Campaign.  All
of these groups are actively opposed to individuals having equal standing before the law and most have
joined in a lawsuit in federal court to obtain an injunction against the implementation of CCRI, which
passed on Nov. 5 by a 54.3 percent to 45.7 percent margin.

California Gov. Pete Wilson says that with the passage of Proposition 209, “Californians will be judged by
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one standard and one alone: individual merit.  I can think of no better way to reinstill the basic American
principle of equality for all under the law.”

Individual merit, in other words, is viewed as an unfair standard that has been replaced over the past
quarter-century by group rights.  Jesse Jackson says the passage of CCRI (by reaffirming the color-blind
rule of the 1964 Civil Rights Act) is a step “backwards by abolishing race and gender considerations”.  The
ACLU agrees.  In its lawsuit to overturn CCRI, the ACLU maintains that Proposition 209 violates the
Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution, because it would create “hurdles to the enactment of laws or
polices that inure primarily to the benefit of racial minorities and women”.

In other words, the ACLU, believes that the U.S. Constitution permits groups to be defined legally as
“preferred” and to be given privileges that make them more equal than others.  Asians and White males, for
example, must compete against one another and everyone else on an individual basis for university admis-
sion, employment and promotion, but others are protected against this competition by being assured
proportional representation.  Blacks seeking advancement must compete against only other blacks, Latinos
against other Latinos, and women against other women.

Thus those assigned the privileged designation known as “preferred minority” do not have to earn their
way in universal competition.  As the ACLU surely knows, this is the opposite of what the Constitution
means.

One would think that in California at least the people had again said no to privilege in the law.  But the new
civil rightists have a trump to democracy.  Constance Rice, the NAACP’s Western regional counsel,
unabashedly identified their ace in the hole: “We’ve got the courthouses.  This thing [CCRI] cannot be
permitted to sweep the country.  We in California are going to stop it from going any further.”

Equal group outcomes have replaced equality before the law as the social policy of America’s elites.  For
four decades, judges have used “constitutional interpretation” to ratify elitist schemes that have supplanted
citizenship with race as the badge of identity.  We are now hyphenated Americans and our rights are
defined by what comes before the hyphen.  CCRI is the people’s attempt to erase the hyphenation.
What’s at stake is democracy itself.  [End quoting]

What better way for them to tell you what they really are—DICTATORS!!  They will get their way if they
have to KILL all except their necessary slaves, unless we WAKE UP!!

FORT  MARCY  WITNESS
SUES  OVER  FOSTER  STORY

Excerpted from the WASHINGTON TIMES WEEKLY, 11/24/96, [quoting:]

A witness in the fourth federal probe of White House Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster’s July 1993 death on
Nov. 12 announced a civil rights lawsuit against two FBI agents he accuses of conspiring to falsify his
account.

Patrick James Knowlton, a construction consultant who was at a suburban Virginia park about an hour
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before Mr. Foster’s body was found there, claims he told FBI agents he saw a car with Arkansas license
plates that did not fit the description of Mr. Foster’s car.

Mr. Knowlton says the FBI changed his account to fit the description of Mr. Foster’s 1989 taupe-colored
Honda, which was later found in the same parking space at Fort Marcy Park.

Mr. Foster’s death, ruled a suicide by state and federal authorities, has been the subject of intense contro-
versy.  Unanswered questions have fueled speculation of possible foul play or cover-up.

vince
foster pict

Mr. Knowlton’s allegations, first publicized by the London Sunday Telegraph in October 1995, have
served to fuel further doubts about the official line on the Arkansas lawyer’s death.

In his $3.9 million lawsuit, Mr. Knowlton also named two Jordanian men and 24 unidentified “John Does”,
who he says were part of “a conspiracy to harass, intimidate, and psychologically attack” him before his
federal grand jury appearance last year as a subpoenaed witness in the ongoing probe by independent
counsel Kenneth W. Starr.

John H. Clarke, Mr. Knowlton’s attorney, told reporters last week that a number of “psycho-warfare
experts” have identified the actions of the 26 men as an apparently orchestrated effort “to warn the witness
not to tell the truth and to intimidate him”.

Mr. Knowlton told reporters he has no evidence of a link between the FBI agents he has sued and the 26
men he also sued for intimidation.

Mr. Clarke said he believes Mr. Starr is conducting a criminal witness-tampering probe because of Mr.
Knowlton’s allegations.

The attorney said the lawsuit was filed before results of Mr. Starr’s probe are known in order to preserve
Mr. Knowlton’s options to obtain monetary damages in the case.

“Mr. Knowlton is Mr. Starr’s witness and it’s up to him to investigate this crime,” Mr. Clarke said outside
the federal courthouse in Washington.  “There is no evidence he is not investigating.”

Mr. Knowlton, who lives about eight blocks from the White House told reporters he stopped at Fort
Marcy Park, near McLean, Va. to urinate at about 4:30 p.m. on July 20, 1993 before Mr. Foster was
found dead with a gunshot wound through the mouth.

Even though he was there just five minutes, Mr. Knowlton said he distinctly remembered the car in the
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space where Mr. Foster’s car was found because he parked his own car in the next space.  [End quoting]

I have a feeling they’re going to keep this covered for a long while, don’t you?

TRANSFERRING  MORE  WEALTH

Excerpted from the MIDDLE AMERICAN, Nov. ’96, [quoting:]

Henry Cisneros, Clinton’s secretary of Housing and Urban Development, has announced a new program
to transfer wealth from middle America to inner-city welfare recipients.  In addition to housing, health care,
food stamps, and aid for dependent children, the folks who have ruined U.S. cities will also get free
transportation to the suburbs for jobs.  Cisneros said the program would cost $1.7 million for 3,100
people in five cities—or $5,483 per person over the program’s four-year duration.  He wants to expand
the free transportation to 75 cities at a cost of $75 million.  [End quoting]

This is how they cut welfare—by finding something else to spend it on.  They just can’t give up playing
daddy because they’ll lose their control.  I bet you’ve seen parents like this, also.

IMMIGRATION

chart immigration

COMMUNISM’S  HUMAN  TOLL
MUST  NOT  BE  PAPERED  OVER

Excerpted from a news clipping from a reader, 11/96, [quoting:]
The urgent need for an institution that will tell the public the truth about Communism is reinforced by each
succeeding attempt by revisionists to minimize, rationalize and even dismiss Marxism-Leninism’s manifold
crimes against humanity.

In Life and Terror in Stalin’s Russia, 1934-1941, for example, revisionist Robert W. Thurston concludes
that “Stalin was not guilty of mass first-degree murder” during that period.  This is like saying that Al
Capone was not responsible for the gangland murders that riddled Chicago during the 1920s.

Mr. Thurston further argues that the terror of 1937-38 was not all that pervasive and that not many people
felt much fear [Isn’t it peculiar how people who don’t have to live through this kind of terror can
minimize someone else’s horrible fears.].  As Robert Conquest of the Hoover Institution points out, with
exquisite British understatement, an equivalent reign of terror in America would have meant the murder of
most of the government and three-fourths of Congress, hundreds of writers and thousands of
military officers which “might have intimidated the citizenry a little” [emphasis mine].

The diagnosis is refutable: Mr. Thurston suffers from a bad case of revisionist myopia.  In his examination
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of the not-so-terrible days of Stalin, he includes a map of major prison camps that show only one site in the
notorious Kolyma area of Siberia, where other historians documented more than 120 camps.  As writer
Adam Hochschild says, “There are millions of living survivors” who could have informed Mr. Thurston
about Kolyma and other outposts of the Gulag Archipelago.

And then there is Pulitzer Prize winner, Tina Rosenberg, author of a much-lauded study of post-communist
Eastern Europe, who declares that Communism and Naziism should not be judged by the same standard.
Whereas fascist ideas are “repugnant”, Communist ideas are “beautiful” and the “New Socialist Man” is an
“ideal” for all humanity.

Ms. Rosenberg has obviously not read a revealing new work by Harvard’s Richard Pipes that uses the
Kremlin’s own archives to document V.I. Lenin’s “utter disregard” for human life.  As columnist Richard
Grenier writes, Lenin resembled Genghis Khan more than someone who had come to “liberate mankind
from oppression”.  It is the obduracy of Mr. Thurston, Ms. Rosenberg, J. Arch Getty, Gabor Rittersporn
and other revisionists that helped convince us that the countless victims of Communism in this century
require a museum as well as a memorial.  The museum will collect, analyze and publicize the ever increasing
flow of information about the horrors of Communism, past and present, including:

More than 15 million people were killed, shot or perished in Soviet prisons and labor camps between
1917 and 1956, according to the head of a Russian commission on rehabilitating victims of political repres-
sion.  Alexander Yakovlev, a former top adviser to Mikhail Gorbachev says, “We do not have the right to
forgive and forget the guilt of the Communist Party which installed a bloody terror for the entire period of
Soviet power.”

A Human Rights Watch/Asia report details how children in Chinese Communist orphanages are now
routinely starved and brutalized to death.  This state-sponsored extermination of mostly abandonized girls
is called “summary resolution”.  As the Wall Street Journal observes, for a government that mandates
forced abortion, “it isn’t such a huge step to kill the recently born”.

We must never forget the millions of innocents whom the “Old Socialist Man” starved and tortured and
buried.  So said Congress and President Clinton [probably the biggest hypocrite and liar in our gov-
ernment], when they authorized our memorial museum, now scheduled to open in December 2000.  [End
quoting]

From the things I have read and heard in the past, the numbers of people killed by the Khazarian Jews was
more like 30+ million Russians and even more than that of Chinese people.

The “Jews” keep telling about a Holocaust by the Nazis but they don’t want you to know several things
about it, such as:

The Nazi leadership personnel were Jews masquerading partially under assumed names.

That the Holocaust—which did not happen as they stated—was committed mostly by the Jews (the Jew-
Nazi government).
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There weren’t 6 million Jews in all of Europe at that time for them to have murdered that number.

Another very important point the Khazarian Jews don’t want you to know is that the thugs who took over
the Russian Revolution were Jews.  They still try to hide this fact.  They tried for years to make you accept
Communism as a good form of government, where everybody shares.  Under this circumstance they are
trying their best to minimize their own massive torture and deaths of the Russian people.

The reason they want to maximize the deaths of the so-called Holocaust of Germany is because they
propagandized most people to believe Nazis were the worst kind of people (even today) and you don’t
realize the Jews—even including Hitler—were the Nazi leaders.  And thus it was, mostly, Jews killing
their own people who didn’t agree with their Satanic worship of evil.

LIST  FOUND  ON
PEDOPHILE’S  COMPUTER

Thousands of children, most from small towns in Minnesota, are cited by name, age and
location.

From the FORT WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM (New York Times), 11/18/96, [quoting:]

Fertile, Minn.—Anchored to the windswept prairie by a grain elevator and a dead-end railroad track, this
town of 900 people seems as remote from the dark side of cyberspace as it is from the lights of Times
Square.

Yet 99 of Fertile’s children are among thousands whose names were secretly compiled, annotated and
stored with a cache of child pornography on a computer used by a convicted pedophile in a Minnesota
state prison hundreds of miles away.

The man who is accused of managing the computer operation, an inmate with multiple convictions for child
sexual assault, remains in prison.  He has been the target of a federal criminal investigation for almost two
years, since the FBI seized the files and equipment from a computer programming and telemarketing
business run by inmates at the Minnesota Correctional Facility at Lino Lakes, north of Minneapolis.

But at a time when concern over pedophilia has become a flash point for national debate over Internet
regulation, individual privacy and public safety, most families whose children are on the list have no idea
that it even exists.  Their children appear by name, age and location in dated entries that span six years and
include personal details written as “latchkey kids”, “speech difficulties,” “cute” and “Little Ms. pageant
winner”.

Those on the list range from 1-month-old babies to children in their early teens, but most are girls between
3 and 12.

The towns where the children live are alphabetized and coded by map coordinates, as though on a road
atlas to the American Midwest.  Most are hamlets in northern Minnesota, places born of the railroad in the
last century and bypassed by the highway in this one.  They stand at the threshold of a new information age.
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The list of children runs to 52 pages in a computer printout version obtained by the New York Times.

The prime suspect acknowledged to investigators from the Minnesota Department of Corrections that the
list has to do with children and sex.

State investigators said they feared early on that the list had been compiled for sale to child molesters and
sent out to those who could act on it, even if its author could not.  To this day, they said: they are uncertain
whether the list was disseminated.  [End quoting]

It seems your child isn’t safe anywhere, doesn’t it?  That is basically true, but ask God for protection, for
you and for them, daily.  Then do your part without being overly protective and leave it in His and His
angels’ hands.  Constant worry and fear will only make matters worse.  What you constantly fear will
be drawn to you.

Freedom of speech and freedom of what goes on the Internet has its negative side, just like any other part
of life.  Freedom of anybody putting anything on the Internet, at the present time, allows more freedom of
passing along truth to the truth seekers than any other method—but it also works both ways; thus, disin-
formation abounds.  You have to be very discerning.  Ask for help from your Guides of the Light.  The
authorities are trying their best to censor the Internet, which can be their worst enemy if the good people of
the world will make the proper use of it.

Freedom of information is the only thing that can save this world or any part of it.  Without the spreading of
knowledge we will all perish.  Don’t ever forget that one of the first things an enemy wants is control of all
communications.  When they control that, they can gain control of the rest of your life through propaganda,
by way of the commuications systems.  THINK ABOUT THAT!!

BOOK  CALLED  ANTI-SEMITIC,
INCOHERENT

From a reader-submitted Oxnard, CA (Associated Press) newsclipping, 11/96, [quoting:]

The public library opted not to stock a book about a purported local courtroom conspiracy, with some in
the community calling it anti-Semitc and librarians saying it was just incoherent and inaccurate.

The self-published book, There’s A Fish In The Courthouse, came to fresh attention during the fall
campaign when then-city council candidate Roy Lockwood hailed it as a work that described corruption
in Ventura County.

The book, written by Gary L. Wean, was found by librarians to be “lacking in credibility and badly orga-
nized with confused, rambling and incoherent” writing style, said Cathy Thomason of the library’s public
services program.

It also contained inaccuracies, the librarians concluded.

“We wanted to find something good about this book because it had gotten so much attention, but it was
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just so bad,” said librarian Adrienne Morse.

In the 800-page volume, Wean states the Holocaust was a “scam” and that there was a Jewish power
conspiracy in the county’s judicial system.

There was no telephone listing for the author in the Ventura County area.

“I’m happy that the library chose to not acquire the book,” said James Reach, an Oxnard resident who
criticized the book after Lockwood praised it.  “It’s besmirched the Jews in our community on virtually
every page.”  [End quoting]

It would be amazing if almost any public library would allow Gary’s book on the shelves, knowingly, in
these times.  They despise freely-available books that might wake up us slaves.  To find out how to get
this daring book for your own personal library see p.34.

ARE  THEY  SALUTING  THE
HARASSER  IN  CHIEF?

Excerpted from the  WASHINGTON TIMES WEEKLY (letters to), 11/24/96, [quoting:]

While I too abhor the sex scandal at the Army base in Aberdeen, Maryland, there are some questions that
the government should consider before prosecuting this case:

(1) Can the defendants hire that renowned sexual harassment defense lawyer Bob Bennett as their coun-
sel?

(2) Will prosecution of this case be delayed indefinitely because the defendants are on “active duty”?

(3) Would it be appropriate to consider a plea of not guilty because they were only following the example
set by their commander-in-chief?

I sincerely believe these questions are pertinent if all Americans are “equal under the law”.—Harold T.
Cartensen, San Antonio, Texas.  [End quoting]

This really “hits the nail on the head” about Clinton.

This topic also raises another question in my mind and that is: What is their purpose for choosing this time
for exposing something that has been going on for ages?  Could it be their devious method to destroy
certain officers and organizations within the military?  Possibly ones who might disagree with the NWO
(New World Order) and their taking over all authority by any means possible?

Don’t misunderstand, I thoroughly agree with rooting out sexual misdeeds of any type in the military or
elsewhere, but I cannot fathom, in my own mind, that their purposes are to protect the military personnel.
It seems to me it’s more likely they’re destroying leaders in the military who disagree with the NWO.
Similar to what I feel “Tail Hook” (Navy scandal in San Diego) was primarily about.
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If you are beginning to think I’m paranoid, I think you should know by now, if you have been reading
CONTACT for very long, that this is what the Elite want you to think about anybody who tries to bring you
truth and open your mind to see beyond the surface of what they say and do.  I am not saying all of my
thoughts are true, but I’m certainly trying to stretch your mind to look for their many devious reasons for
what they tell you and do.

JOAN  OF  ARC

From the Internet, 11/96, [quoting:]

God speaks to us from within.  That is the only way we hear Him.  It is through our imagination that we
hear Him.  Joan of Arc was visited in prison by a friend who said “Joan, if you will only say it is your
imagination they will let you go.”  Joan said “It is my imagination.”  The friend sighed with relief.  Then Joan
said “How else could I hear God speaking?”  [End quoting]
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CHAPTER  11

IMPORTANT  CONNECTING  HINTS  BETWEEN
AKHEN-ATON  OF  EGYPT,  ASHER,

AND  MORE  RECENT  MATTERS  IN  SPACE
by Calvin Burgin    11/30/96

The following provocative study in connections spans a vast time frame.  This is the most recent,
Nov. 30, 1996, issue of Calvin Burgin’s WORLDLINE Newsletter ( WORLDLINE, % Calvin
Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX 78745).  Regular CONTACT readers know and respect
Calvin’s scholarship from his excellent ongoing series presentations in past issues of CONTACT,
namely “The Hoax Of Judeo-Christianity” and “Fire From The Sky”, wherein many connections
have been made between seemingly unrelated matters.  Calvin’s latest Newsletter takes on an extra
dimension of timeliness in conjunction with last week’s Front Page story about “Comet” Hale-
Bopp’s appearance and true mission, and in the process, he expands our awareness of the overall
HISTORICAL framework in which the current drama is being played out.  —Dr. Edwin M. Young,
Editor-In-Chief

Who was the first identifiable, verifiable person a in history?  This is a question that can be argued.
Some may say it was Adam.  There is no proof that Adam and Eve ever exi (p. 123).

AKHENATON

Amenhotep III was followed by Amenhotep IV, who changed his name to Akhenaten (Akh-en-aten), in
honor of the God of Light.  The name now is more frequently spelled Ikhnaton.

According to the Britannica encyclopedia, Ikhnaton was the name assumed, early in his reign, by the
Egyptian Pharaoh Amenhotep (Amenophis) IV, who reigned from 1379 to 1362 B.C.  He is believed to
be son of Amenhotep III and Tiy.  His wife was Nefertiti.  His oldest daughter married Smenkhkare, the
second daughter died young, and the third married Tutankhaton, whose name was later changed back to
Tutankhamen (now called “King Tut”).

One possible answer to the question of who was the oldest identifiable personality in history is given by the
famous archaeologist and historian, James Henry Breasted, Professor of Egyptology and Oriental History
at the University of Chicago.  The following quotes are from A History of the Ancient Egyptians by
Breasted, copyright 1905 and 1908 by Charles Scribner’s Sons, in the chapter titled “The Religious
Revolution of Ikhnaton”.  Egyptian ruler Amenhotep IV changed his name to Akhenaten or Ikhnaton, in
honor of the God of Light, Aton, represented by the Sun.  Breasted said “...he gradually developed ideals
and purposes which make him the most remarkable of all the Pharaohs, and the first individual in human
history” [italics his, p. 265].

On page 277, Breasted said of Ikhnaton, “He perceived the universal sway of God in his fatherly care of
all men alike, irrespective of race or nationality, and to the proud and exclusive Egyptian he pointed to the
all-embracing bounty of the common father of humanity, even placing Syria and Nubia before Egypt in his
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enumeration.  It is this aspect of Ikhnaton’s mind which is especially remarkable; he is alike the first
prophet and the first wise-man of history.”  And on the next page Breasted said that in Ikhnaton’s “teach-
ing” there was “a constant emphasis upon ‘truth’ such as is not found before nor since.”

Breasted said that Ikhnaton died in 1358 B.C., and then summed his depiction of Ikhnaton on page 287 by
saying:  “Thus disappeared the most remarkable figure in earlier oriental history; or indeed in the history of
the world before the Hebrews.  To his own nation he was afterward known as ‘the criminal of [the city of]
Akhetaton’; but, however much we may censure him, we see in him at the same time such a spirit as the
early world had never known before.  Among the Hebrews, seven to eight hundred years later, we look for
such men; but the modern world has yet adequately to value or even acquaint itself with this man, who in an
age so remote and under conditions so adverse, became the world’s first idealist and the world’s first
individual.”
That is a remarkable statement to say of someone, and might be worthy of pondering a bit.  Although
Breasted believed that Ikhnaton (other spellings include Akhenaton, Aakhu-en-Aten [per E.A. Wallis
Budge], Akhenaten, and he was also known as Orus, Amenhotpe IV, etc.), other historians use different
dates.  According to classical historian Julius Africanus, Akhenaten ruled 878 to 841 B.C.  This agrees
with the ancient Eusebius Greek Text, but the Eusebius Armenian Version says 871-843 B.C.  Josephus
says 879-843, and the Book of Sothis says 879-831 B.C.  There are reasons because of co-regencies
and such that some of the conflicting dates can both be correct, depending on how the reigns are counted
(whether joint ruling years are included, etc.).

Akhenaton ruled during a time of great peace and abundance for Egypt.  He was responsible for building
a new city in honor of Aton, called Akhetaton, which location is now eroded into a mound called Tell el-
Amarna.  In 1888, a library of around 400 letters on clay tablets was discovered by archaeologists digging
in Amarna, and they are now in museums in London and Cairo.  They were a part of the royal archives of
Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV (Akhenaton), and consist of official correspondence with various kings
of Babylon and Syria.

Nowadays, historians usually date the tablets to about the time they equate with the time of Moses, roughly
1400 B.C., although earlier historians date these pharaohs to the period that corresponds to the stories in
the Biblical books of Kings and Chronicles.
For instance, a tablet identified as #162 is addressed to Aziru.  The “Aziru” translation is from exactly the
same root word as translated “Hazael” in the King James Bible.  The “L” and the “R” are linguistically
interchangeable in these languages, and the “H” is often silent.  An example of this is Hadoram and
Adoram, II Chron. 10:18 and I Kings 12:18.  Aziru is identified by researchers as a king of Amurru, with
his capital at Dumasqa.  Dumasqa is understood to be Damascus, and Amurru is the common name for
Aram.  Josephus spelled Hazael as “Azaelos”.
II Kings 12:17: “Then Hazael king of Aram went up, and fought against Gath, and took it; and Hazael set
his face to go to Jerusalem.”  This was circa 840 B.C., during the reign of Pharaoh Akhenaton, according
to many accords.

Now let’s read the Tell el-Amarna clay tablet #162 written to Aziru from Akhenaton: “If thou for any
object desirest to do evil, or if thou layest up evil words of hatred in thy heart, then wilt thou die by the axe
of the king together with thy whole family.  Render submission then to the king, thy lord, (and) thou shall
live.  Thou knowest, indeed, that the king does not desire to go heavily against the whole land of Kinahhi
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(Canaan)”  (The Tel El-Amarna Tablets, by Samuel A. B. Mercer, Vol. II, page 523).

In these early historical writings are stories of the rulers of Egypt fighting with the kings of Palestine and
Syria and Babylon, and the One God Aton versus the popular gods of such as Ptah, Amon, Ra, and Asher.

Compare this situation with the modern fighting over these same lands, and the squabbles over what might
be found under the Sphinx or Pyramids in Egypt, and the information coming from Richard Hoagland
about the Apollo Moon landing sites being chosen by an Egyptian, sites that seem to have been in honor of
Orion and Apollo (and Asar, which Hoagland said was the Egyptian name of Apollo, and no doubt is the
same as the Biblical god of Moses/Asher as mentioned in the Hebrew text of Exodus 3:14).

I wonder, when the secret door that is causing such an uproar among certain Egyptologists and research-
ers these days is opened, what will they find?  Is it possible they will find more evidence of Aton?  It would
be a peculiar circumstance if our earliest records consisting of tablets, statues and other information about
Aton and friends, and the records of the end of this millennium and possibly the end of this period of
history/beginning of another history also consisted of records and other information about Aton and friends.
Some of you will appreciate what I am saying, and may find it something to ponder.

MORE  INFORMATION  TO  PONDER

A fax sent to Richard Hoagland on a recent Art Bell radio show from “Sean from Yucca Valley” stated:

“Art, please ask Richard at some point about the mind-blowing NASA Apollo logo on his web site.  The
Apollo logo Richard Hoagland has unearthed is a block buster.  It has precisely the same look, feel, simple
elegance and straight forward symbolism of other NASA logos of that era.  It is either authentic or a
brilliant, masterful fake.  NASA logo designs are anything but cryptic, and are intended to be easily de-
coded and appreciated even by the dullest member of the taxpaying public.

NASA logo

“Art, having followed the issues and enigmas concerning Cydonia, Giza, and the Moon on your show,
viewing this logo on the web blew my socks off.  Its simple message of the fundamental connectivity
between Earth, the Moon and Orion is undeniable, as is the implication very clear on the Apollo logo that
travelling to the Moon is somehow profoundly relevant to our understanding of Orion.  To find such
symbolism on a NASA logo is about as unexpected as finding a pentagram prominently displayed in a
Catholic church.  At last, a smoking gun.  How will NASA possibly explain away this one?”

Hoagland stated that “what everyone needs to know is that Apollo IS Osiris, IS Orion.  They are one and
the same.”  He then explains that Greek names were used because of prejudice, and to deceive.  Why use
Greek names with Egyptian symbology, he asked?  Why is the real root symbology hidden?  He said they
knew all along, and dared not tell us.

Homer Newell (sp?) was first associate administrator for space science and applications under James
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Webb (who was appointed by JFK to be head of NASA).  He showed Hoagland the first official Apollo
Patch in 1967, just before the fire that killed Apollo astronauts Grissom, Chaffee and White.  It depicts the
belt of Orion as the crossbar of the A, connecting Earth to the Moon.  [See illustration on this page.]

Hoagland says the A does not stand for Apollo, he says the A stands for the Egyptian god Asar! He says
that Apollo was the Greek name for, in this case, a clearly (once you know the details) Egyptian god.  In its
various spellings, this would be the same Asher or Ashur as covered in more detail in The Hoax of Judeo-
Christianity.

In the Hoax document I show evidence that the “god” who gave Moses the Ten Commandments, and
who spoke to Moses on Mt. Sinai, was Asher.  That is what the Hebrew manuscripts state.  Other
evidence shows that the “fallen angel” in the Garden of Eden story was also Asher.  I refer you to The
Hoax Of Judeo-Christianity for more detail on that subject.

ASHER—GOOD  GUY  OR  BAD?

Was Asher then a “good guy” or a “bad guy”?  Yes.  The answer depends on your viewpoint and percep-
tion and on which documents you accept.  There is evidence to support both viewpoints, and the stories
have obviously been tampered with over the years.  Asher (Babylonian spelling) or Asar (Egyptian spell-
ing) can mean absence of light, dark.  It can also apparently mean light, as sar or sur mean light or the Sun.
Whatever the truth of this situation, I suspect we are about to learn much more about this whole situation!

Hoagland has books and tapes with much more information for anyone who wants more information, that
show a connection between the “face on Mars” and the  Sphinx/Pyramids  in  Egypt.   I refer you to him for
considerable  documentation on this.  The Giza complex at Cairo, Egypt, matches the Cydonia complex on
Mars.  It is also laid out to match the Constellation and belt of Orion.  Cairo, in fact, is Egyptian for Mars.

Hoagland is also involved with trying to learn what is behind the door that has been recently discovered
under the Sphinx in Egypt.  On second thought, I should say the door is in the Great Pyramid, and there is
another passage under the Sphinx.  Now some are reporting more passageways have been found, while
others deny it.  The stories seem to be purposely confusing.

One would think that scientists would simply open the door and take a look, but instead there is arguing
and infighting and strange silliness going on in that situation.  It seems someone is afraid of what might be
there.  Could there be something having to do with, for instance, Aton?  Just wondering.

ATLANTIS

Psychic Edgar Cayce, who died in 1947, predicted that a “Hall of Records” would be found at Giza, and
there was speculation that it would contain information from ancient Atlantis.  There are many square miles
of Egyptian hieroglyphics that tell that the monuments were built to preserve information from a previous
civilization, often called Atlantis.  A Space Shuttle is called Atlantis.

Hoagland says that the July 20 (8:17 pm GMT), 1969, Apollo Moon landing when Neil Armstrong took
that giant leap for mankind, was actually chosen as to location and timing to honor Asar of Orion.  He says
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that John F. Kennedy knew, nearly a decade earlier, in his famous we-are-going-to-the-Moon speech,
exactly when and why the spot was to be chosen.

Hoagland says that the July 20 date is extremely important, as it connects to Osiris, and Orion.  Egyptian
cosmology is centered on Osiris.  July 20, with Osiris and his twin sister Isis, which is Sirius, the brightest
star in the sky, the most important star in the Egyptian calendar, is the one date that commemorates Osiris
over the Pyramids at Giza, and for that reason was chosen as the only possible Moon Landing date.

Hoagland was dumfounded to discover that the Moon Landing programs were connected to Egypt.  July
20 is an important Egyptian date!  He says the A was coded as Apollo but was really the Egyptian Asar.
The name of the lunar lander was Orion (the only lander that was not crashed back into the Moon).  You
will need to consult Hoagland’s information for all his proof.  He found that when Neil Armstrong took
manual control of the Eagle just before it landed, it was not for the reasons told to us, but was to insure that
the Constellation Orion was precisely at the right spot on the horizon, when Isis (Sirius) and Osiris were
precisely at 19.5 degrees.  On every Apollo mission something stunning with regard to Osiris occurred, he
says.  According to Buzz Aldrin, after the landing, Neil and Buzz celebrated for 33 minutes on the Lunar
temple site, with a chalice and wine, when Isis was precisely tetrahedral 19.5 degrees.  The hieroglyph in
the Egyptian language for Isis (Sirius) is an equilateral triangle, the two dimensional representation of the
tetrahedron.  It means “a doorway” in Egyptian, specifically a doorway between dimensions.

AN  EGYPTIAN  PICKED  OUR
MOON  LANDING  SITES

Who picked the Apollo landing sites?  It was Dr. Farouk El Baz, an Egyptian geologist, from Cairo.  He
and his father were also Egyptologists.  He came to NASA by way of Germany in 1967, and was hired by
Bell Communications under AT&T.  There appear to me to be possible Paperclip connections (does
anyone remember about the Nazis that went to Egypt after the war?), but I have not had a chance to try to
check it out.  He was placed in charge of determining the Apollo sites based on Orion meridian configura-
tions.  After the Apollo Moon landing projects ended, El Baz went to Boston and set up a department
called the Remote Sensing group, a group using radar, sound-waves, remote viewing, etc.  In 1987 he
appears in Egypt in a project jointly sponsored with NASA, in charge of the Giza pyramid and Sphinx
investigations!

In 1993, a German designed a robot that went up an 8 inch wide tunnel shaft from the Queen’s Chamber
of the Great Pyramid and found a door with two handles, one of which had eroded away.  This shaft was
aimed directly at the transit point of the star Sirius (the passage from the King’s Chamber is aimed at
Orion).  A door would indicate there is something behind the door, probably another chamber.  The
Egyptian authorities stopped the investigation and have not allowed anyone near for over 4 years (we are
told).  The door has not been opened (we are told).

The Egyptian head of the Giza area said that the door would be opened in September, 1996, under the
direction of Dr. El Baz, the man who chose the Apollo Moon Landing sites.  I do not know what the
current status of the opening is, as I am not on their mailing list.  I do suspect, however, that this is serious
(Sirius) business!
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When Dr. Farouk El Baz was hired at Bellcom, he got into a fist fight with his boss, a Jew, who did not
want him.  A superior over Bellcom had to intervene and force Bellcom to accept El Baz.  The superior
was Ed Nixon, President Richard Nixon’s brother!  President Nixon is the one who later stopped the
Apollo missions.  Farouk El Baz’s brother is currently on the senior staff of Hosni Mubarak, President of
Egypt.

Recall from previous Fire From The Sky writings, the man accused of killing John F. Kennedy (who
started the Apollo program), was Lee Harvey Oswald.  Oswald worked on the U2 spy plane crew with
Francis Gary Powers.  Another of the U2 pilots was Roger Chaffee.  Roger Chaffee was the U2 pilot who
took the pictures of Cuba that started the Cuban missile crisis.  I do not believe I have previously revealed
this, but the man  reading the pictures who first determined that Russia was installing missiles in Cuba was
Bobby L. Coffey, currently working with the Texas Department of Transportation.  He confirmed to me
some of these connections.

It has come out that there is evidence that at the time the Apollo missions were started, there were eight or
more astronauts killed, probably murdered, including the fire which killed Grissom, White, and Roger
Chaffee.  It does not take too much digging  to find connections between the murder of John F. Kennedy,
and the Nazis, Richard Nixon, George Bush, the Apollo Moon landings, the Pyramids in Egypt, and the
“face on Mars”!

STRANGE  PHYSICS

One day recently on the Paul Harvey noon news, he told about an asteroid that struck the Earth’s atmo-
sphere, bounced off, split in two, went around Earth and then plunged into the atmosphere and burned up,
leaving bright streaks witnessed by many people in various locations.  The media told of a reward that was
offered of $5,000 for anyone who could produce a piece of the asteroid at least 4 inches in size (some
media said 4 ounces).

This was a strange asteroid, with strange physics involved, don’t you think.  Looking more closely, we find
that on October 4, 1996, many people saw mysterious fireballs.  Some reported a green light trailing
sparks shooting across the sky.  Others saw a gold flash.  Some said the whole sky lit up.  The object/
objects were reported from Alaska to Mexico, in Nevada, New Mexico, and over much of California.
Griffith Park Observatory said it was the biggest flash seen in two years.

The New Mexican newspaper in Santa Fe, New Mexico, in an article called “Some Witnesses Say Flash
Wasn’t Meteor”, quoted witnesses who said they saw a craft that looked like a helicopter without rotors,
with seven green lights and trailing sparks.

A British newspaper, the Eastern Evening News, reported that their Ministry of Defence had tracked
several mysterious craft and unexplained objects streaking and hovering in various locations on Oct. 4th
and 5th.  Police reported many sightings.  Aircraft pilots and radar stations reported on objects that had
simply stopped in the sky and sat there, stationary, for a while, flashing red and green and blue and white
lights.

A witness near Burbank, California, reported on one of these “meteors” that landed, then took off again (at
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Bell Canyon, near Rocketdyne Corp.).  Some witnesses reported pieces of this “meteor” going in oppo-
site directions and passing each other.

A Brigadier General witnessed the landing near Rocketdyne, and said a bunch of soldiers hurried into the
area and blocked it off.  He commented that they had uniforms that were strange to him (remember, he
was a General officer and certainly knows military uniforms!), and said, “And they all seemed to look
alike.”  He was told that “a space vehicle came down” and “the vehicle was repaired, and took off” later.
“It was one of ours,” he was told.  One guard said it was no big thing, “the space vehicles land here twice
a week.”

If it was “one of ours,” then it was probably a U.S. Space Command craft.  Remember that the space
command crowd involves names like Harold Brown, Henry Kissinger, Norm Augustine, William Perry,
and Bob Dole  (and later, George Bush became prominent).

LET’S  ALL  GO  TO  MARS

The head of President Clinton’s campaign resigned because of his involvement with a prostitute and be-
cause of telling her secrets such as the “military secret” of life on Mars.  About this time Bob Dole slowed
down his campaigning and did not seem to be trying very hard.  NASA announced a possible discovery of
life on Mars, and some scientists wondered why NASA would make such a statement based on such
flimsy evidence.

Suddenly a rash of new Mars probes was announced.  The U.S. launched the Mars Global Surveyor, and
has planned the Mars Pathfinder, the Mars Surveyor 98A, the Mars Surveyor 98B, the DS-2 Mars
Microprobe, the Aerocapture Orbiter Mars Orbiter, the Mars Together, the InerMarsNet, and a Mars
Sample Return; and in addition there are the NEAR Asteroid Rendezvous, the Lunar Prospector, the
Cassini Saturn Orbiter, the DS-1 Asteroid & Comet Flyby, the Stardust Comet Rendezvous, the Fire
Solar Flyby, and the Pluto Express Pluto Flyby; and all except one or two are due to be launched within the
next five years.  This does not count the launches from other nations such as the Huygens Titan Atmo-
spheric Probe, the Rosetta Asteroid Flyby and two comet landers, the Planet-B Mars Orbiter, etc., from
Europe, and Japan.

RUSSIA’S  MARS  PROBE
DISAPPEARS  INTO  THIN  AIR

Russia recently launched its Mars Orbiter which carried equipment from several nations, including a Mar-
tian Orbiter, two landers and two penetrators.  The Russian Space Command put the step-by-step launch
information on the Internet as it was happening, and on November 16 at 20 hours, 48 min., 53 sec. UTC
they launched their Mars probe from Baikonur Cosmodrome.  They later announced the launch was
unsuccessful and “Mars-96 remains on Earth satellite orbit and will fall on Earth surface.”

Friends, there is a war going on.  There is so much going on that I can’t begin to keep up with it, or even
mention much about it.  On October 29, the U.S. arrested Vladimir Galkin at Kennedy Airport on charges
of being a spy.  On November 9, Russia test fired an RS-12M Topol intercontinental ballistic missile.  This
was an obvious threatening gesture against the U.S.  On November 14, the Associated Press carried an
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article headed “U.S. to drop charges against ex-KGB agents” which stated: “Faced with Russian threats
of retaliation, the United States dropped spying charges today against a former KGB agent because the
CIA and State Department decided prosecution was not in the national interest.”  I’ll bet.

Yeltsin went under the surgeon’s knife on the day of the U.S. presidential election, and we were told that
he was worse than anybody thought, the surgery was much greater than expected (quintuple heart bypass)
and Yeltsin’s recovery was going to take longer than expected.  Then U.S. Space Command front-boy
Bob Dole is defeated in the U.S. presidential election, and Yeltsin has a miraculous recovery and is back
on the job the next day.  William Perry, Warren Christopher and crowd suddenly decide they want to take
a hike and a fresh, new, wrinkle-free William Clinton appears.

MORE  STRANGE  BLOWUPS

On the same day of the Russian Mars probe launch, there was a huge blast in Russia, barely mentioned at
all in the media.  Reuter said:  “Up to 32 people were killed when an explosion, possibly caused by a
bomb, ripped through a building housing Russian military officers in the southern republic of Dagestan [sic]
on Saturday, news agencies said.”  As I recall, this is suspiciously close to the Baikonur Cosmodrome
space center.  The Cosmodrome is actually near Tyuratam.  The Russians named it Baikonur to disguise its
location, as Baikonur is about 200 miles northeast of Tyuratum.  Russian maps are notoriously bad, they
were purposely made deceptive because of the Cold War, and the Russian Government routinely lies
about situations such as this (no different from other governments).

Many got very nervous when it was learned that the Russian probe failed, as it was carrying four plutonium
nuclear engines.  Russia said the launch went into radio blackout, then was 12 minutes late when it came
out (must have stopped to take a leak?).  The U.S. said it was going to crash and burn on Australia, and the
Australian Prime Minister went on TV to tell his nation that all is well, all is well (not to worry, all six tons
would just burn up into spirit or something).  Then they said it was going down near New Zealand, then
they finally said it must have crashed in the middle of nowhere near Easter Island.

The next day, Russia said that the U.S. Space Command goofed and was tracking trash and that the
Russian probe did not crash near Easter Island.  Science News (Nov. 23, p. 324) said: “U.S. officials who
thought they were tracking the plutonium-bearing probe issued a warning on Nov. 17 that Mars ’96 might
hit Australia.  In fact, the probe had already gone to its watery grave a day earlier, and the U.S. team was
monitoring remnants of the detached rocket engine, Russian scientists said.”  The New York Times on
Nov. 19 had an article:  “Mystery of Russian Spacecraft: Where Did It Fall to Earth?’ which stated, “Just
where it landed is another riddle.”

Oh, my.

They shot a Mars Probe
In the Air.

It fell to Earth.
They know not where.

Reckon it just might be on its way to Mars? What do you bet Mars is not really the target of all this activity?
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HALE-BOPP-A-BE-BOPP

pict. hale bopp
and companion

While NASA scientists are pretending they are all excited about a rock that someone found near the South
Pole a long time ago that just might possibly indicate that there is life on Mars, what they are REALLY
excited about is Comet Hale-Bopp and that strange larger-than-Earth craft that suddenly appeared out of
nowhere and is now flying loop-the-loops and flashing its lights and doing all kinds of un-cometized things.
For that matter, Comet Hale-Bopp is pretty strange itself.  There are rumors that it is sending radio signals
to Earth, that it is on a collision course with or near Earth, that it is practicing semaphore and who knows
what.  We should have more reliable information come next Spring, if not sooner.  [See “Comet” Hale-
Bopp and its mystery companion below.]

BEAM HIM DOWN, SCOTTY

In other news, President Clinton went to Jackson Hole, Wyoming, in August to receive instructions from
his controllers...er, on vacation, and when his Presidential Air Force C-130 Hercules flew out, it crashed
and burned on August 11th.  Sherman Skolnick of Chicago, on his telephone hotline, reported that a
Clinton clone was on the C-130 and was killed.  The November Soldier of Fortune magazine has an
article by James Pate entitled “Star-Wars Fratricide—Secret Weapon Suspected in Crash of Clinton’s
Chopper”.  Pate said this was the second time that a Presidential craft had crashed (Pate is wrong in stating
that only two Clinton Presidential aircraft have crashed; there are more than that).  Pate said an earlier
crash involved Clinton’s VH-60N Black Hawk helicopter that crashed in May, 1993.  An investigator
found that the crew were killed by “exposure to focused microwave energy.”  The investigator said he
“believes that the aircraft suffered catastrophic mechanical failure in the air after exposure to microwaves
from an electromagnetic pulse (EMP) simulator at the Harry Diamond Laboratory at Blossum Point,
Maryland, about four miles from the crash site.”  And as I recall, years ago Tom Valentine of Spotlight
newspaper had interviews about the chopper being downed by pulse beams and I think you can still get the
taped interview from Spotlight.

You who are researching the TWA Flight 800 crash need to be aware of this information, and you need to
read Col. Tom Bearden’s information that pulse beams have been downing aircraft since the Vietnam war
and perhaps even before.

One to beam up.  Good Day.

/s/  Calvin C. Burgin

(born on 20 July)
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PS:  Nov. 29, 1996, 5:48 PM EST the BBC in London announced that NASA has assigned a SECRET
team of three scientists at the Johnson Space Center in Houston to initiate a program to land men on Mars
within 8 years.
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CHAPTER  12

THE  NEWS  DESK
by Dr. AL Overholt    12/10/96

YOUR  CAR  GOING,  GOING,  GONE!!

From a FLYER, sent by a reader, 11/96, [quoting:]

1. “Smog II is designed to REMOVE 75% of all cars now in use in California (YOUR Car!) while giving
polluting corporations “credits” to pollute!  No net pollution reduction!  Call 1-800-991-1918.  (free)

2. The “Federal” Reserve is a PRIVATE bank (12USC284 et seq) that lends us 2 cent printing press “$”
at FACE-VALUE + COMPOUND “INTEREST”!  The owners (Rottenfellers, Ratschilds, et al.) POCKET
ALL your IRS payments.

YOUR LIFE AND YOUR CHILDREN’S FUTURE ARE IN IMMEDIATE DANGER!  [End
quoting]

He certainly knows how to say it short, if not sweet.  You needn’t get complacent, if you don’t live in
California, about the smog situation because they plan to get the cars off the road somehow and if not with
smog laws they’ll get yours with some other kind of confiscation law.  The smog board, supposedly, keeps
a record of the amount of reduction of smog as the cars are taken off the road and then they allow
Corporations to buy the ability to pollute an additional, equal amount.  They certainly don’t want you to
have freedom of travel, either—keep you at home in your pen.

I recall that in 1988 Commander Hatonn told us that there would be so many plane crashes that the public
would be too frightened to fly and then there would be so many train crashes that they would be afraid to
ride the railroads.  Do you see how the Elite are putting on the travel restrictions to keep the rope around
you.  And we thought it was all just a matter of “accidents”!
I sure like the names the flyer gives the evil bastard-thieves—they fit so well.

WHITE  HOUSE  WHISPERS

Excerpted from MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, 11/96, [quoting:]

CHILLING THOUGHT A videotape of Hillary Clinton speaking at a Democratic fundraiser earlier this
year is making the rounds in Washington.  “Among the many reasons why you should vote for and work for
and contribute to Bill Clinton and Al Gore is to see what happens after the election, when Al and I will feel
totally at ease to be our real selves,” she declares.  [I hope you realize what we are in for?  Do you
recall just one big flap about health care and what Hillary and her cohorts—unelected non-ex-
perts—tried to do with our complete health-care system?  We probably can expect even worse—for
punishment—since they don’t have to worry about another election.]
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LAVENDER LOVEFEST—Although he refused to address the American Legion, the president spoke
on videotape to the “first lesbian and gay political convention”, held earlier this year in Chicago.  Aide
George Stephanopoulos addressed the gathering in person and accepted the group’s endorsement of his
boss.  Other speakers included admitted homosexual Rep. Steve Gunderson, R-WI, HUD Secretary
Henry Cisneros, and Newt Gingrich’s lesbian sister.  [It stands to reason— since both Hillary and Bill
are known to have had homosexual relations and certainly they don’t care for people who are loyal
Americans and try to protect the Constitution.]

PAYING FOR LIES—The White House has called for American taxpayers to pay the legal bills run up by
Clinton aides who have been called to testify before Congress about numerous scandals and cover-ups.
Why do honest, innocent people need hordes of attorneys when all they have to do is to tell the truth about
what happened?   [Obviously,  they  need a very good attorney and body guards, since people who
are expected to witness in truth can expect to be deaded before  they  get so much as a first chance
at talking.  Us poor suckers always get the bills, one way or another.]

ANOTHER LITTLE LIE—It seems that the Clinton White House lies even when it doesn’t have any real
reason to do so.  In the wake of the Dick Morris sex scandal, press secretary Mike McCurry claimed the
president was not aware that Morris had an illegitimate child.  Three days later, McCurry admitted that
Clinton had known for nearly a year.  “I’ll be honest with you,” the  press flack said, “I was trying to bury
the story.”  How many other stories get “buried” by lies that aren’t caught?  [End quoting]

These flakes, liars and thieves don’t know how to tell the truth, even when their lives are at stake.  They just
keep lying until the judges let them off the hook.  Remember that the judges are nothing but better flakes,
liars and thieves than the attorneys handling the cases.  How do you think they got promoted to judge?

CONDOMS  GET  AIR  TIME

From MIDDLE AMERICAN NEWS, 11/96, [quoting:]

Another barrier against bad taste on TV is crashing down under an onslaught by urban consmopolitan
elites.  Breaking ranks with other broadcast outlets, television stations in Houston, Seattle and Chico,
California, have agreed to set a precedent and run paid condom advertising.  Carol Carrozza, marketing
director for the Eatontown, N.J.-based Ansell Personal Products Group, said the stations—all NBC
affiliates—have “taken a tremendous step,” and she hopes other stations will follow.

Isn’t it nice that your little babies will be taught how to protect themselves when having sex but they won’t
give them decent, honest, conscientious teachers for reading, writing and arithmetic.  [End quoting]

They are also going to get to watch a lot of hard liquor ads on TV, also.  Is there any hope for the majority
of the children under this kind of bombardment?  I THINK ITS WAY PAST TIME TO WAKE UP!!

COURT  GIVES  POLICE
LEEWAY  IN  SEARCHES

Excerpted from THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 11/19/96, [quoting:]
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Motorists stopped by police for traffic violations need not be told they are free to go before officers can
ask permission to search for drugs, the Supreme Court ruled Monday.

Ruling unanimously in an Ohio case, the court said the Constitution’s Fourth Amendment ban on unrea-
sonable searches does not require such a warning.

It would be “unrealistic to require police officers to always inform detainees that they are free to go before
a consent to search may be deemed voluntary,” Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist wrote.

The Constitution requires that such consent be voluntary, and Rehnquist said “voluntariness is a question
of fact to be determined from all the circumstances.”  [The judge doesn’t know what the word voluntary
means, or more like it, he ignores what it means so he can twist the Constitution to say what he is
instructed to make it say.]

Many people do not realize they can refuse to give police permission to search [emphasis mine],
said James D. Ruppert, attorney for Robert D. Robinette, whose case was being heard.  Ruppert called
the decision “a further chipping away of Fourth Amendment rights.”

Robinette was stopped for speeding near Dayton on Aug. 3, 1993.  A Montgomery County sheriff’s
deputy warned Robinette about speeding, returned his driver’s license and asked if he had any drugs or
illegal contraband in his car.

Robinette said he did not have anything illegal in his car.  With his permission, the deputy searched the car
and found drugs.  [End quoting]

‘NO’  YOUR  RIGHT  WHEN
COPS  REQUEST  SEARCH

From the Chicago Sun Times, 11/24/96, [quoting:]

After the Supreme Court ruling Tuesday that police are not required to inform drivers that they may just
say no when police ask to search their cars, I called the American Civil Liberties Union for a little ampli-
fication.

C’mon.  You don’t have to have mass quantities of heroin in the back seat to feel pretty intimidated when
police pull you over.  Hapless citizens are inclined to greet a search request with false gusto—”Why,
certainly, officer, step right in!”—when what they really want to say is “No, I cannot think of any thing I
would rather not do—now or ever.”

The ACLU response: “If police ask for your consent to search your car after giving you a ticket or
warning, say ‘No’.  Unless they say you are not free to leave the scene, you just leave the scene.”

Clip and save.  [End quoting]

You can see how easy it has been for us to lose our freedoms, one little court case at a time, over decades.
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Have we had enough yet??

GREENPEACE  PROTESTS  U.S.  EXPORTS

Excerpted from THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 11/11/96, [quoting:]

Brussels, Belgium—Two dozen Greenpeace activists prevented a ship from unloading American soybeans
Sunday as part of the environmental group’s protest against U.S. exports of genetically engineered food.

Greenpeace said it believes soybeans genetically altered to make them resistant to a popular weedkiller
were mixed with other soybeans on the bulk carrier Bunga Saga Empat, which docked at Ghent, 30
miles west of Brussels.

The group wants genetically engineered goods to be strictly separated from others to allow consumers the
choice of what they want to eat.

The Bunga Saga Empat was the third ship Greenpeace has blocked in a week.  But with a court injunc-
tion threatening heavy fines if the blockade continued, Greenpeace abandoned its action later Sunday.

On Friday, U.S. grain producer Cargill needed a court injunction to get its soybean shipment through a
Greenpeace blockade and into the port of Antwerp in northern Belgium.  [End quoting]

I seldom agree with what Greenpeace stands for but certainly  someone should try to stop the use of
genetically tampered plants, animals and foods.    Man thinks  he  can  outwit  Nature  but  he  is very
low on the  totem pole when it comes to wisdom.  He can’t resist playing god because of his puny, bloated
ego. [Also see related story on p. 24.]

IMMUNITY  BOOSTER

Excerpted from THE JOHNSON CITY PRESS, 11/12/96, [quoting:]

Laughter strengthens the human immune system [emphasis mine].  [End quoting]

This is no joke.  Many experiments have been done to prove that watching humorous movies, reading or
listening to things that make you laugh, can make you heal faster or lift your spirits when you are depressed.
By having a healthy dose of laughter, routinely, you will help to prevent illness.

THE  FBI  AND  THE  COVER-UPS

From the INTERNET, 11/21/96, [quoting:]

The past few months have shown a frightening development at the FBI.  Again and again, rampant abuse
of power and cover-up, both for political purposes, have emerged.  Consider just these recent revelations:

* Foster witness Patrick Knowlton sues the FBI for falsifying his statement.  [See last week’s News
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Desk.]

* FBI official is convicted of destroying evidence in Ruby Ridge aftermath.

* FBI illegally turns over more than 900 background investigation files to the White House political intelli-
gence office run by Hillary Clinton.

* Manuscript by FBI agent Gary Aldrich is leaked to the White House.

* FBI agent Dennis Sculimbrene is pressured by superiors to change his report linking Craig Livingstone
and Hillary Clinton.

* The FBI is sued for a cover-up in the Oklahoma City bombing investigation.

It is against this backdrop that TWA 800 conspiracy theories promulgated by Pierre Salinger, The Asso-
ciated Press and Reuters fall on fertile ground and are taken seriously.  [CONTACT has told you that
TWA Flight 800 was taken down by a beam weapon—not as stated by Salinger.]

The FBI is no longer a law enforcement agency that protects the people against crime.  The FBI has been
turned into a ruthless instrument used by a corrupt government against the people of the United States.
[End quoting]

All intelligence agencies have—contrary to most popular belief—been set up to help the Elite control all
others.  Any good they might appeared to have accomplished for all, other than themselves, has been to
fool you into accepting their self-serving agencies and to let you pay for their protection from YOU.

We need to wake up to the following facts:

It is the Elite against the good people of this world.

Most governments are controlled by them.

They will govern us only as long as we allow them the control.

There are very few of them in proportion to millions of us.

If we wake up in time—it is very, very late—their power will be lost.

We can gain control of our own destiny through gaining the knowledge that we need.

HOWEVER, WITHOUT GOD IN THE EQUATION, YOU CAN FORGET THINKING OF AC-
COMPLISHING THIS ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE DREAM.

PROPHET,  FRANCIS  PLAN  TO  DIVORCE
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Excerpted from THE BILLINGS GAZETTE, 11/24/96, [quoting:]

Bozeman, MT—The Church Universal and Triumphant announced Friday that spiritual leader Elizabeth
Clare Prophet and her husband, vice president Edward Francis, are getting divorced and that all 450 staff
members have been given the option to resign.

Officials of the New Age sect, based in Paradise Valley, said the divorce is part of life and the “transition
package” offered to employees is part of reorganization the church announced in July.

However, one critic of the church said Friday’s announcements are further proof that the church is in
financial disarray and heading toward its demise.

Prophet and Francis decided to end their 15-year marriage because they “found their lives going in differ-
ent directions”, according to a statement by Gilbert Cleirbaut, who was named president as part of the
reorganization and took over day-to-day operations of the church from Prophet.

The church was started in 1958 by Prophet’s late husband Mark Prophet.  She took over the reigns in
1973 when he died suddenly of a stroke.

Prophet and Francis will continue working with the church and will “actively parent” their 2-year-old son,
Seth, Cleirbaut said.

“My heart goes out to both of them,” Cleirbaut said.  “This is a part of life and can happen to anyone.”

Church spokesman Murray Steinman said the impending divorce was announced because Prophet and
Francis have become public figures.  Divorce papers for the couple have not been filed in Park County
District Court, according to a clerk, but Steinman said that is probably where the proceeding will be
handled.

He would not comment on how the couple’s assets would be split.

The divorce will not affect the reorganization, Cleirbaut said.  Church officials hail the reorganization as an
effort to make the church, which reportedly has thousands of members around the world, more responsive
to followers.

Church members believe they are guided by “enlightened spiritual beings” called Ascended Masters.  As-
cended Masters include Jesus, Buddha and Prophet’s late husband, who all speak through Elizabeth Clare
Prophet.

Peter Arnone of Livingston, an outspoken former church member who left the church in 1992, after 22
years of service, has said the church is facing declining membership and financial troubles and the reorga-
nization is an attempt to make members think things will improve.  However, he predicted that the church
would next start selling property in order to stay afloat.

The church bought its 20,000-acre ranch near Yellowstone National Park in 1986 from the late Malcolm
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Forbes.  [End quoting]

Commander Hatonn has repeatedly warned of the many hazards which result from setting up an organiza-
tion similar to the above.

CHARGES  LEVELED  IN
VEAL-CALF  STEROID  PROBE

From THE MODESTO BEE, 11/23/96, [quoting:]

Milwaukee, WN—The biggest investigation into the use of black market drugs to make veal calves grow
faster led to criminal charges against the owner of a Dutch trading company, two American veal suppliers
and Provimi Veal Corp.—one of the country’s largest veal distributors.

The probe is unlikely to reach far into the Central Valley—home to many calves that eventually become
veal.

The indictments, announced Thursday by federal prosecutors in Milwaukee, are the latest in an interna-
tional investigation of steroid-like drugs that quickly build up veal calves so farmers and ranchers can make
more money.  But the drugs have caused food poisoning outbreaks and even deaths in Europe.

The seven individuals and companies charged include Gerard P. Hoogendijk of the Netherlands, the owner
of the Dutch company Pricor B.V.

Prosecutors identify Hoogendijk as the principal supplier of the illegal drugs smuggled into the United
States to enhance veal-calf growth.

U.S. Attorney Thomas P. Schneider said a U.S. arrest warrant has been issued for Hoogendijk on smug-
gling, fraud and illegal drug distribution charges.  But the Dutch government has not responded to requests
to extradite Hoogendijk, he said.

Schneider emphasized the investigation is continuing.

The investigation centers on the drug Clenbuterol, used in Europe to bulk up show animals, but illegal in the
United States.  The Food and Drug Administration says Clenbuterol acts like an anabolic steroid in pro-
moting animal growth by increasing muscle and decreasing fat.

But Clenbuterol-fed animals have caused acute poisoning in humans consuming the meat, including out-
breaks in Spain, France and Ireland in the ’90s.

The drug has been added to feed supplied by various feed companies to farmers and ranchers—who often
are unaware it is there, said Bradley Miller of the Humane Farming Association in San Francisco.

In the Central Valley, said Miller, only three farms restrict all calf feed to milk-replacement formula—down
from 40 a dozen years ago.
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In California, most veal is started on formula but weaned and fed grain, reducing the scale of the problem.
[End quoting]

This is only one small sample of our adulterated food supply.  What are we to do when we are given
insufficient or inaccurate labelings and we must trust enough to buy something to eat?

HEAVENLY  MAIL

Excerpted from A MESSAGE OF CHEER AND GOOD NEWS, flyer, 12/96, [quoting:]

Most of us have poked fun at the U.S. Postal Service regarding their supposed slowness and inefficiency,
long lines, and sometimes lost mail.  Like the story about a  man who phoned in his application for work at
the post office because he feared that if he mailed it, the application might not get there in time.

But there’s another kind of story we ought to hear.  Think of the story of the 13-year-old girl in Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, who was determined to do what perhaps no one else had tried.  She wrote a letter to
Jesus—and got an answer in the mail!

Her name was Julianne Holland, and the letter began: “Dear friend, I am 13 years old.  You must think I’m
weird for writing a letter to Jesus when everyone knows it wouldn’t get anywhere.  But I wanted to give
you a message.  Every Christmas all people think about is getting presents.  But that’s not the reason for
Christmas at all.  I think Christmas means getting all your friends together and having a good time because
Jesus is born!  And that is just the beginning of all the beautiful things he did for us!  By being born, he let
love into the world!”

The letter landed on the desk of Donald Orner, director of customer services at the Harrisburg post office.
His response was “We have no mail route to heaven, but I am sure Jesus is aware of what you wrote.  He
knows our thoughts and feelings and every line of your beautiful letter flowed out across all the miles that no
mailman could ever travel and touched his heart.

“You said your letter wouldn’t get anywhere, but it touched my heart and be assured, Julianne, he knows.
May you have a happy Christmas and God bless you.”  Somehow a reporter learned of the letter and
Associated Press flashed the story around the world!

What kind of message are you sending to God this Christmas?  He is watching and listening to every
longing of our heart.  Does he find thoughts of greed and want or does he find a longing for his closeness
and comforting presence?  —Dwight Hall  [End quoting]

God has given you a way to overcome your wants, greed, trials, tribulations, and longings for peace in the
midst of chaos.  Quiet yourself, ask for the Light of God to surround you, and listen to the voice within for
guidance.  Patience is a virtue.

May God’s blessings be upon you as we enter this  Holiday Season.
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CHAPTER  13

**logo**

THE  ICEBERG  JUST  MIGHT  BE  MELTING
by Grandma    11/18/96

THE  JUDICIARY  ACT  AND
A  GROUP  CALLING  ITSELF

THE  BAR  ASSOCIATION

First, when the states were considering entering into a union contracting a central government for them-
selves, when they met in Massachusetts they sat there, gave all the pros and cons in the discussions,
including  the subject of allowing or letting attorneys handle the issues of government.  The old boys sat for
a while, they thought and they thought, until finally one stood up and said:  “You know, we had one of them
attorneys in our town once.  Knowing what they did to us in England, we didn’t give him our business.
Well, that attorney left town, and we have been doing just fine ever since with our common lawyers.”

The Judiciary Act of September 24, 1789, made no allowances for Bar Association members having an
exclusiveness on law, or practicing law.  As a matter of fact, the name Bar Association is not mentioned
anywhere in the Judiciary Act of 1789.  In addition, there is no mention of having to possess a license to
practice law in the Judiciary Act.

The Constitution for the United States, Article VII, does mention common law.  Whereas the VIth Article
retains an individual’s rights in Criminal Prosecution; the right to have the assistance of counsel for his
defense.

Then the Vth Article protects rights and mandates due process of law.

THINK  ABOUT  IT!

(You have not been listening,
this went right over your heads)

(1)  Common lawyers.  Persons familiar and learned in the common laws of the communities and counties,
etc.  The laws were the customs of common rights and common wrongs, for as the old folks put it so well,
just having the old-fashioned horse sense to know the difference in what ought to be right, and what ought
to be wrong.  That, folks, is an old fashioned constitutional common law counsel.

In the checking of passages of acts of Congress up to around 1947-48, I could not discover the ratification
of passage of any act of Congress which authorizes a Bar Association, or a Bar Association strangle-hold
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on our courts, or our duly constituted laws of the land.  Of course, there was an attempt to amend the
Judiciary Act; it was submitted by a collective group called Bar Association members.  The proposed
amendments to the Judiciary Act were so repugnant to the laws of the Constitution, Congress kicked
them out the House door, with utter disgust!

BLACK’S  LAW  DICTIONARY
Fifth  Edition:

“Bar Association.  An association of members of the legal profession.  Such associations have been orga-
nized in most states and also on the national level (American Bar Association; Federal Bar Association),
and even on the city level (e.g., New York City Bar Association).  The first was established in Mississippi
in 1825, but it is not known to have had a continued existence.  An association in Grafton and Coos
Counties in New Hampshire had an existence before 1800, and probably a more or less continuous life
since then, having finally merged into a state association.”
Persons checking in their respective states, have found no licensing of the Bar Association, nor registration
of same with their secretaries of state.  Still, this entity with many interconnecting facets has united, unli-
censed, marching through our legislatures, our courts, and into our daily lives, seizing our duly constituted,
constitutional common laws—the laws of the land of this nation—by the throat, holding the death grip on
the constitutional common laws of the land, under the water of the laws of the sea (Federal Admiralty
Laws), hoping to drown the Constitution, and then flood the land with the laws of the sea, in an attempt
to destroy the Constitution in the flooding of the laws of the land.  (Genesis)

How did they do it?!  They did it by illusionary or fictional law.  (About the same as the unlawful passing of
the Federal Reserve Act.)

EXAMPLE

May 1996 edition of Rules of the Supreme Court of Illinois.  Admission, registration, professional
responsibility and discipline of attorneys, and the code of judicial conduct.  Page 13, Unauthorized Prac-
tice of Law:  “Any person who is licensed under the provisions of this rule shall not be deemed to have a
license to perform legal services prohibited by Rule 712 (e) hereof (licensing of foreign legal consultants
without examination) is engaged in the unauthorized practice of law and may be held in contempt of the
court.  Such person may also be subject to disciplinary proceedings pursuant to Rule 775 and the penalties
imposed by Sec. 32-5 of the Criminal Code of 1961, as amended, and Sec. 1 of an act to revise the law
in relation to attorneys and counselors, approved March 28, 1874.  (Adopted December 7, 1990, effec-
tive immediately.)”

Let’s take a look at that Sec. 1, alleging an act to revise the law in relation to attorneys and counselors.
Approved March 28, 1874.  Got the durned thing in the original book sittin’ right here in front of me.

First off, this alleged March 28, 1874 law is erroneous.  No such law was amended on March 28, 1874.
However, approved March 27, 1874, in force July 1, 1874, pursuant to the Criminal Codes; relating to
false pretenses, written statements were amended and enacted.  (This is totally different—that’s what the
Bar Association wants you to think.)
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ILLINOIS  CRIMINAL  CODE  (1874)
FALSE  PRETENSES—

WRITTEN  STATEMENTS

Sec. 1:  Amends Sec. 97, Act of 1874.  Sec. 97:  As amended, renders officers of a corporation liable.
House bill no. 581.  Approved June 8, 1909.

An act to amend Sec. 97 of “An Act to Revise the Law in Relation to Criminal Jurisprudence”, approved
March 27, 1874, in force July 1, 1874.

Sec. 1:  Be it enacted by the people of the state of Illinois represented in General Assembly:

That Sec. 97 of an act entitled, “An Act to Revise the Law in Relation to Criminal Jurisprudence”, ap-
proved March 27, 1874, in force July 1, 1874, and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:

Sec. 97:  “Whoever, by any false representation in writing, signed by him, of the respectability, wealth,
mercantile correspondence or connections, or assets or liabilities of himself or of any firm of which he is a
member, or whoever, being an officer of a corporation, by any false representation in writing, known by
him to be false, and signed by him, of the respectability, wealth, mercantile correspondence or connec-
tions, or the assets or liabilities, or any or all of them, of such corporation, obtains credit for himself, for
such firm or for such corporation, and thereby defrauds any person of money, goods, chattels or any
valuable thing, or whoever procures another to make a false report in writing, signed by the person making
the same, of the honesty, wealth, mercantile correspondence or connections, or assets or liabilities of
himself, or of any firm of which he is a member, or whoever, being an officer of a corporation, procures
another to make a false report in writing, known by him to be false, signed by the person making the same,
of the honesty, wealth, mercantile correspondence or connections, or assets or liabilities of such corpora-
tion, and thus obtains credit for himself, for such firm or for such corporation, and thereby defrauds any
person of any money, goods, chattels or other valuable thing, shall be sentenced to return the money or
property so fraudulently obtained, if it can be done, and shall be fined not exceeding $2,000.00 and
confined in the county jail not exceeding one year.”  (Approved June 8, 1909)

SORT  OF  LOOKS  LIKE  THE  POT
IS  CALLING  THE  KETTLE  BLACK

THE  BAR  ASSOCIATION  HAS
COMMITTED  A  FRAUD

This law states:  “defrauds any person of money, goods, chattels or any valuable thing.”  Now, I ask you,
just how valuable are the constitutional laws, the common laws of the land, which guarantee, to the Ameri-
can people, inherent, inviolable, perpetual rights—compared to the subterfuge, illusionary, deceptive Bar
Association laws, the Laws of Admiralty which do not make you aware of the Saving Clause (common
law rights saved), which protects your rights of properties, moneys, and things of value.  Whereas, the Bar
Association’s deceptive and fraudulent practicing members (even sitting on the bench) tell you:  “You have
no rights in these courts, the rights belong to the perpetrator!”

THINK  ABOUT  IT!
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The Bar Association, collectively, has created illusionary law.  They never thought, in their wildest dreams,
that old Noahs would come along behind them and build arks constructed from the solid timbers of
constitutional common laws (the laws of the land), to ride out the flood created by the Bar Association’s
enforcement of Laws of Admiralty (laws of the sea), and fruadulently denied to the common man, the
Saving Clause (common law rights saved; constitutional case law) as preserved in Admiralty Law, Sec. 1-
9.

This is fraud, fellow concerned Americans, in its worst and most heinous example.  This is treason against
the Constitution of and for the United States, including treason against the united States, to willfully and
knowingly subvert, collude and conspire to overthrow, by subterfuge and deceptive acts, the constitutional
laws of this nation, and this nation of people.

Lawful jurisdiction, they ain’t got!

Grandma Herrmann-Herrman-Herman
(another old Noah)
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CHAPTER  14

SLIPPERY  SHENANIGANS  BY  NEVADA
ATTORNEY  GENERAL’S  OFFICE

Editor’s note: In follow-up to the Letter to the Editor written by the Constitutional Law Center,
appearing in the October 8th edition of CONTACT, we have reprinted for you a recent response by
the Nevada Attorney General’s office to a citizen expressing concern over the abusive attorneys
George Abbott and David Horton, functioning with seeming impunity within that state.  At the
time, we headlined that matter: “Attorneys Abbott & Horton Exposed As Unscrupulous Civil Rights
Violators”.  After reading, on this page, the response from Kateri Cavin, Deputy Attorney General,
Civil Division, pay particular attention to John Ray’s response on the following page.  For those of
you wondering what the issues are in this matter, and how to get yourself heard, take note and don’t
overlook the great skill,  among accomplished politicians, for that old pastime called “passing the
buck”.

SEE  LETTERS  NEXT  6  PAGES

2 page paste letter

4page return letter
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CHAPTER  15

WHY  DOLE  THREW  THE  ELECTION
by Eustace Mullins    11/22/96

THE  INSIDE  STORY  OF  THE  1996  ELECTIONS

Dear Readers: I enclose one of my most important articles, exposing how the American people were
betrayed by Dole and his fellow conspirators in the recent election.  I only did the research after the
election or I would have exposed him earlier.  This is all new research and documented.  It may help warn
the people what to expect from the criminals and their fetid conspiracies.  With best regards, Eustace
Mullins.

An analysis of the 1996 Presidential election reveals that Robert J. Dole, the Republican nominee, deliber-
ately threw the election to his Democratic opponent, William Clinton.  Why did Dole sell out his own
party?  There are two reasons.  First, his personal health.  He was told that he probably would not survive
a four-year stint in the White House.  The glowing reports about Dole’s health which were issued during
the campaign sounded strangely like the reports which were issued during Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s
1944 campaign, in which a propped-up, dying cripple was advertised to the American people as a vigor-
ous, healthy candidate.  I remember those reports, and I also remember that Roosevelt died a few weeks
after his inauguration.

The second reason is that Dole had to lose in order to preserve the two party political system in the United
States.  The Democratic Party has not been able to win a national election since 1968.  Analysts point out
that its core strength was its White conservative Southern bloc of voters.  This support was cast aside
when the Democrats became the party of the minorities, the party of Blacks, Zionists, Communists, and
homosexuals.  An immediate objection can be raised that the Democrats won in 1976 with Jimmy Carter,
in 1992 with Bill Clinton, and in 1996 with Bill Clinton.  However, they won only because in each of those
elections the Republican Party ran its weakest candidate, in a deliberate conspiracy to give the election to
the Democratic candidate.  I pointed out in 1976 that Gerald Ford was the only Republican whom Carter
could beat; therefore, Ford became the Republican candidate.  In 1992, Bush was the only candidate
whom Clinton could beat; in 1996, Robert J. Dole was selected as the only Republican candidate whom
Clinton could defeat in his bid for re-election.

A  TALENT  FOR  CONSPIRACY

In becoming the Republican nominee for the 1996 campaign, Dole revealed a hitherto unsuspected talent
for conspiracy.  He accepted the nomination, knowing that he was intended to lose, and that he would
conduct a campaign which would guarantee that he would lose.  This was a difficult assignment, because
Clinton presented such a vulnerable target.  He had more evidence of financial and sexual offenses com-
piled against him than all other previous Presidents combined!  However, Dole resolutely refused to use
this evidence, substituting vague references to “character” instead of demolishing Clinton’s personal reputa-
tion.  Ross Perot presented a thirty-minute television summation of Clinton’s background the night before
the election; the result was that he increased his share of the votes from three to eight per cent!  With a
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single speech summing up Clinton’s reputation, Dole would have won an overwhelming victory.  However,
Dole chose not to do this.  Why?

THE  ULTIMATE  BELTWAY  INSIDER

In  his years in Washington, Robert J. Dole, the man from Russell, Kansas, a bucolic American small town,
had become the ultimate Beltway insider.  His closest friends were lobbyists and billionaires such as
Dwayne  Andreas  of  the notorious Archer Daniels Midland  Corporation, grain purveyors to the world.
These lobbyists depended upon Dole to ram through Congress such devastating bills as TEFRA, the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act in 1982, which became the biggest tax increase in American history,
raking  in  more  than  $320 billion dollars in new revenue for the big spenders in Washington.  He also
conspired  with  Alan  Greenspan,  chairman of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors.    In 1981,
President Reagan picked  Greenspan to head the National Commission on Social Security Reform.  By
ignoring the statistics, Greenspan came up with  an increase in FICA collections which resulted in a $200
billion tax increase for America’s workers, one of the largest tax increases in American history.  And who
shepherded the Greenspan tax increase through Congress?  Robert J.  Dole managed the Congressional
approval of the sellout  of the American people.  By entering into the conspiracy  to  throw the election in
1996, Dole proved that  he  had risen above the title of Republican; he was now a member of the Super
Party, also known as the  Federal  Reserve  Party,  or  the Central Bank Party.   He chose as his running
mate Jack Kemp, a person for  whom  he had the greatest dislike.  The National Review complained in its
issue of November 28, 1996, days before the election, that “Neither Kemp nor Dole has ever won a
campaign involving a large competitive  electorate.”    That  is  why they were chosen.  They were a pair of
born losers in a national campaign.

THE  SAD  CAMPAIGN

Dole’s Presidential campaign was everything that the World Order wanted.  The sad spectacle of the aging
candidate shuffling sideways, his useless arm dangling beside him, was one of the most depressing sights in
American political history.  One Washington correspondent quipped that Dole was conducting a “3-D
campaign”, progressing from “dour to despondent to depressing.”  The editorial page of the Washington
Post described him as “the world’s oldest living mummy”.  However, the physical spectacle was over-
shadowed by Dole’s deliberate practice, throughout his campaign, to avoid not only any mention of Clinton’s
scandalous personal history, but also to refuse to discuss any serious issue whatever.  He had been told
that the three issues on which he could win were insistence on a realistic welfare reform, abolition of
affirmative action, and Clinton’s insane foreign policy of dispatching American troops to such  non-es-
sential areas as Haiti, Somalia, and Bosnia.  He refused to mention any of them throughout the campaign.
His liberal chief of staff, Sheila Burke, told him that if he criticized affirmative action, he would lose the
female vote.  Criticism of welfare would cost him the Black vote, which was already 96% for Clinton.  And
criticism of Clinton’s foreign operations, which were designed solely to bolster the dwindling military-
industrial complex, would be “un-American”.  As an old soldier, Dole would not criticize his draft-dodging
commander in chief.

DOLE’S  SEARCH  FOR  A
RUNNING  MATE
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When Robert Dole announced that he was looking for a suitable running mate, political analysts supposed
that he would choose some well-known and reputable Republican conservative such as the Republican
governor of Wisconsin and other states.  Instead, he spent weeks pleading with Colin Powell to be his
companion on the ticket, although Powell, for reasons of his own, had already announced in November
1995, that under no circumstances would be a political candidate.  One Washington reporter wrote that
for eighteen consecutive days, Dole was on the phone, begging Powell to accept.  Not only did Dole lower
himself in the eyes of many Americans by grovelling before Powell, but he also caused widespread doubts
about himself as a viable candidate. Powell, who avoided a political race for a number of personal reasons,
including his role in the My Lai massacre coverup, had frequently claimed to be Jewish.  Powell also was
the personal protegé of Caspar Weinberger when Weinberger was Secretary of Defense.  He made Powell
his chief aide, and sponsored his career.  Weinberger was part of the notorious team from Bechtel Corp.
which ran the Reagan Administration, with Weinberger at Defense, and George Shultz as Secretary of
State.  Powell’s adoption by Weinberger showed that he had been chosen for an important position in the
World Order.

KEMP,  THE  GREAT  LIBERAL

Dole shocked his core supporters by choosing the most liberal Republican in the party, Jack Kemp, as his
running mate.  Kemp was the darling of the New York neoconservatives, former Trotskyite Communists
who now claimed to be “anti-Communist”.  The billionaire, Lewis Lehrman, owner of the Rite-Aid Drug
chain and other retail operations, had set up the Lehrman Institute to promote political candidates.  Kemp
was the chief beneficiary.  The New York Times wrote a gushing approval the day Kemp joined the ticket.
The article was labelled, “A Passion for Ideas”, and commented on Kemp’s great contributions to public
debate, notably his espousal of “free enterprise zones” and “empowerment” in the Black ghettoes.  Al-
though Kemp promoted these fantasies for years, nothing ever came of them.  Newsweek marvelled at
Kemp’s command of “the theories of supply side economics, policy innovations like urban enterprise
zones.”  Newsweek quoted Kemp’s mentor, Jude Wanniski, as revealing that Kemp “was ripe for conver-
sion when I met him in 1976,” referring to Wanniski’s “supply side theories” of economics.  Wanniski said
that Kemp had conferred with him every day for twenty years.  Kemp had then endorsed Steve Forbes for
president before ending up as Dole’s choice.  The New Republic on Nov. 4, 1996 noted that “Jack Kemp
routinely sends lefty types into paroxysms of cooing approval.”  They described him as “every liberal’s
favorite Republican, including Harlem Democrat Charles Rangel, the most leftwing member of the Black
Caucus.”

THE  BIG  SELLOUT

Although Dole delivered a good speech at the Republican nominating convention, the Republican Party
censored any mention of affirmative action as “too divisive”.  During the ensuing campaign, Clinton sailed
by Dole and Kemp in his steady move to the right, adopting most of the Republican Party’s basic program,
while  Dole and Kemp moved steadily left, amazing everyone who had planned to vote for them.  By
spending four-hundred-billion dollars, much of it in public funds, on their deceptive campaign, Dole and
Kemp committed fraud on a grand scale.  Statistics showed that seventy-five per cent of Americans now
lived in states which had Republican governors.  This proved the steady shift to conservatism which had
been going on in America for more than thirty years.  Stephen Moore wrote in the National Review, Oct.
28, 1996, “Democrats are almost certainly more in danger of a permanent minority status.”  Then how did
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Dole and Kemp lose?  Because they tried harder to lose while Clinton was trying to win.  Kemp had
publicly opposed both Proposition 187 and Proposition 209 in California, which tried to remedy the
abuses of affirmative action.  As the former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, he headed the
largest leftwing government boondoggle in history.

THE  DIVIDED  DEMOCRATS

During the 1996 campaign, the Democrats had been weakened by dividing into two opposing camps;
John B. Judis writing in the New Republic, Sept. 16, 1996, headlined, “Do the Democrats Have a Future?
Do They Deserve One?”  He pointed out that the Democratic Party was split into two groups which
bitterly opposed each other: the New Democrats, led by the Democratic Leadership Council under the
leadership of Albert Gore; and the “economic populists” led by Gephardt.  The Democratic Leadership
Council had been founded in 1985 by Al From and Will Marshall, two Democratic staffers who wanted to
replace the Democratic National Committee.  They wanted to supplant the control of the National Com-
mittee by extreme leftwing types from the AFL-CIO and Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow Coalition, which had
doomed the Mondale campaign in 1984, and which threatened to end any future victories by the Demo-
crats.  This was the remnant of the Democratic Party coalition formed by Bella Moskowitz in New York in
1928, which elected Franklin D. Roosevelt Governor of New York and later president for four terms.  A
Jewish Communist labor leader, Bella Moskowitz was a hard-line Stalinist devotee.  She welded an
unbeatable front of Jews, Blacks, Communists, and labor leaders, and brought the Communist-dominated
New York teachers union into her fold.  In the ensuing forty years, this coalition had never deviated from its
hard-line Communist program; by 1968 it was history.  Clinton ran screaming from its survivors to win the
1996 election.

THE  TWILIGHT  OF  THE  DEMOCRATS

Even the Blacks had begun to threaten to desert the old Moskowitz coalition, which had long taken their
support for granted.  Tom Wicker in the Nation, June 17, 1996, wrote “Deserting the Democrats”, urging
that Afro-Americans and the poor should leave the Democratic Party.  He wrote, “an early repudiation of
the Democrats by Afro-Americans would be in their own and the nation’s best interest.”  It seemed that
Dole and Kemp would have an easy campaign against the bitterly divided Democratic Party.  However, no
one yet suspected both Dole and Kemp’s iron determination to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory.
This goal was ensured by Dole’s secret Brain Trust, which I researched only after the disastrous election.
At no time during his campaign did Dole reveal that his brain trust was composed of advisers who had a
long history of ruinous advice for Republican candidates.  Matthew Miller revealed their names in the June
3, 1996 issue of the New Republic, itself one of the most volatile propagandists for the State of Israel.
Miller stated that Dole’s brain trust consisted of Senator Spencer Abraham; Martin Feldstein, a Harvard
economist and president of the National Bureau of Economic Research, who was forced out as president
Reagan’s chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers after he publicly demanded huge tax increases
and cuts in Social Security cost-of-living adjustments.  Also on Dole’s brain trust was Gary Becker of the
University of Chicago and the notorious Hoover Institute which had doomed Reagan’s presidential pro-
gram.  Becker recently succeeded Milton Friedman as head of the “Chicago School” of economics, which
was merely the American version of the Rothschild “Vienna School” which functioned as the creature of
the central banks and which promoted world wars.  Miller quoted “Top Dole aide Sheila Burke” as saying
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the brain trust would widen to include Dale Jorgenson, chairman of Harvard’s Department of Economics;
Michael Boskin, head of President Bush’s Council of Economic Advisers, whose advice sent Bush down
in defeat, and John Lipsky, the chief economist of investment bankers Salomon Brothers.

We should note that Robert Dole, who billed himself as “The Man from Kansas” did not have anyone from
Kansas on his brain trust.  This Elite group of Wall Street bankers and Harvard economists stood for big
government, increased taxes, and the slow stagnation of the American economy as American jobs headed
south of the border and to the Pacific Rim.

DOLE’S  LIBERAL  ASSOCIATES

During Dole’s Campaign for the Presidency as a Republican, he prudently kept his chief assistant, Sheila
Burke, out of sight.  The  Wall Street Journal had repeatedly exposed Burke as one of the most liberal
officials on Capitol Hill, more suited for Teddy Kennedy’s staff than a “rock-ribbed Republican”, as Dole
claimed to be.  The Journal’s expose of Burke caused the New York Times to leap to her defense in a
lengthy article in the prestigious Sunday Times Magazine.  Time magazine also deplored the attacks on
Sheila Burke.  Nevertheless, her liberal sympathies were legendary on Capitol Hill.  She controlled all
access to Senator Dole; once he became majority leader, she was the  most powerful Senatorial assistant
in Washington.

However, the most revealing aspect of Dole’s secret alliances was revealed in his Who’s Who biography,
which listed him as being on the board of the Center for Strategic and International Studies.  This top secret
think tank has long been the chief agent of the World Order in Washington.  Its principal policy makers are
Henry Kissinger and  Jeane Kirkpatrick, the leading “neoconservatives”.  It serves as the political centre
for a host of satellite groups, including the Heritage Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, the Hoover
Institute at Stanford University, and the World Jewish Congress.  In order to serve on the board of this
prestigious think tank, Dole would have had to be included in the most secret conferences of the World
Order.

Dole has loyally served the Kissinger-Kirkpatrick-Greenspan neoconservative conspiracy as their pointman
on Capitol Hill, ensuring that their most diabolical tax policies could be inflicted upon the American people,
always with Dole as the crucial pivot in enacting this legislation.  Peter Steinfels explains the scam in his
definitive work, The Neoconservatives, which is quoted in my work, The World Order:
“The leading neoconservatives who were Socialists in those years (the 1930s) were virtually all anti-
Stalinists (Trotskyites).  Well-drilled in Marxist texts and socialist history, bloodied in the tribal wars be-
tween Communists, democratic socialists, and fifty-seven varieties of Trotskyists, they were already trained
and in motion when the Cold War put their skills at a premium.”  Steinfels notes that the “Neoconservatives
have been strong supporters of Israel.”  Irving Kristol, the ideological leader of the neoconservatives, says,
“Neoconservatism is not at all hostile to the idea of the welfare state.”  This may explain Dole’s refusal to
criticize affirmative action.  Kristol’s son, Bill, is famed as the principal policy-maker for the Republican
Party.  Norman Podhoretz, longtime editor of Commentary for the American Jewish Congress, recently
published the last word on the neoconservative conspiracy,  Neoconservativism: A Eulogy, in which he
boasts, “Neoconservatism was created to help Israel take advantage of the Cold War.  Our work is now
done.”  This boast reveals the sordid strategy behind the Dole-Kemp “neoconservative” bid for the White
House.  They were expendable and they are no longer needed.  Lehrman and other Zionist millionaires
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poured out many millions of dollars for Dole and Kemp’s abortive runs for the presidency.  It is doubtful
that they will be exhumed for further bids.

DOLE’S  NEOCONSERVATIVE  ALLIES

Peter Beinart, in the New Republic, June 3, 1996 comments that Dole refused to attack Clinton’s inter-
ventionist foreign policy, which was essential to the neoconservative program. Beinart writes “those who
try to influence this world, this school, which includes Dole confidantes like Jeane Kirkpatrick and former
Reagan Assistant Secretary of Defense Richard Perle, might be called neoconservative moralist.”

Dole’s “conservative” reputation began when he became a Nixon loyalist as Nixon’s pointman on Capitol
Hill.  When Dole became chairman of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, Alan Greenspan, a partner
of J.P. Morgan Co., sought him out and converted him into his most loyal ally.  Under Greenspan’s direc-
tion, Dole engineered the vicious Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act, costing the American people
$320 billion dollars, and the tremendous increase in Social Security taxes under FICA.  Yet Greenspan
ensured Dole’s defeat for the presidency when he announced in September 1996 that the Federal Reserve
Board would not increase the interest rate.  Historically, when the World Order wants to defeat an incum-
bent president, they announce an interest rate hike before the election. I pointed out at that time that
Greenspan had now guaranteed Clinton’s re-election, and that Dole could not win.

THE  INFLATION  OF  ALAN  GREENSPAN

In Nation magazine, March 11, 1996, one of its most senior writers, Robert Sherrill, published an impor-
tant article, “The Inflation of Alan Greenspan”, which documented some of the most notorious episodes in
Greenspan’s career.  It is well worth reading in its entirety.  I quote: “It was Greenspan, according to Bob
Woodward’s The Agenda, who, working secretly with Bentsen, shaped the economic plan which Presi-
dent Clinton still follows.  The Fed’s legislative charter mandates that it pursue maximum employment as
well as stable prices and interest rates.  But Greenspan has no intention of using the Fed to expand
employment, and he isn’t shy about saying so.  In fact, he has asked Congress to formally amend the
charter to kill the first part of that mandate.  Nor does Clinton seem to be bothered by the fact that
Greenspan’s career—as economic adviser to four Presidents, (three of them Republican)—has included
an impressive string of faulty predictions, obvious deceptions and pandering to the sleaziest side of Wall
Street and the banking world.  For more than two decades, Alan Greenspan has, one way or another,
been picking your pocket in a big way... As a disciple of Ayn Rand, Greenspan genuinely believes the
practice of unrestricted capitalism is the highest morality.”

Sherrill  lays  much of Gerald Ford’s defeat for election on Greenspan.   Journalist  Hobart  Rowen recalls
that Greenspan and Ford were willing to drag the nation through a long period of recession and stagnation..to
cure the inflationary menace.  “Ford was dumped by the voters in 1976,” says Sherrill, “while Greenspan
charged Charles Keating, who is now in prison, $40,000 for letters to government regulators in 1985, that
Keating and his crooked peers were solid as Gilbraltar.  Greenspan called Lincoln Savings and Loan,
under Keating’s bank management, ‘seasoned and expert’.  Of seventeen Savings and Loans Greenspan
had cited in another letter to the Federal Home Loan Bank Board as superbly run businesses, fifteen were
insolvent within four years after he had spoken up for them.  In 1981, President Reagan picked Greenspan
to head the National Commission on Social Security Reform.  The solution Greenspan’s gang recom-
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mended—and Congress accepted—resulted in a $200 billion tax increase, one of the largest tax increases
in history.  Greenspan raised interest rates in 1988, causing recession by 1990.  Evans and Novak call him
Doctor Pain.  Greenspan is a kind of Typhoid Mary to Presidents.  His advice sank Ford in 1976.  A
Greenspan-created recession resulted in Bush’s defeat.”

We might suppose that Greenspan could have exerted his great power to raise the interest rate in Septem-
ber 1996, and ensure his collaborator Dole’s election to the White House.  However, both Dole and
Greenspan follow a scenario written by the World Order.  For whatever reason, the Elitists had decided to
return Clinton to the White House.  The tremendous pressure against him from financial and sexual scan-
dals ensure that he will be a docile president, amenable to whatever the World Order commands.  Mean-
while, Dole retires to a well paid old age.
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CHAPTER  16

SERAPIS  BEY:  ON  THE  EDGE  OF
A  GRAND  AWAKENING

Editor’s note: The following writing is by the Ascended Master known as Serapis Bey, of the Fourth
Ray orAspect of Creator’s spectrum, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters” communicating at
this time to help us get through Earth-Shan’s planetary transition and rebalancing.

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Serapis Bey humorously reveals: “I am often
referred to as the Commander Hatonn of the Seven Rays!  I represent the disciplinarian, task mas-
ter, lion—’shout loudly and push around a big stick’...I shall always give thee directness—’bottom
line’ thee calls it.  I shall effort at relieving thee of the ‘mush’ of thy self indulgence...I am often
referred to as the lion—not so much from ferocious terror that I bring forth, but I suspect ’tis more
that I ‘growl’ a lot.  At any rate, I chose (and choose yet) the direct path.  Purity reflects the  crystal
light — direct fragment of Father-Mother Source....

“When  ye work with me, ye must know something: I do not allow of one to simply up  and  leave  a
crisis, a circumstance, or an individual that is not to one’s liking.  One must stand, face, and con-
quer one’s own carnal mind and misqualified energy by disciplining one’s consciousness in the art of
non-reaction to the human creation of others, even as one learns how NOT to be dominated or
influenced by one’s own human reaction.

“When ye master these things, then ye shall be given the alchemical secrets of ‘the Tree of Life’ —
when thee REALLY grows weary of the world of desire, have subdued the passions and polariza-
tions, conceding only to ‘be still and know that I AM GOD’ .

“When this is done in perfection, then ye will get thy Ascension papers and Ascension bag  and we
will charge of it to the Gold Master-Card....

“Once ye has ascended into the Higher Realms, the promise of the Master is: ye are free, finished!
However (and here comes the punch line for thee ones), the EXCEPTION to the Master’s promise
would be if the individual, in order to FULFILL HIS DIVINE PLAN, IS REQUIRED TO COME
AGAIN IN EMBODIMENT AT SOME ‘FUTURE’ TIME SO  THAT HE (YOU!) CAN COMPLETE A
SPECIFIC MISSION AGREED UPON....

“If ye spend of thy time learning the lessons which will be brought unto thee, thee will have
glory....Ponder upon the lessons herein, not on whether or not the sources are real.  Ah yes, we are
REAL, and we come to assist and share; but turned away, we go away—free will choice of thine
own gift.”

For more background on this important group of teachers, plus earlier writings by them, refer to
the Back Page for Journal ordering information.
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12/7/96     SERAPIS  BEY

Good afternoon, my friend.  It is I, Serapis Bey, come to commune with you this day so that  you
and  your brothers may have the insights and instruction that you need in order to find your way.

Yes, I am of the Light, and I come within the Light of Creator God as the Fourth Aspect of His
spectral expression.  It is ALWAYS wise to demand identification of ANY and ALL who would
come to commune with you.

Thank you for allowing for the opportunity to share this day.  These messages of Lighted Truth
reach much farther than you would be comfortable realizing. Find balance and peace within and
let us continue please.

The people of this planet are on the peripheral edge of awakening to the Higher Reality of both
the physical truth and, more importantly, the spiritual truth concerning the TRUE nature of their
existence and placement within the universal order of Creation.

You of Ground Crew must be prepared, yourselves, for you, yourselves, could be caught up in the
chaos and confusion that shall ensue within a very  short physical segment of time.

As ALWAYS, sequenceof events (not the physical ticking of a clock) dictates the occurrence of
events.   So, do NOT ask, “When?” or “What date?”  You shall have to prepare as if it will be
tomorrow, if you want to be certain that you are ready for the upcoming changes.

The awakening that I speak of is that of the coming undeniable realization that your little planet
is not alone in the universe and that there is a very real community of “extraterrestrial” (that is,
not of this Earth) beings who have come at this time for the very purpose of awakening Earth
physical human from a most limiting sleep state.

There are many reasons for this sequence of events at this time.  One of the major reasons is
that you are in the process of destroying your planet and this is NOT acceptable to those who
recognize the universal  impact of such an event.  You, both as individuals and as a planetary
community, affect the ENTIRE universe by both your thoughts and actions.  Remember: “ALL
IS CONNECTED TO ALL!”  Your lack of understanding of basic spiritual truths has brought
you to the point at which you find yourselves this day.

The truth is the truth is the truth.  YOU have to face your own personal responsibility as a
member of your planet’s community for having allowed this condition of ignorance to grow and to
persist.

SHALL YOU REMAIN PART OF THE PROBLEM OR WILL YOU STEP OUTSIDE YOUR
SELF-CENTERED WORLD AND TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS, ACTIONS,
INACTIONS AND RESULTANT EFFECTS ON YOUR SOCIETY’S CURRENT CONDITION?!

Many of you to whom I speak have been patiently  awaiting  this  time  with  great anticipation of
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the whole awakening process. THAT TIME IS AT HAND and though many have anticipated the
return of the “Christed One”, ones have, in many cases, ignored their own awakening—always
waiting for another to “do it for you”.

You ALL have the Christ potential within! Why do you await another to come and save you from
your own self-generated hells?  You shall save yourself or you shall repeat this experience again
and again until you do. No Lighted Wayshower would deny you your opportunity for personal
growth.

Many have prepared long ago and have grown complacent in their efforts to keep up with the
daily flow of information available to them.  Many have heard similar messages to this one and
view these messages as just another message of “crying wolf”.  This is fine and you must always
discern for yourself the value of each and every message offered.

God shall always provide the Wayshowers and Guides.  He shall leave the decision-making up to
you, so that YOU alone shall stand accountable and responsible for both your actions and your
inactions.

Those of you who offer these messages to friends and family, whothen refuse to listen, must
come into realization that you canNOT do it for them—and if you did, they would resent you for
doing so.

Each souled being has, at some point, agreed to go through the experience of the learning cycles
of growth.  You must honor their decisions and choices. Each error that they make in judgment
shall give them insights into what it is that they need to confront and overcome in the way of self-
imposed limitations.

And related to the above, let me remind all of you, once again, of  the following most important
point: There shall be many who will not physically survive the  upcoming transition. MANY!

So, when I say, “Be prepared”, I am saying that there shall be those difficult-to-confront issues,
such as loss of family and friends, that you must be prepared to face and overcome—else you
become overwhelmed with grief and thus possibly lost to those who may truly need your help.

Keep always in your heart that the experiences of the soul are infinite and that this is but one
small existence in the infinite cycles of a soul’s journey.

Let  us  return to considerations of the awakening that is imminent:

First of all, your populations shall be torn in perceptions and emotional impact.  You shall see
ones of very (so-called) “educated” stature become absolutely overwhelmed to the point of
insanity as their ego-based reality is shattered completely.

Then, at the other end of the emotional spectrum, you shall see ones who are filled with great
excitement and joy as their longtime hunches and perceptions of reality are finally confirmed
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and verified.

For many, there shall be feelings of chaos and confusion as ones shed their old limited percep-
tions and beliefs.  The more soundly asleep the entity, the more jarring will be the wake-up call.

There shall be a great spiritual resurgence as ones innately recognize the universal signature of
the emotional frequencies emanating from the non-terrestrial visitors.  These shall be most warm
and genuine frequencies of compassion and love.

You ones of Ground Crew who have been diligent in your preparations will know what to do—
when the sequence is correct.

Indeed, many of you will be nearly overwhelmed with the ones who will be moved to come your
way seeking to understand what is taking place. These ones will be, more than anything else,
seeking to find balance within as they must come to grips with the fact that they have been living
a mind-controlled existence within a mind-controlled society—and further, that they have been
completely caught-up in the dazzling distractions engineered by these controllers.

Realize well that this is THE major overall role for Ground Crew: To aid in the transition of the
planet to a higher level of consciousness.

THESE ARE THE EXPERIENCES FOR WHICH  YOU  HAVE  COME DOWN HERE AT THIS
TIME!

In as much as you have prepared, your job will be easier.  Take each and every opportunity for
growth as an opportunity to prepare for these challenges that are coming.

Do not think that you are just another “nobody” who reads some so-called “underground” news-
paper.

YOU ARE A LIGHTED BEING WHO HAS A PURPOSE TO FULFILL!

Learn to recognize the distractions of the adversary and persist through the challenges with
which you are faced.  And, by all means, stop limiting yourself! KNOW that you are a valuable
team member—IF you so chose to be one!

Rejoice in knowing that you are never alone in this experience, or any other. When the whole
world seems to be against you, know that God is always there for you and that you need the
experience in order to cause you to search to new depths for the answers that you need.
Seek always, within the protection of God’s Light, to understand more and you shall find your-
self amazed at how fast you can grow and learn.

I am Serapis Bey laying out the foundation upon which you ones can build a solid enough cer-
tainty that will allow you to weather the chaotic and confusing events of the not-so-distant future.
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Blessings to those of you who have persisted through these trying times and have learned your
lessons.

In Light and Service to Creator Source, Salu.
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